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A Proposal For Establishing
Data Standards within the
National Open Source Community
A variety of components necessary for the implementation of a
national level Open Source Information System (OSIS) for the
Intelligence Community (IC) have previously been spelled out -
i.e., an architecture covering connectivity and functionality,
security policy, executive agency procedures. IC members who are
participants in the OSIS have moved out in a variety of directions
to implement pieces of the overall system. One component of the
OSIS which has not been addressed An a cohesive fashion is that of
data element standards. Currently, each participant is developing
data element defintions for their local interests with little
regard to the needs of the community as a whole. This approach j
eopardizes the community's ability to perform information transfer
and, in the end, will confound information understanding by the end
customer. As each OSIS participant implements information sources
at their respective agencies, and the number of these multiply, the
OSIS will find itself mired with unintelligible collections of
exclusive, often contraditorydata standards. And, the problem is
larger than the intelligence community when one reflects on the
interactions between the technical literature used with the
community and that of other government communities such as the
CENDI.
NAIC believes that the time is at hand to set forth an agreed
to set of data elements for bibliographic data referencing.
Further, these data elements should be inclusive of the needs of
the major open source communities within the government and not
just those of the intelligence community. At the same time that a
standard set of data elements are established, standard SGML tags
as well as HTML tags should be developeed. NAIC proposes that the
IC and CENDI establish a joint data element standards committee
that can be used as a springboard for further discussions with
other government open source participants. Initially, the
commmittee should limit its consideration to bibliographic data
elements for document reference information. Additional areas for
standardization can be taken on as each preceding area is
completed.
As an initial strawman NAIC can offer the data element
standards used in the DOD STIISP and its national data base - CIRC.
This proposal is not intended to imply that the CIRC data standards
would indeed end up as the community standard, but the CIRC data
standards do represent the requirements of a large contingent of
the DOD Intelligence Community. We would suggest that each
organization bring forth their data standards to the committee with
an attitude of cooperation and compromise. NAIC would be glad to
chair such a committee or be a member of such a committee.
7
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MedIndEx TM
Project Staff and Collaborators
Susanne M. Humphrey, Project Leader
Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications
National Library of Medicine
Management System Designers, Inc.,
General Software Support Contractor
Index Section and MeSH Section, Collaborators
Library Operations
National Library of Medicine
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Organization of talk:
• conventional database indexing
• knowledge-based indexing
• frame (object-oriented) data structure
• other parts of system
• presumed advantages of approach
• evaluation
Conventional Indexing
MeSH Tools (Publications)
MeSH Annotated Alphabetic List
MeSH Tree Structures
Permuted MeSH
Supplementary Chemical Records
25
Conventional Indexing
MeSH
Preferred terms for unique concepts:
18,000 headings (descriptors)
82 subheadings (topical qualifiers)
78,000 supplementary chemical terms
Official alternate terms
(i.e., synonyms, abbreviations, variants)
26
Conventional Indexing
MEDLINE Indexing Tools (Publications)
Annotations in alphabetic MeSH
Indexing manual
Technical notes
Specialized manuals (tumors, enzymes, etc.)
Extensive training, supervised trainee period,
annual orientation meeting, memos, etc.
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Conventional Indexing
Interactive Data Entry
Validation of entered terms
Substitution with preferred terms
Validation of MH/SH pre-coordinations
Relatively simple warnings
User-requested MeSH displays
MEDLINE searching
(simultaneous windows NLM staff only)
Cut & paste (NLM staff only)
Online indexing documentation
(NLM staff future)
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General Indexing Rules
Specificity
Index to the most specific term available.
Multiplicity
Provide as many indexing terms as necessary.
Coordination
Express concepts by combining two or
indexing terms.
more
Heading Subheading
Attach subheading to the heading which it
qualifies.
29
Coordinate Indexing
bone loss in postmenopausal women
is pre-coordinate heading:
Osteoporosis, Postmenopausal
30
Coordinate Indexing
spinal osteoporosis is coordination of:
Osteoporosis
+
Spinal Diseases
31
Coordinate Indexing
prevention of bone loss
is heading-subheading pre-coordination:
Osteoporosis/PREVENTION & CONTROL
32
Coordinate Indexing
estrogen replacement therapy for bone loss
is coordination of headings:
Estrogen Replacement Therapy
+
Osteoporosis
33
Coordinate Indexing
estradiol in estrogen replacement therapy
for prevention of spinal bone loss in
postmenopausal women
is coordination of:
Estrogen Replacement Therapy
+
Osteoporosis, Postmenopausal/PREVENTION
& CONTROL
+
Estradiol/THERAPEUTIC USE
+
Spinal Diseases/PREVENTION & CONTROL
34
Coordinate Indexing
MESH ANNOTATED ALPHABETIC LIST
BONE LOSS, AGE-RELATED
see OSTEOPOROSIS
BONE LOSS, PERIMENOPAUSAL
see OSTEOPOROSIS, POSTMENOPAUSAL
BONE LOSS, POSTMENOPAUSAL
see OSTEOPOROSIS, POSTMENOPAUSAL
ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY
coord IM with specific estrogen/ther use (IM or NIM)
XR MENOPAUSE
MENOPAUSE
see related
ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY
OSTEOPOROSIS, POSTMENOPAUSAL
OSTEOPOROSIS
OSTEOPOROSIS, POSTMENOPAUSAL
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Coordinate Indexing
MeSH TREE STRUCTURES
E2-PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES-
THERAPEUTIC
THERAPEUTICS
Ioo
DRUG THERAPY
Ooo
ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY
E2
Ioo
E2.319
ooo
E2.319.347
ooo
ool
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MEDLINE Citation
TI
-Monitoring skeletal response to estrogen.
AB -Estrogen replacement therapy at accepted
doses is not fully effective in preventing
bone loss and fractures in postmenopausal
women. Bone densitometry is useful for
monitoring estrogen replacement therapy to
assess dose, foster compliance, and check
for secondary bone loss. The most
appropriate site for bone loss monitoring is
probably the spine because it shows ...
MH - Absorptiometry, Photon
Bone Density/*DRUG EFFECTS
*Estrogen Replacement Therapy
Female
Human
Menopause/PHYSIOLOGY
Monitor!ng, Physiologic
Tomography, X-Ray Computed
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Coordinate Indexing
Concepts not Indexed
preventing bone loss
spinal osteoporosis
preventing fractures
doses
38
What MedIndEx is Not
Not a new set of concepts representing
biomedicine
(We have MeSH for that)
Not a new indexing scheme
(We have MEDLINE indexing rules
for that)
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What is new about MedIndEx
Indexing rules as executable
computer code
Indexing concepts subdivided by
explicit domain-specific relations
Concepts, with their associated
relations and rules, organized as
an inheritance hierarchy
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Some Features of Conventional Indexing
Useful for Knowledge-Based Indexing
Rules as encodable procedural knowledge
Factual knowledge, including classification
Implied relations
Windowing/mousing environment
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Coordinate Indexing Encoded as Prompts
Implied relations as prompts
Alphabetic MeSH annotation at Lymph Nodes:
"cervical lymph nodes" = Lymph Nodes + Neck
Lymph Nodes
LOCATION: Neck
Indexing Manual rule: Every neoplasm must be
indexed with a histologic type term and a term for
the anatomic site
Bone Neoplasms
BODY-SITE: Ribs
HISTOLOGIC-TYPE: Adenocarcinoma
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Coordinate Indexing Encoded as Prompts
MeSH Trees categories as prompts
Drug Therapy
PROBLEM (Disease category)
AGENT (Drugs and Chemicals category)
Subheadings as prompts
Testosterone
ADMINISTRATION/DOSAGE
(administration & dosage subheading)
TOXIC-EFFECT (ad-poi-tox subheadings)
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"F..sltogen replacement therapy at accepted doses is not fully effecdve in preventing bone loss
and fraciiues in posmienopaus/women. Bone denilomeiry is useful for monitoring esimgea
tephicement therapy to assess dose, [osier compliance and check for secondary bone loss. The
most appropriate site for bone loss monitoring is probably the spine because it shows largex
decreasesat the menopausethan appendicularsites,it shows larger increaseswith _etapy, and
it has clinical import in terms of fntcaee. Bo_ duaJ-photonabsorpdomewj (or dual-energy x-
ray absoq_omeu'y) and coml_md tomography me the l_eferred monitoring methods. The
piicisioe of these densitometry methods is generally adeqlli to permit intelim decisions with
regardtocminuingtherapy,aswellasconclusivedecisionson therapeuticeffw.acy after Ito2
yea_ of momroring,Judicioususe of deasitometryin combinationwith biochemical
delerminations can entlnce therapeutic conlmt and provide both patient and physician
com'zdciw.e in long.term estrogen rqllacemem therapy."
("SZ_:Z.E'T_L"(NIL))
("ESTROGEN REPLACEMENT THERAPY" OEstmgen Replacement Therapyi))
("EDVECTIVE" (NIL))
("F'RAC'Z'dRF.S"_ntctm'esO)
("DOSE"Nn.)
£'SECOND,_Y" .".'[L)
("BONE, LOSS" Nil,)
CSPINE"OSpme_))
("MENOPAUSE" (IMenopausel))
CCL_CAL" hlL)
CDUAL PHOTON ABSORPTIOMETRY" (1AbsorpucmcLry. Pholonl))
(*'DUAl. ENERGY X.RAY ABSORPTIOMETRY" (IDensitomecy, X-Rayl))
("COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY" NIL)
CPREFERRED" (NIL))
('*METHODS" (/METHODS))
("CO_O" (NIL))
("WELL" (NIL))
("2 YEARS" 0Child. l:_.schoolO)
("MONITORING" NIL)
("COMBINATION" NIL)
("BIOCHEMICAL" NIL)
("CONTROL" (I/PREVENTION & CONTROLI))
("PATENT" ([Paticnt_{))
("PHYSICIAN" (NIL))
C'LONG TERM" (NIL))
I NITI RL-MRJOR-TOPI C
> Oensitometrw. X-RaW
> Absorptiometrw. Photon
> Menopause
> Fractures
> Estrogen Replacement
>l
Therapw
Automated indexing of sample dd= and abstract based on word
matching against knowledge base terms and aliiases.
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Indexing in MedIndEx is the process of:
Filling indexing frames which inherit from KB frames
New indexing frame has only two slots with values:
Estrogen Replacement Therapy 90136159
INHERITS-FROM:
VALUE: Estrogen Replacement Therapy
UNIQUE-ID:
VALUE: 90136159
64
Estrogen Replacement Therapy 90023681
inherits slots (with its data and programs) from:
Estrogen Replacement Therapy
INHERITS-FROM:
VALUE: Drug Therapy
PROBLEM: <no VALUE>
RESTRICTIONS:
<program: VALUE must be a member
of DISEASE-LIST>
DEFAULT: Osteoporosis, Postmenopausal
* IF-NEEDED:
<program: if there is a DEFAULT,
display it as a VALUE>
CHILDREN: <no VALUE>
inherited from an ancestral frame in the
inheritance hierarchy
65
Specificity Encoded in Frames
Fractures 90136159 (indexing frame)
INHERITS-FROM value: Fractures
(established by system)
BODY-SITE value: Spine (added by indexer)
When indexer adds Spine to BODY-SITE value in
Fractures indexing frame, system says Spinal
Fractures must be used instead.
Fractures (KB frame)
CHILDREN specificity:
BODY-SITE Spinal Fractures
Spinal Fractures (KB frame)
BODY-SITE specificity: Spine
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MedIndEx (Medical Indexing Expert) frames:
Knowledge Base (KB) frames
• Encode concept/rules
Linked by domain-specific relations to
provide knowledge-based and situation-
specific assistance
Inheritance classification
Conventional classification ("trees")
Indexing frames
• Inherit procedures / data from KB frames
Contain the data for generating MEDLINE
indexing
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Presumed Advantages of
Knowledge-Based Indexing
Rules as system-initiated executable
procedures
Inheritance for less redundancy, more rules
Improved consistency in applying rules
Document-specific information used for
situation-specific assistance
Domain relationships used by rules
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Additional Significant Points about MedIndEx
Self-training/teaching
Reinforces learning
Conveys rule changes quickly and directly
Electronic mail originating within system
Serves as electronic suggestion box
Can include copies of frames
Foundation for managing and expanding the
indexing scheme
Addresses gaps, inconsistencies, vagueness
Facilitates quickly trying out indexing
concepts
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Significant Points (continued)
Integration of applications in one system
• Indexing
• Searching
Integration of additional knowledge sources into
the system
Portability across:
Subject domains
Type of material indexed (e.g., images)
Machine learning from database facilitated by
precision of links
Updating KB classification scheme
Offering users intermediate selection based
on probability
Standardized, readily-available software (X
Windows, Common Lisp, Unix)
7O
MedIndEx "Processes"
• Journal Assignment Interface
• Indexer/Searcher Interface
• Indexing Score Report Generator
• KB Manager Interface
• KB Manager Tools
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KB Manager Purpose and Function
Purpose:
• Ensure proper syntax
• Ensure consistency
Function:
• Create new KB frames
• Make inheritance links between KB frames
• Make children links (similar to MeSH Trees)
between KB frames
• Encode indexing assistance in KB frames
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KB Manager Batch Mode Input
MeSH Tree Structures
000 Disease
000.C14 Cardiovascular Diseases
000.C14.280 Heart Diseases
000.C14.280.459 Heart Neoplasms
000.C14.907 Vascular Diseases
000.C04 Neoplasms
000.C04.588 Neoplasms by Site
000.C04.588.894 Thoracic Neoplasms
000.C04.588.894.309 Heart Neoplasms
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KB Manager Batch Mode Input (continued)
Art and Architecture Thesaurus
Single Built Works and Open Spaces
• .<single built works>
.... <single built works by specific type>
...... <single built works by function>
........ <religious structures>
.......... religious buildings
............ churches
.............. <churches by location or context>
................ cathedrals
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MEDLINE Search Assistant
• Uses query frames from MedIndEx
• Generates MEDLINE indexing terms from
query frames
• Generates terms as suggested MEDLINE
search terms
• Provides interface to develop search strategy
• Uses search syntax of public retrieval system
• Connects to retrieval system and runs search
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Sample Query
Monitoring bone density changes in
postmenopausal osteoporosis treated
by estrogen replacement therapy.
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Evaluation
Funding
NIH 1% Evaluation Set-Aside Fund,
Section 513, Public Health Service Act
Evaluation Design Project (completed)
Development of Experimental Design to
Establish a Methodology for Evaluating
Knowledge-Based Systems for Subject
Indexing. NIH/NLM 92-308
"Design for a Study to Evaluate the
MedlndEx Approach to Subject Indexing."
Prepared by Herner and Company,
Decision Sciences Associates, and the
University of Illinois Graduate School of
Library and Information Science. NTIS
PB93-236016.
Evaluation Project (ongoing)
Evaluation of a Knowledge-Based Expert
System for Subject Indexing. NIH/NLM
94-305.
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Evaluation
Objectives
Primarily, to determine if MedIndEx is
sufficiently promising as an approach to
MEDLINE indexing to warrant further
development
Secondarily, to identify ways in which
MedlndEx can be improved
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Evaluation
Parameters
Comparison of MedIndEx and AIMS (indexing
environment variable)
indexing quality
inter-indexer consistency
Effects of other variables on quality and
consistency
task knowledge (MEDLINE indexing)
tool knowledge (gained through use)
User reaction to MedIndEx
Average time needed to index a document
Time-stamped transaction logs
Within test domain, some diversity in subject
matter and indexing complexity of test
documents
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Evaluation
Components
Indexing experiment to compare:
MedlndEx output (quality and consistency) for
different types of indexers (experienced and
inexperienced) and for different levels of
experience with the system
MedlndEx output with AIMS output
A standard for quality of indexing and a method
for judging quality of testing indexing against
this standard
Method of scoring inter-indexer consistency
Criteria and methods for identifying set of test
documents
Survey instrument to determine user reactions to
MedlndEx
Procedures for capturing data for logs
Method for recording time to index a document
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Evaluation
Test Design
Classic sprit-plot factorial design (Kirk, 1982)
Four groups characterized by task knowledge
(low, high) and system used (MedIndEx, AIMS)
Both MedlndEx groups and low task knowledge
AIMS group index three sets of ten documents;
high task knowledge AIMS group indexes only
third set
Cell size:
low task knowledge groups - 15
high task knowledge groups- 10
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Evaluation
Test Design
15 hypotheses specifying groups compared
four hypotheses each for quality, consistency,
and time; three hypotheses for attitudinal
differences
Examples of hypothess for quality and
consistency:
H l: Indexing produced using MedlndEx is
significantly different in terms of quality from
indexing produced using AIMS
H5: Indexing produced using MedIndEx is
significantly different in terms of consistency
from indexing produced using AIMS
HI and H5 groups: low task knowledge
MedlndEx versus low task knowledge AIMS,
high task knowledge MedlndEx versus high
task knowledge AIMS
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Evaluation
Test Design
Training schedule
inexperienced groups - five days indexing
training in test domain
inexperienced MedIndEx and AIMS groups -
four days hands-on training, six days indexing
three sets of ten test documents, questionnaire
after sets 1 and 3
experienced AIMS group - half-day indexing
document set 1
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\
Evaluation
Criteria for Evaluating Indexing Quality
Positive scoring (type of term, starred vs
unstarred, number of points added):
main headings starred; no starred subheading -
20 if starred, 6 if unstarred, 0 if absent
main headings starred; at least one starred
subheading- 15 if starred, 6 if unstarred, 0 if
absent
subheadings starred - 8 if starred, 5 if
unstarred, 0 if absent
check tags - 7, always unstarred, 0 if absent
main headings unstarred - 6 if unstarred, 5 if
starred, 0 if absent
subheadings unstarred- 5 if unstarred, 4 if
starred, 0 if absent
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Evaluation
Criteria for Evaluating Indexing Quality
Negative scoring (type of term, starred vs
unstarred, number of points deducted):
main headings starred - 7
subheadings starred- 5
check tags (always unstarred) - 4
main headings unstarred- 1
subheadings unstarred- 1
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Evaluation
Criteria for Evaluating Indexing Quality
Example of standard and four test indexers:
Standard
MHI*
MH2
25
Indexer A
MHI*
MH2
25/25=1.00
Indexer B
MHI*
20/25=.80
Indexer C
MHI*
MH3
19/25=.76
Indexer C
MHI*
MH3*
13/25=.52
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Evaluation
Criteria for Evaluating Inter-Indexer
Consistency
Consistency of a Pair (CP) of indexers =
number of term agreements
|mm m mmmmm mm | m| |m m ||mmm | |||mmm || mmm |m mmmm mmm |mmm
number of unique terms assigned
Consistency of a Group (CG) is mean of all
pairwise scores (CP's for each pair)
Rodgers, 1961, and Hooper, 1965
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Evaluation
Questionnaire
68 short answer questions
34 attributes (Adelman, Ulvila, and Lehner,
1991)
attribute categories: judgmental performance,
observable use, opinion on usability, scope of
application, explanation, and organizational
impact
11-point Likert scale from 0 (very strongly
disagree) to 10 (very strongly agree)
Each attribute represented in positive and
negative statements
High scores on positive statements and low
scores on negative statements indicate good
performance on the attribute
four open ended questions
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MedIndEx Requirements
Sun SPARCstation 2
64 Mbytes memory, Gbyte disk
SunOS operating system
Lisp files
Lucid Common Lisp 4.1
CLX and CLUE (public domain from TI)
MedIndEx files
Xll Release 5
twm window manager
(experimental) PC, Windows 3.1, and modem
eXceed/Xpress-W (X Windows server)
graphics card for 1280x1024 resolution
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The MedIndEx TM Prototype for Computer Assisted
MEDLINE® Database Indexing
Susanne M. Humphrey
National Library of Medicine, Bethesda, MD 20894, USA
Abstract
The MedlndEx (Medical Indexing Expert) research project combines artificial intelligence and
information retrieval principles and methods to develop and test an interactive knowledge-
based prototype for computer-assisted indezing of the MEDLINE database. By encoding the
indexing scheme and the MESH@(191edicalSubject Headings) thesaurus in a knowledge base
(I_8), and designing a system for indexers to use in s workstation environment, the objective
of this project is to facilitate "expert indexing" that is performed at the National Library of
Mt_licine (NLM).
Introduction
MedlndF, z is a prototype knowledge-based expert system designed to assist indexers in
creating subject access points for performing MeSH thesaurus-based searches of the
MEDLINE database [1]. MEDLINE contgins more than 6.6 million citations covering the
periodical biomedical literature since 1966. In 1992, NLM indexed more than 400,000
documents for MEDLINE. Over two million on-line searches were performed on the current
MEDLINE database (the most recent 2-3 years) using NLM's retrieval system.
The main objective of MedIndEz is to develop interactive knowledge-basad systems to facilitate
expert indexing that goes into the MEDLINE product. The s_tem consists of computer
representations of MeSH concept', enhanced by domain-specific relations; executable rules
based on NLM's indexing scheme; and an interface desisned for • sophisticated workstation
onvironmont.
The aim of this paper is to provide a sense of the potential for the knowledge-based approach
to database indexing. The next section describes conventional database indexing as
bacl_,round. This is followed by the section describin s MedIndEz. The concluding section is a
brief statement of the current status of the project.
Conventional Indexing
This section summarizes, describes, and illustrates features of conventional indexing that
carry over to a knowledge-based approach as a natural outt, rowth. These features are:
• Basic tenets of database indexing
• Thesaurus, including explicit classification and implied relations
• Indexing rules
• Windowing/mousing environment
Indexing tenets defined in NLM's indexing manual include specificity and multiplicity. These
correspond to the following fundamental rules of indexing identified by Lancaster [2]:
• Includeall the topics known Io be of intes_st to theusers of the informatioa service thatare Iteatcd
substantively in the document
• Index each of these as specif_dly as lhe vecabularyof the system allows and the needs _ in_ of _
users warrant
The first rule corresponds to the conceptual analysis stage of indexinG the second, to the
translation stage [3].
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The MeSH thesaurus contains about 17,000 headings and 80 subheadings which may be
appended to headings to form he•ding-subhe•ding pre-coordinations as indexing terms. An
example of such a pre-coerdination is Estrogens/THERAPEUTIC USE. In addition, MeSH
contains official aliases (synonyms, abbreviations, lexical variants, etc.)
Indexing rules are documented in various published tools, including the indexing mantud,
technical notes, and the alphabetic MeSH in the form of annotations appended to individual
term& NLM uses a system of coordinate/ndezin_7, and virtually all the rules reflect this
orientation. Coordination rules may be illustrated by the example of indexing the following
topic:
eztmdioi m est_ veph_.eme_ t_vopy [or pveve_ o[ _o_ bone lou
postmenopou_ women
This would be indexed by the following indexing terms:
Estrogen Replacement Therapy
Estradiol tlTIERAPEUTIC USE
Osteoperesis, Postmenopausal/PREVENTION & CONTROL
Spinal Diseases/PREVENTION & CONTROL
Two terms refer to • disease, Ost_peres/s, Postmenopausal and Spinal Diseases; one term,
Estrogen Replacement Therapy, to a medical procedure; and the remaining term, Estradiol, to
• drug. Taken tolrether, these four terms describe the sample topic, and serve to illusU_te
coordinatiou of terms from different MesH catei:eries (Diseases, Techniques and Equipment,
Chemicals and Drugs) to index important ideas in • document. Insofar as this coordination
may express the general topic of the document, it also illustrates the multiplicity tenet oF
indexing, mentioned earlier.
Coordination is also used for expressing the individual topics in the phrase. This can be done
by using a pre-coordinatod heading that expresses two or more concepts in the domain being
indexed. In this example, Estrogen Replacement Therapy, which expresses estrogen as a
therapeutic agent for conditions requiring its replacement (estrogen deficiency), is the most
complex pre-coordinated heading in this example, in terms of the number of categories
represented in this term. Another form of coordination is the hsadin_subheading pre-
coordination, of which there are three in this example.
Finally, coordination to index specific topics is achieved by combining different headings, as it
is for expressing the general topic. Sometimes these sorts of coordination use special indexing
ruleL Furthermore, elements of the coordination may themselves be pre-coordinated. In this
case, one might surmise that spino/bone/ou would be expressed by combining Osteoporosis
(the medical term for this condition) and Spine. However, MEDLINE indexing rules dictate
that the organ-disease pre-coordinate is a more precise expression of this topic than the organ,
hence, Spinal Diseases is used rather than Spine. And, because of the qualification m
postmenopaus_ women, the Osteoporosis, Postmenopausal pre-coordinate is preferred over
Osteoperosis.
Features of conventional indexing contain implied relations that can be quite useful in a
knowledge-based approach. For example, imagine that you are indexing in the •re• of drug
therapy. The MeSH categories would be useful as reminders for indexing the various aspects
of this areL The Diseases category would be used for covering the condition being treated; the
Chemicals and Drugs category, for the drug being used. Imagine now that you are indexing in
the area of druge. The MesH topical subheadings would also be useful as prompts for aspects
to be covered. For example "administration & dosage" would remind you of terms like
Injections, Drug Administration Schedule, and Drug Therapy, Combination; "adverse effects"
would alert you to covering the drug's toxicity.
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Coordination rules in the indexing documentation _qZgest relations that might be of genoral
use. For example, the MeSH annotation to index pelvic lymph nodes by coordinating Lymph
Nodes and Pelvis implies a "location" relation. This would be useful as a prompt when a term
like Lymph Nodes is assigned, as a reminder to coordinate with a leoational term. An
im_t rule for MEDLINE indexing is the "neoplasm coordination rule" which states that
to properly index cancer, an organ-neoplasm term should be coordinated with a h/st=logic-type
term. For example, adenocarc_noma of bone, should be indexed Bone Neoplasms and
Adonocarcinom8. Stated in terms of the MeSH classification, this rule suggests the
coordination oftorms from two major nodes in the Neoplasms category, namely, Neoplasms by
Site (for Bone Neoplasms) and Neoplasms by Histoiogic Type (for Adonocarcinoma). The
implied relation "h/stologic-typo" would be useful as a prompt when an organ-neoplasm term
is assigned and "neoplasm-by-site" might serve as a prompt for an organ-neoplasm term when
a histologic type term is assigned.
Finally, conventional indexing is performed in an interactive environment using NLM's
Automated Indexing and Management System (AIMS), introduced in 1984. This system
provides important functions previously performed in batch mode, like validating terms and
substituting preferred forms for official aliases that may have been entered. It also helps with
check tags; for example, the system automatically adds the term Female when the indexer has
added Pregnancy, and then displays a message asking the indexer to add Human or Animal.
Indexers may request displays of information from MESH, such as the scope note, annotation,
or permissible subheadings for an individual term. The system can be programmed to display
help messages for specified tennL For instance, when an array of specific Mastectomy terms
was added to MESH, the system began issuing a message alerting indexers to the ava/iability
of these terms whenever the term _my was assigned. In 1991, _ began furniching
staffwith PS/2@ microcomputers, providing an environment with multiple simultaneous
windows and mousing. As a result, indexers could simultaneously run the AIMS window and
in another window run N1,M's retrieval system to search Mesh and MEDLINE, and could cut
and paste between windows. Plans are under way to install an O_mpatible version of the
WordPerfeot_ text editor with the indexing manual, technical notes, and other indexing tools
on a server. The greatest significance of these developments for ModindEx is that they pave
the way for knowlodge-based indexing, which requires sophisticated interFace technology.
As described in this section, conventional systems inherently use potentially encoclable
procedural knowledge, illustrated by various coordination rules. Current expression of this
knowledge uses existing factual knowledge, in particular the MeSH classification scheme, and
relations that are at least implicit throughout the system. Potentially usable relations may be
found as implied relations between MeSH categories, in subheadings that might be used for
linking terms to one another, and in single pre-coordinatecl terms. Thus, the knowledge
inherent in conventional systems, coupled with installation of"workstation-like environments
for indexers, provides an important foundation for developing knowledge-based indexing
systems.
MedindEz Indexing
Knowledge-based systems for indexing require a new type of data structure that can, in effect,
encode the combined factual and procedural knowledge established in the conventional system.
The factual knowledge needed for MEDLINE indexing is encoded in MESh records. But there
is very little procedural knowledge encoded in the indexing system. Most indexing rules are
provided as textual information. While interfaces may be developed to display this information,
a knowledge-based system characteristically does more than this. It uses relations in the
domain to provide interactive, situation-specific assistance. As with published cross-references
in thesauri, this assistance may be prescriptive or merely sui_,,estive[4, 5]. The difference is
that assistance is prompted by users' interac_ons with the system. The computer "knows"
what the user is doing and instructs the user substantively and specifically in continuing the
task at hand.
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In bfedlndl_, a data structure known as a frame is used for providing this knowledl_based
assistance. A knowledge base frame serves as a template for filling out an indexing form.
Rather than explain flames in a technics] manner, we will illustrate their use in Med/ndEx by
example. PiIjure I shows a computer screen containing an indexing frame t/tled Estrogen
Replacement Therapy. This term has been entered in a previous Frame as the initial topic of
the document being indexed, as shown in the Display window. The current frame name is in
the title bar of two of the windows, the Current Prame window and the Current Slot window.
The terms in upper case in the Current Prame window are subdivisions of frames, known as
dots (AGENT, PURPOSE, A_SESSMENT, etc.). These serve as prompts Forfurther
information in relation to the frame term (name of the frame).
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Figure 1. Basic Estrogen Rephcement Therapy indexing frame.
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II
_strogen Replacement Therapy
INHERITS-FROM
VALUE: Drug Therapy
PROBLEM
VALUE: None (to be supplied in indexing frame)
RESTRICTIONS:
<proL_ram:VALUE must be • member of PROBLEM-LIST>
DEFAULT: Osteoporesis, Postmenopausal
• IF-NEEDED:
<program: if there is a DEFAULT, make it available for display>
CAN-ADD?:
<program: ifVALUE entry is Osteoporceis,create the message
"Osteoporosis, Pestmenopausal is available.'>
AGENT
SS
VALUE: None (to be supplied in indexing frame)
DEFAULT: Estrogens
IF-NEEDED:
<program: if there is a DEFAULT, create a warning message not to use it unless
particularly discussed, and to cons/dera spec/ficof it, e.g., "Do not use Estrogens
unless particularly discussed. Consider specific Estrogens tenn.'>
PURPOSE
VALUE: None (to be supplied in indexing f_me)
" IF-ADDED:
<program: update the MEDLINE indexing by appending/THERAPEUTIC USE
to the VALUE of AGENT, and appending/PREVENTION & CONTROL to the
VALUE of PROBLEM>
" inherited from Procedures frame, top-level frame in KB hierarchy
"" inherited from Administration of'Agent frame, higher-level frame in KB hierarchy
Fisure 2. Depiction of EsWopn Replaeement Therapy knowledge base Frame,
servinfr as template for all Estrogen Replacement Therapy indexing frames.
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Allinputfromtheuserisdirectedbythesystemintothe Current Slot window. The PROBLEM
prompt in this window is waiting for the user to enter an indexing term for the medical problem
in relation to Estrogen Replacement Therapy. That is, a frame prompts for indexing terms,
known as ti//ers, in relation to the frame term (name of the frame), according to the current
slot. When the indexer has filled in the slot with appropriate indexing terms, according to the
content of the document, the slot with its fillers is returned to the Current Frame window, and
the next slot is presented in the Current Slot window for filling.
Figure 2 shows a simplified knowledge base frame for Estrogen Replacement Therapy.
Remember, the indexing frame in Figure I uses this knowledge base frame as a template. Note
the subdivisions of the PROBLEM slot. The first subdivision, labeled ILESTRICTIONS,
contains a computer proFam that includes a list of all of the indexing terms that are legal for
this slot (primarily from the Diseases category). Furthermore, this program checks that any
indexing term a user misht enter as a filler for this slot in an indexing frame using this
template is a member of this list of'permissible terms. The restrictions list of.terms is encoded
in a form that translates into a hierarchical display. Fig_re 3 is _ the same indexing frame
where this display is shown in a Restrictiens Display window.
The relationship between an indexing frame and its corresponding knowledge base frame
introduces the notion of in_r_ance. As shown in Figure 4, an indexing frame per se initially
contains only two slots, INHERITS-FROM and UNIQUE-ID. The latter has as its filler an
accession number for the document being indexed, and is not significant in this discussion. On
the other hand, the INHERITS-FROM slot, having a knowledge base frame term as a filler,
links the indexing frame to this knowledge base frame. This link enables the indexing _-ame
to access all the slots and their rules and data from the corresponding knowledge base frame.
Also, as seen in Figure 4, internally the name _an indexing £rame includes the accession
number of the document being indexed. All the data seen on the screen in the Estrogen
Replacement Therapy indexing frame (Figure 1) are fetched from the Estrogen Replacement
Therapy knowledge base frame by virtue of this INHERITS-FROM link. Only the slots to
which the indexer has added a filler in completing an indexing frame (PROBLEM, PURPOSE,
and AGENT slots in FiSura 5) are physically part of the indexing f_un_ All the indexing
assistance provided by the system is encoded in, and accessed from, knowledge base frames.
Subdivisions of domain-specific slots in Figure 2 will now be explained in terms of providing
system-initiated help. A slot in a knowledge base frame may have a DEFAULT filler. Let us
say that Estrogen Replacement Therapy is used, in the vast majority o£case in the real-world
(possibly as determined by examining the MEDLINE database), for treating postmenopausal
osteoporosis. By making Osteoporosis, Postmenopausal a DEFAULT in the PROBLEM slot,
the system uses a pro_m in the IF-NEEDED subdivision for automatically displaying this
default term as a filler for this slot in the indexing frame, and all the indexer need do is verify
that it is appropriate for the current document. But suppose this is not an appropriate default,
and there are various conditions treated by estrogen replacement therapy, and the user would
end up erasing this filler much of the time. Another possible subdivision for the PROBLEM slot
is CAN-ADD? This subdivision contains a program with the f.ollowing rule: If'the user enters
the filler OsteoporosLs at the PROBLEM prompt in an Estrogen Replacement Therapy indexing
frame, the system generates the following message for display: "Osteoperosis, Postmenopausal
if'available." Another DEFAULT is Estrogens in the AGENT slot. This time the IF-NEEDED
creates a warning message not to use this term unless particularly discussed and to consider
specific Estrogens (whereupon the user may request a hierarchical display as was done l'or the
PROBLEM slot earlier).
The data and programs associated with IF-NEEDED, DEFAULT, and CA_T-ADD? just
described provide suggestive knowledge-based assistance to the indexer in support of"the
specificity tenet of indexing. The multiplicity tenet is supported by the very nature of"a system
using slot prompts serving to remind the indexer of.aspects of'a topic which are consistent with
the indexing scheme.
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8. Restrictions display tor PROBLEM slot in
Fatrofen Replacement Thertpy indexing frame.
r.stroL,en Replacement Therapy 90136159
INHERITS-FROM
VALUE: Estrogen Replacement Therapy
UNIQUE-ID
VALUE: 90136159
Figure 4. Depiction of internal Estrogen Replacement Therapy
indexing frame before any riders have been added, showing
the inherits-f_om link to a knowledp base fram_
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l_qpzre 5. ]EstZOlren Replacement Therapy indezinl _rame with filler8
resulttnl in systmn_enerated MEDLINE indexJnl in Figure
m ._x,,m:x -I , I , , I , ,
(L 8ystem_enerated MEDLINE indexing based on flied indezing frames,
includin| the trmne in Fii_re 5.
IO0
Getting back to inheritance, it would be most inefficient to encode certain rules in all
knowledge base Frames where they might apply. Estrogen Replacement Therapy is one of
numerous frames for medical procedures with which it shares many indexing rules.
Furthermore, what is the use of these indexing frames, since there is no retrieval language
available for searching them. Both these concerns are addressed by examining another slot
subdivision known as IF-ADDED, and showing how it is used.
The most practical output of MedlndEx is conventional MEDLINE indexing. This indexing is
generated automatically by the system, based on fillers that have been entered by the user in
indexing frames, and is updated as the user proceeds in filling frames. Assuming several
indexing frames have been completed, we see in Figure 6 the cystem-generated indexing based
on these Frames. To illustrate how this was done, we focus on the terms beginning with
Estradiol and Osteoperasis, Postmenopaneal, in particular the subheadings THERAPEUTIC
USE appended to the former, and PREVENTION & CONTROL to the latter. This indexing was
generated based on the Estrogen Replacement Therapy indexing frame in Figure 5, specifically
the PURPOSE slot. The rule is encoded as a computer program in the IF-ADDED subdivision
of the PURPOSE slot, as shown in Figure 2. Based on IF-ADDED rules associated with earlier
slots in the frame, Osteoporosis, Postmenopausal (the PROBLEM filler) and Estradiol (the
AGENT filler) have already been added to the conventional MEDLINE indexing. The current
IF-ADDED rule (in PURPOSE), based on the filler/PREVENTION & CONTROL, causes /
THERAPEUTIC USE to be appended to Estradiol, and/PREVENTION & CONTROL to be
appended to Osteoporosis, PostmenopausaL
Not only do indexing frames inherit from knowledge base Frames, but knowledge base frames
inherit from one another, along an inheritance hierarchy. Since this IF-ADDED rule has wider
applicability than just this current frame, it is encoded in a frame as high as possible in the
inheritance hierarchy, namely, the Administration of Agent frame, which is three levels above
the Estrogen Replacement Therapy frame. Specifically, this rule is inherited via the following
chain: Estrogen Replacement Therapy 90136159 INHERITS-FROM Estrogen Replacement
Therapy INHERITS-FROM Drug Therapy INHERITS-FROM Drug Administration
INHERITS-FROM Administration of Agent. Not only does inheritance save space, but it also
helps to ensure consistency by eliminatir_ the need to maintain multiple copies of rules.
Furthermore, unless over-ridden, this rule will automatically be inherited by any new KB
frame as soon as it joins the Administration oFAgent hierarchy.
System assistance described earlier, suggesting specific terms and offering advice about
defaults, is also inherited. As seen in Figure 2, the program associated with the IF-NEEDED
subdivision of the AGENT slot is also inherited from the Administration of Agent Frame. That
is, the heip message is general, substituting the local DEFAULT where appropriate. The
IF-NEEDED subdivision of'the PROBLEM slot, resulting in the automatic display of defaults,
is inherited from an even higher-up Frame, namely the top-level Procedures frame in the KB
hierarchy.
The inheritance mechanism would serve to facilitate the development of a consistent rule base.
That is, one might easily "try out" candidate indexing terms (new to the system) by placing
them in the existing inheritance hierarchy and thereby finei;ng out which rules would be in
effect for them. The MedlndEx KB permits multiple inheritance; in this case, a KB frame
inherits all slots From all of its inherits-From parents. It may, however, inherit subdivisions of
slots selectively. For example, in general the Bone Neoplasms Frame inherits From two frames,
Bone Diseases and Neoplasms by Site, but selectively inherits its restrictions (permissible
fillers) for the BODY-SITE slot exclusively from Bone Diseases.
The presumed advantages of knowledge-based indexing may be summarized as follows:
• Rules as system-initiated executable procedures
• Inheritance for Ic._ redundancy, more rules, less maintenance
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•_ ccmistencyh_spplyh_grules
•Docemem.specificinformationusedforsiuntion-specificass sumce
•Domainknowledgeavailablefaruseinrules
Additional hopad-for advantages of MedlndEx follow:
• Self.mtining/tceching
Re/nf_rces learning
Conveys rule clumgesquickly and directly
• Foundsti_ fornumagingandexlxmdingtheindexingscheme
Addressesgaps,incomismtgies,vagueness
• Elecm0mdc,M_nwiddndmsysmn
F-ac/iitws communi_tmlgproblemsto sppmpri_ staff
Sorvesas elecamic suggestion box
• Machinelearningfromdatalxme
FacilitatesUlxlat/ngKB classiicsdmscheme
Offers usas intennedi_ sedectimut_ed mt pmb_ility
• lnmgnuicmof indexing and searchapplications using same KB
• Furlha integrationof electronic knowledge sources intothe system
olF_x,mtdlity scarescomlxaa'platforms,tha'e_oa'eflexibilityasdisaribu_edsystem
The empluu_ in this paper has been the "intelligent" featuresof MedIndEx. However, the
prototype also is designed to facilitate data entry and provide many typesofuser-requested
displayt For example, all terms in hierarchical displays, including informative synonyms
following the preferred term (see l_tgnre 3), are st_le. Ifthe SCOPE icon is set to
ON, the MeSH scope note for a term will appear merely by placing the cursor somewhere over
the m in any hierarchical display. A hierarchical display of the entire KB my be requested
at any time by mousing on the HIER ieen. Multiple display windows can be span
simultaneously, sui_eet to a l_nt/Baek tolglgie.Word-basad aliuinlg with auto-cempletion is
used, e.g.,F._ Re Th is an acceptable entry for Estrogen Rsplaeement Therapy. Pennuterm
displays may be requested, e.g., kidney* displays all terms with that word or related words,
such as rena/and nephr., including terms having aliases with those words.
Coaclusion
We are currently preparing for an evaluation of the system. We hope to have an evaluation
design completed by the fall of 1993. The evaluation itself will be aimed at determining the
feasibility of implementing a system such as MedindEx in an operational environment.
RI_teTL'ncQ8
[1] Humphrey, S. M. (1992). Indexing biomedical documents: from thesaural to
knowledge-based retrieval systemL Art_cia/Intell_ence in Med_ine, 4(5), 343-71.
[2] Lancaster, E W. (1991). Indexbq7 and abstracting in theory and prattle. University of
Illinois Graduate School of Library and Information Science.
[3] Hutchins, W. J. (1970). Linguistics processes in the indexing and retrieval of documents.
_iagws 61, 29.64.
[4] Siameka, V. (1963). Classificatory, alphabetical, and associative schedules as aids in
coonfinate indexing. American Doczmv.entatioa14 (3), 993-8.
[5] Humphrey, S. M. (1989). A knowledge-based system for computer-assistedindexing. IEF.E
gzpert 4(3), 25-38.
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Global Change Data and Information System (GCDIS)
The GCDIS is a set of individual agency data and information
systems, which provide access to global change data and information.
The word "system" embraces the people, hardware, software,
networks, telephones, mail, and procedures for identifying, assembling,
documenting, archiving and disseminating data and information.
The GCDIS user community extends from global change
researchers to other researchers, policymakers, educators, private
industry, and citizens. Through the GCDIS the user community will be
able to identify and obtain data and information in useful forms for its
unique and diverse needs.
GCDIS is responsive to the needs of the U.S. Global Change
Research Program. The participating agencies are DOC, DOD, DOE,
DOI, EPA, NASA, NSF, and USDA.
Implementation of the GCDIS will be evolutionary, and will depend
upon existing agency information infrastructures. Libraries and
information centers, both within the federal government and the nation as
a whole, provide a gateway for the public's access to global change data
and information resources. The issue of public access is especially
cdtical in the area of electronic resources on the intemet which are now
available only to a select set of users. Agency initiatives in the
development of the National Information Infrastructure are complementary
to evolution of the GCDIS, and will undoubtedly enhance and accelerate
its successful implementation.
Pilot projects have been and are being developed to demonstrate
the uses of the GCDIS and to test the interoperability of the system.
P_ PAGI BLANK NOT FILMED 129
Committee on Environment and
NaturalResourcesResearch(CENR)
I
Subcommittee on
Global Change Research(SGCR)
I
ObservationsWorkingGroup
i
! Data and _nformati°n Management_Work_ng Group
I I I
LibrarySut_roup I I C°ntentSubgroup I I AccessSubqroupI
[ ProcessResearchWorkin9 Group I-"
IntegrativeModelingand PredictionWorkingGroup I'-
Consequences,Mitigationand L-
AdaptationWorkin9 Group |
! Assessmentand P°licy Sdences_WorkingGroup
_ CoordinationOfficeoftheUSGCRP
I
GlobalChangeResearchandl
,,!nformationOffice(GCRIOI |
_1 InternationalCoordinationand lDevelopmentWorkingGroup I
_ Educationand CommunicationJWorkingGroup
j'ProjectEarthlink[
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ACCESS TO MULTIPLE DISTRIBUTED DATA RESOURCES
within USGCRP Global Change Master Directory
The Need
More precise and accurate access to research data
and summary information (i.e., metadata)
The Options
.
2.
3.
4.
Keyword elimination
Thesaurus development
Vocabulary expansion
Altematives to controlled keywords
A Possible Solution
"Proof of concept" project to expand the controlled vocabulary
using a semantic network combined with natural language
The Test
10,000 documents from participating agencies
ConQuest Software. Inc. commercial available software
6 months
Findings
Satisfaction with search capabilities
Limitations in scientific and technical terminology in knowledge base
Next Step
Assisted Search for Knowledge (ASK) Project
131
 CoNQU ST"SOFTWARE, INC.
I
, ii im
9705Patux_ WoodsDr_
Columl:_aMan'and USA21046
Phone:14I0129O-629O
Fax:14101290-6292
The ConQuest Semantic Network:
The Power you demand to find the information you need
Plain English ease of use
Enhanced Productivity for foil-text applications
ConQuest is the fast company to ddiv_ a Semantic Network with every copy
of its software. Built from published dictionaries and other ref_rentz works, this
unique _'source leverages word meaning and word rehtionships to find the infor-
mation you need, with breakthrough accmacy, and plain English case-of-use.
With the Semantic Network, ConQuest automatically retrieves targeted, relevant
documents from full-text databases, k transforms infoanation ove.4io_[ into pro-
ductive knowledge.
ConQuestl baseline network is a knowl_ of unprecedented breadth and
scope: 400,000 word meanings, with 1.6 million links to related words and con-
cepts. Yet, with its multi-layeted architecture and dictionary loading tools, it is
also the foundation m o'ea_e flexible, highly tuned knowi_ for even the
most d_nanding, vertical research applications. We provide a complete migration
path from the most general to the most targeted sea_ tasks, for individuals,
workgroups and entire emerprises.
/ \ /
Dictionary I I Semantic Network
The CanQu_Seman_ Network
132
Description
Mukipk Sources. Not just a thesaurus, the Semantic
Nev, vork is built from muluple sources, including fiJll.
published dictionaries. We continue to enrich the net-
work with specialized reference _¢or"losfor the lax_, med-
ical, finance, engineering and other disciplines. We can
load )-our proprierar.." concepts and vocabuhnes, or pro-
vide you with tools to do so ._-ourselE
Benefits
• Each source adds strength and richness, in the form of
word meanings, word links, parts of speech, word rooc_
and variant forms. This data adds to ConQuests ability"
to find an ac:uratc..omplere set of information.
PlainEngiid,. Working with ConQuest is as simple as
r;ping a sentence. There zs no lengthy set-up me. no com-
plex search hn_ma.ge to master. Even ConQuest's po_rful
Expert mode delivers "point and dick" ease-of-use.
• ConQuest requires little or no training. U_ers are up
and running in as little as half an hour - spending their
time finding and using the information thc_" need.
Morpbo_y. ConQuest recognizes words at the root
level, a much more accurate approach than the simple
"stemming" techniques chamcte:i_ of other software.
ConQuest isn't stumped b" irregular or ,ariant
spellings, and users don't miss out on words which may
be _.k'vant to their query.
Id/ms. ConQuest processes idioms - phrases like "real
estate" or "kangaroo court" - aoc m individual words,
but as sin# units of meaning.
R_ognizing idioms makes for a more accurate search.
17_ther than false hius on individual worcLs, ConQues4r
ddivets d_ user right m his/her target.
_. No other sofr,nu'e acmunts for the multiple
meanings of words. Simply point and dick m the mean-
ing appropriate to your query, for the most accurate
retrieval on the market rodav.
"Declining stocks" could refer to a bad day on Wall
Street or an endangered species. Shouldn't _-ou be able
to choose the difference?
Muki-i, gv_ddie&man'y. Anew, muki-hyereddictio- _. Themuki-layeredstrucmreopfimizestheuseofdicrionary
nay. suuctme adds evenIFeaterpowerand flexibility to a_oumes, yet protects the ina:grity of the underlying
the ConQuest Semantic Network. Now, up to eight _ kac_4edgebase. Its modula:ity makes it easy to choose
dicuonaries can be hyered for acorn by individuals, / _ and bad vemcal dictionaries, and to ddh'er dictio-
wbdq_ups, or entire entaprises. Each hyer sup- / Usa' X nary updates. Usen can even maintain their own,
ports over haLf a million word meanings and _ prh'ate diaionari_. Its combined capaci_" sup-
can be used separately or linked with other / _ _ pore over 4 million word meaning, breaking
hyen. End-userscan aciddefmitiom and _ the size .barrier on what is ahead)" the most
com:¢l ,without theb. lin =¢m,,,: onthemark c
network. Dictionaries can be selected/to d_vc performance for spec_.c D_ _ for _p_e
tasks, such as m:haical research W',de Al_Ik.m/_s
or business intelligence.
The ConQuest Advantage
ConQu_a's automatic 'concqx quationing' is transfocmiag the way people access and work with dectronic t_t. h
combines out.of-the-box ease-of-me with the power of a full semantic network. Itistheonly system which allows users
m type mai_fforward, plaia Eaglish queries, and reuieve dooamma based on the actual mmaing of d_-ir query terms.
ConQuest, the leading provider of advanced text _t sohtiom, provides the most complete set of full-text
mole available today. Usa's can index, search, reuie_ browse, categorize and route information, in both archival and
real-6mc applica6om. ConQuest managestheentire researchlxocess,delivering a s_te#c producuvity advantage to
your knowledge wodam.
Call CoaQuest at 1 (800) 787-1715 for further int_fion.
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Teolmology Compmny In_'matlon
CENDI Indexing Workshop
September 21,1994
1. Corporate Technology Information Services, Inc.(CorpTech)
• Directory publisher Woburn, MA
• classifies high technology companies
• publishes Corporate Technology Directory ,and
Corporate Technology Database
• 10 years ago created classification system because none existed
(the classification system is continuously modified to keep up with
changes in technology)
• currently track 40,000 companies with 3,000 product codes (concepts)
2. CorpTech codes ("concepts")
• Interest has increased in the codes in the last few years as they have improved
and become more widely known.
• SBA RFP 7/6/94 "Select a definition of 'high teeh'...which will be the
Corporate Technology Directory, or a superior source."
• University of California (Patents & Trademarks) licenses codes to
elassif-y all patent work.
• Iowa State University approaches companies with certain codes to fred
technology licensing candidates.
3. Indexing with CorpTech codes ("concepts")
• Need to fred information with a controlled vocabulary
• Need to correlate information between many databases (full text & fielded)
• Need to find information with many synonyms or different representations of
the same thing...without expert knowledge (EXAMPLE CorpTeeh Vol 1)
Corporate Technology InformationServices, Inc. 12 Alfred StreetWoburn,MA 01801
(800) 333-8036 (617) 932-3939 FAX (617) 932-6335
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4. Automating The Retrieval of Technology Concepts
with software
Or: How to use the CorpTech Codes (15,000 "technology terms" mapped into
3,000"concepts" organized hierarchically into 17 industries) to faci/itate searching full
text databases.
Approach #I - The Expert System
• Allow the searcher to define the "concept" to be searched for (using key words,
or a cascading menu through a hierarchy)
• Using the command structure of the search engine in use, construct as specific
a query as possible from all the "technology terms" known to relate to the
selected "concept"
Advanta2es
eAugments rather than replaces existing search methods
eRequires no special processing of data, so existing massive databases
can use method without reloading
ePrototype running today for environmental "concepts" using the
Inquiry engine (UMASS, Amherst) and Mosaic over the Intemet
OPx'omL_ can readily be extended:
& To other technology industries and also non-technology industries
6 To other search engines
OAllows the synonym list of "technology terms" to be continually
updated to reflect advances in technology, which, in turn, will allow
the retrieval of documents using the latest "technology terms" even if
they are unknown to the searcher
Disadvanta_,es
OTerms that have different meanings based on context cannot be selected
based on any one specific meaning.
eThere is no feedback loop to automatically ad new "concepts" and
"technology terms"
eL/m/ted by the sophistication of the search engine in use
eRequires modification of the search engine user interface
A Mosaic based demo of the expert system is available over the Internet at:
http://cj/r/corptech/homepage.html
Corporate Technology Information Services, Inc. 12 Alfred Street Woburn, MA 01801
(800) 333-8036 (617) 932-3939 FAX (617) 932-6335
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Approach #2 -. The Pre-Ta22in_, System
• Tagging software analyses full text documents, appending "tags" relating to
each "concept" identified, and a confidence level for each
• A profile is built of each document defining, based on tag density, the primary
focus to also be tagged
• After tagging, phrases identified by the system as relating to technology or
product, can be saved and fed back to CorpTech for editing and potential
additiontotheauthorityf'desas new "concepts"or "technologyterms"
• The searcher"sees"thesame interface,selecting"concepts"inthesame
manner, butnow can furtherefinethesearch.For example by requesting
onlydocuments where theselected"concept"iswithintheprimaryfocusof
thedocument.
Advantages
eAugments rather than replaces existing search methods
eMore precise searching than the "Expert System" approach, with fewer
false hits:
M System might only tag the phrases "visual display", "VDT",
or "monitor" with the concept for "Computer CRT" if the
document (or adjacent paragraphs) relate to computers.
M Wildcards in "technology terms" can be substituted for different
synonym lists depending on the other topics tagged in the
document, reducing the number of unique terms to be used.
eMuch simpler implementation of hierarchical searches
eAllows searching across multiple databases in different languages
Disadvantages
eTagging software is not yet operational
eDatabases must be tagged and then reloaded before system can work
ORequires modification of the search engine preprocessor and user interface
Questions to:Andrew Campbell, President
CorporateTechnology Information Services, Inc. 12 Alfred StreetWoburn,MA 01801
(800) 333-8036 (617) 932-3939 FAX (617) 932-6335
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Comp'I'EcH" Major Product Groups
AUT I Factory Automation _ ENV I Environmental
AUT-AS _ _ I_ _ ENV-AN Emem_teNlfllJ I_- T AulomstPc tom _ _P ¢._
AUT-FM FIox_le manu41cltm_i lyslems ENV-SV Enwfonmental ll4mnces
AUT-MC ManutOcturmql ¢or4ml sg'lINml ENV-TR Tmalm_ef_a/m_mwe_
AUTJAE Mamatacl_ melaunng _ ENV-WD Waste (kllpOesI 4KIp
AUT4AH MMiIf14_ _ _ ENV-ZZ _
AUT-MT Machine mom/wemN/e_
AUT4/N It4achme v_on |yllemlAUT-nO _,c _o MAN I Mlnufactudng Eqp.
AUT.SV Aulom_m gm_v_es _ MAN-AE Aemspoce manulactw_g eKIpAUT-ZZ _ aulomabon MAN-SP B_mch_rmlceubcal mlg e(IP
MAN-CH Chem¢ll _
BIO I Blotachnology MAN-CO _ m..t,=t._ ._
MAN-EL EIKInCSI mlnulaclum_
IlK)AN Ammollxom_nm_Wsysmms M_I-EP Emceromc/petmon_mOgeql:
BIO.CC C4_cullwellx:hMJ_Fes MAN-MA MmenslsWo¢emmgl_o
6K)-CI" _ MAN-SV Menu(oc_m_,g .mm_ mnncm
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k3460 Ik01NUOW em
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CHE I Chemicals
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CNE.EX E_ ¢hemca_
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CNE.I_
CHE-PT
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COM I Computer Herelwam
c_l _ ,moq_om:o
COM-BU _ Imummom
_ Comp.w mmory m
COM _'N Convenms
COM-CP CPUs
CO_4N Compvw _ _
COM4aC M_ocompm_
C4)M4_ Mam_nm
CO_4_ u._omMm
COM4aO _
COM-MS Su_rmm_ws
COM-OU Computw ot_p_ _
COM.PC Ponphem COnU_WS
COM.SN Spec_0 _46 harmm_
CO_-SP Sp_e_m4 um_r_
COM-6V Comp.w _ces
COM.TR Tm
COM-ZZ Ou_ comptmm
DEF / Defense
DEF-AS Amm_nanno wwtofe eqp
OEF-CC Commu41/co_ eqp
OEF-iEW ElecNmc wedam mlP
DEF,._q 0ell_lo _t4 Im_l_ll I_
0EF<)_I Ommmce
oEF.lrr _m0
DEF.SV I)eto_m_m,emmem m_¢m
DEF-TS Tmmm_
0EF-ZZ OIIw ¢le_,_le/m*m_
ENR / E_i_
MAT-A0
MAT-AM A0ddr,_ll/ffto(hho_
MAT-CE Cetm_,¢_ on0 totaled mamrml_
MAT CM
MAT-CN _
MAT-C0 C_._gM:e_,ng m_r.m
MAT-0E Oeex:¢ams
MAT-EL EIIclmmc
MAT-FO F_ems/loam_d malmmls
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MAT-ME _ I*_
MAT-MO Monomers
MAT-NF Nmmmtldldeerow ntmmms
MAT-NU _ mJem_
MAT.OL Odl/k_mcams
MAT.K)
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MAT.TX TexMoWNmfll
MAT.ZZ OI1her
MED / Medical
MED-OE Demal eq_
MED-OG kk_ea_ (Imgnos_c mlO
MED-HA Handacap a0ds
MED-I._ I.k=me_alm cam imxk_s
MIEO4M ImmmM=lmmmm
MED-MO kql4r._ moMom_ eq_
MEO-RE FtelW_mmm_ _0eos
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I_ED-SU
MEO-SV _ _
_D-TH _ _ _1_
PHA / Pharmaceuticals
Pt4A._ An_mam_e 0n41s
Pt4A-AI Am_mec_e agoms
P_AN ,_mopumc o0em
Pt_-IL I_ood m
Pt4A.CN
Pt_X
Pt4A-EY E_
Pt_-C_ _4n_s
Pt_440 tWmonomym_c evlxm_s
PHA-LA LOUlm
Memmar_w_ leow_ ailem
Omr,,mo-cmmm" _
PHA.PA _ Nmapq)
_A-_ ___
ENI_CN Cmwelmom_ Imoqly Imp PHA-Vl vm
E_-CO EnOellVCem_m_e_ P0_-VT VoW_noryphonm_S
EM_EM Energy mammomem syl_m_s PHA-ZZ Oms_ I_Onnacmmca_
ENR-EP Em _
ENR-FU Fuas
ENn.HV 0.NAC _ _ PHO / Photonk_
ENR-LI
ENI_ME I_m_o_:_e_ _ ,_mm_c_
ENR.Mt Mmmge_mmom PHO-CA Camemoamimlmmleqp
ENR-OG OW_s mcom_y roll=
ENR-ST EnOqlylmrago_lP PHO-FO F(l_rqx_:_¢lm_l_eqp
ENR-$'V Emqy m PHO-LA _ mmN imp
ENR-TII TWlX_S ImO-OE Ope_0mlmmc
EN_-TR ___ Iq'K)-OP Om¢l_oqp
ENR-T$ Tmmmg/mm_lmm_ m Iq.IO-Sv _ m
ENR-ZZ OUWOMflWNP PHO-ZZ OUwphow_soqp
SOF / Computer Softwom
so,.,
_-CN
SOF-FM Fa¢_ktm_ mlmagemonl iml_mre
SOF-FN Fmenc_l amoqmWmanagm_Nmt
SOF.HL l.toeamN_eS _lW,'am
SOF-LE Logo,
SOF-LI
SOF44A _W_,I_
._F.SV _o_,e _
SOF.TFI Ttw1_pmlol_on
SOF-TS T_ Io_mm
_.ZA _ _,a_ _
SUB / Subassemblies &
_m_ms
su6.c_ _ _
s_s E_ _
_B.SE __
SUI_'_ _ _
TAM I Test & Measurement
T_-AN A*.WX0_
T_.CA
T_,M.CR Cmmwmmlcm_e_
TAI_DE Oet_-Im_ mm
TAM-ME Melmmmmm ImP
T_-OS
TAM-PV _ _n_e c:mml_oe_
TAM-SS Socun_'_._ ec_
TAM-SV T_ • _
TAM-='= ontM test & me_mmmem mi_
TEL / Telecommunications
TEL-AV Amlm_leo II(IP
TEL-Ira
TEL_I
TEL-S_TEL4SlSq;no_m_ eqp eqp
TEL-SV Te4e¢ommumcatm_ m
TEL.TD T_ m ImP
TEL.TE Tete_one/vmce oqp
TEL.TR Tramnm_ Wem_O/_lP
TEL-ZD _ MIp nec
TEL-ZZ Omer _ eqp
TRN / Transporlctlsn
TRN-N Am:m1 -_
T1RN-G$ Gmumleup_o_eqp ,J
TRN-GT Gmumi Ir_A_nUo_ _lp
11m.MA •
TRN-Sl S_ml_me vetvcles- P
Tm_SS S_m Wmms
TRN-SV T_ m
TRN.TC Tm4kc Cm_r¢_o_.
TIqN-TS Tr_
'rm¢4_ Om_ _ ecm
ZZZ I Holding Companies
zzz4_c _ compony
zzz.s.s._oi_e _
c4_pofm Technoiow Drecto_ - • Col=y_lht 1904 Cormxm TechnoloW Inl_mlmon Servk:u, inc. TId: (617) 932-3939 - All r_hts rem_KI
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Applied Genetics Laboratories
AplIN,,ed Genetics Labornt_s. I_¢. fConr_
Ezecs: Dr Maria H. Lugs. Ph.D.. Associate Drect(x (Sales. Purchasing.
Personnel)
CorpTech SiC Product Oescriptk:n Govt: Prime
n_0-SV-C 807| Cell kne charlK:tar*zstlon s4Kvtces
Bi0-SV-LA 807! Phwmsceuf_cal testrng services
BI0.S¥-R 873! Crone maOmng s_v,:as
810.$¥-Z 807! CytogenetDcs s_v_ax
Applied Geotechnology Inc.
PMW: Kelly/S1razer ASSOCIates, IrK:
PO Box 3865 Owned: Pr.vate
Bellevue. WA 98009 Formed: 1977
(208) 463-8363 Fax: (206) 646-9523 T/MEH/33269
Prov_ar Of geot_hneal ml_pfNl_0ng sarv'_es The company IIXOV_eS mvesllgat_on
wld ref?te_ailo(l 94rvicss o| hazardous waste in sod lind grour_d water, sod snaiyses.
WMM efMl_yl_|, @Ollut_orl COnffOJ C01_I_ arJ_ waste recovery sarwces. Sarwces Ms
prov_led to mulople mdustrms.
S_ils: $10 make: no entarnstmel ms
Empl: 115 en_ofoyses: 15% employment growth in prxx year
Execs: John kk_vt)y. Prm=_kml (C.E.O.)
Mackay Smilh. Vtce Pr_tlCh_of HyGVngeolomt (g&0)
Donald E. Bruggars, PE, Dnctor of Geom¢h Eng_nmwmg (Engme_mg)
Ms Dm Schaiks. Admnstrstwe Mamag_ (FmsncL Adm_mstrstmn)
CorpTeeh _ I_o(ka_ Oescripti_n
£NV-$V-AS 8734 S(el anelym Imrvm
£NV-SV-AW 8734 Water Imely_s sarvcas
ENY-S¥-CP 8999 PaPuan conwo_ consu_l_4'_l I_'v_es
ENV.SV.UR 4959 Waste recovary _wces
[NV-6V-MT 4959 Hazwclous waste remeds_ltmn ww¢es
. App.ed Gray, ca, inc.
1960 Shelbume Rd. Owned: Private
SheSburne. VT 05482 Formed: 1957
1602) 985-3341 Fm_: (802) 985-8302 T/aMP/12487
Prov_W of coml_tar systems consuqlng, das_n and empaememaUon asn_¢as. Sar-
vices are prov_led to multqMe mdusU'ms.
Sales: 512 mdlmn: no mtarnat_el sales
Empl: 53 em_loyses: 12% em_,oyment rsduct_¢t wt pro
ExKs: Wdhem Sam. President (C.E.O. Fmance. Ssdes. Mart_stmg)
Ms. Kath_me Sire. V_e Prel,.dent
CorpTech 6_ ProSkN:t Dte=_ri@tk)o
COM-SV-CC 7373 _ar_zet_on co_su_ng sarwc_s
Applied Holographi©$ Cmrp. (FKA)
S**: C_C _ Ho_,ngrm/_-cs
Applied Holographics PLC
Parlmt/hofdm 0 ¢omplmy wlth ligh-toeh ot)wstmg umts mvofved m fne advim¢_i
mstar_d and photon_cs mdustrms.
U.S. h_-tech o_eretm9 un_
CFC _ _k_e_hr.s, _.
Applied Hydro-Acoustics Research, Inc.
AKA: AlIA
656 Oumoe Orchard Rd.. Suite 710 Owned: Phvate
Gmthoreb_r 9. MD 20878 Fasted: 1973
1301) 1140-9722 Fax: (3011 975-1067 T/MEH/43295
ProvxW of research md 4m_opmem services sl_,m_m 0 m the mchnok_pas of
subsume warfare, underwamw acoustics, sonar, shq_ end truck _ lulm1¢mg.
Sarvt¢es are Wwnar_y prow:Md to the U.S. Nevy.
Soles: Under $1m: no mtarnmmnel sides
Empl: 17 ms: 6% empkwment growlh kn I_ ye_
Execs: Dr. John IvlcN*cho_. Ph.D.. PresSes (C.E.O.. Fmance, R&D. Salasl
F_m Ryder. V¢e Prm,dem (Manotacturmg)
CofpTech IMC Produ_ DIscriptiln _ Prwml
OEF.SV 8711 Submarm_ war/are research wad _m_oq_mt
TEL-$V-R 871| UndMwstar acoustics _mearch and clmWsN)ment m
TRN-SV-R 8711 Submerse warfare research lind devM01_nt im, wcas
TRN-SV-R 871J Son4_ teehnok)_ r_ch and dm_k_/s14mll
Tm-SV-R 87|1 Ship _ research and devsSo_mt asrvces
TRN-SV-R 87i| Truck _ rasesr¢h _ devek)p_ wwcml
TRN-SV-V 8711 Sh*p lelencmg remlarch imd 4mslk_1_lnt earvl_m
AS_plied I (FKA)
See: Tuss*m Products
Applied Image, inc.
1653 Eaxl Marn St. Owned: isrWat*
_1_441_!er, MY 14609 F_. 1979
(7163 482-0300 Fax: i716) 288-6989 W/JMHI 1 1794
Manufacturer of rmc_om_0,ng amd pnm_on m_0m0 p_xiucts Prcxi,¢ts *nek*(_
encodars, m_oma_s, rmx:lls end dem_ wedg.s. Products ar* used to measur*
dena_v of light am_ charecSarmtcs of fi_. M_:mmasks are m_oscol_c c=cu_v
m mleg_ated crc_ts Imd hybrid c_Ct_ts. Products are sofd to the electr0nIcs mdustry.
lklils: $1m tO S2.5m: 2.5% to 10% mtarnat0onml|tapir 25 employsu:no _m_l changemW_
Eases: Bruno IS. GMv_h. CEO/presRImtt (C.E.O.. Fmance. R&D, Tech. Tr_nslar)
Eduardo J. Nlvm_ro. _ of Marl_.etm9 (S_e_. Marketing, Ins'l)
AJlan Bofognem, Produeuon _ (Mlmuilcturm 93
Gary Riof, ingm_m'._ll Manager (ingme_mlt)
Ms. Shari Llm1_h¢on, Purchaxm 9 Agent (Purchasing)
CorpTech I_C Prods:! DescrJpt_n
AUT-P_- D 3625 Encodars
MAN-EP-M 3559 MDcromeSks
PH0- 0P- PQ 3827 Reticles
TAiq-_IE-P _1820 Density wedges
Applied Image & information
Ur.t of Day & 7'mm'armwm. Inc.. PA
280 Kmg or Prussia Rd.
Radnor, PA 19087
1610) 976-6883
This com_my has been _nt;f_ by CorpTech and ;4 mvolve_ m the sottware
industry At put)bcat_on urne the pro/He had not been con_t_
Applied Imagin9 Corp.
2340A Welsh Av_.. Ok:l 9 F Owned: Private
Santa ClarL CA 95051 Formed: 1987
14083 562-0260 (800) 634-3622 Fax: (408) 562-0264 T/JFO/47751
MMlufe¢turar Of me(keel computer systems. Generalise" and Cytoscl_" Ira ut'i_ed
lur cyto1_netlcs lind S_ldResd_" m utdlzed for DNA Se(FJenCm_. Produ,*lS are sofd
to the mad*eel m,duslry.
Sails: $8.5 mlikon list*mete)
EmpS: 52 _; no im_Dyment change m PriOr year
Execs: Abraham Corm. _as_cl_t/CEO (C.E.O. SI_s. R&D)
Ned Woo_ufl, Chef Oaarmmg Otf,c_ (Finance)
Steve Rudy. VP of Markets 9 (Markmmg)
CoepT4H:_h R P_rOSh_t DQ/_r_p|14_l
COIq-$P-IM 357] _ computer systoms - Gene_s_on"
COM-SP-IM 357] Mad=tel _tar ay_torns - Cylov.am"
C0_-SP-IM 357] Made.el ¢omputar systems * SpeedRelKlar"
_.mrA4_Mied_ Immune Sciences, Inc.5301 Psu.:k Ovmn_ed: Pubkc (AISX)
Santa Ckl¢o. CA 95054 Formed:. 1984
(408) 482-9200 (800) 247-8881 Fax: (408) 980-5888 W/HSM/44838
Oev_3p_ of _nmum_ system thars_ei and technofo_pes. The products _o_ts
a_fi¢ ceils or Wotem tr¢_ the p_*ent s bktod _,_ Cam then be ekn_nated.
modifled. Or imj_11_0r.dd_ expanded for rsmfuston rata the pltmnt's bkxKIstresm
Products wk-.k.,de the CEL/Jcm,'. wh_h ran be used m AIDS t_ufment, bone marrow
trona_mtm_on and cancer and Im_kem_ treatment: and the Cvtasod)'. wh, chm ua<l
in plasma thws_y. A laboratory research var_on m sold under the Mtc_oCELLector"
film. Products are Imld to hoepltell, cam*ca Imd Ir,.mnutR: rlmearch mat;ruts. Th_s
wax Cagn_ by prNSto mvestment, ventwe cs_tel and coq:_'ete
mvestment.
leils: $1.5 million: _ 25% m_d
EmlM: 164 employmm: 64% _m_ovemmt _'owth m prw y*ar
Execs: Dr. Thom_ Okarma. Premd_t/CEO (C.E.O.)
Jemax Sm,_. Semor Vce Prem_nt/CO0 (Adm*ms_m.o_)
am9 Huffakar, Sem_ V_ce P_s_dent/CFO IFman¢e)
Jm(:k Anthony. V_¢e Prissiest (Sades. Markets 0. Int'l)
David Okrong#y. VP of Advamced Appkeatmml Dev_m)ment (RID,
Coe_gTedl _ Product D_l_fillRt_
I_0-TH-8 3841 C_ therapy systems - CELLe¢tor"
I_D-TH-II 3841 Pimm_ Iharapy systems - C_ _
Applied IndusU_ Matm.lads Corp.
AKA: AIMCOR
I Pkwy. N_lh. Suite 400 Owm_: Prevste
Oeeffield. It. 60015 Formest: 1986
17013 540*11700 Fax: [7011) 940-0_11 T/MEH/45749
Parent/holds 9 _ w_th ht_te¢h opMetm 9 users envofved m the energy artd
advanced mlmm_ mdustr_L
Sates: S66 _ Ilstamm): _ 25% mtarnatm_d
6mid: 450 emptoyeu; no employment chm_ge m pras" ye_
Execs: Charles P. Gelilgh_, Chmrman of the BOard (C.O.B., R&D)
wmme Kocoumk. Pras_dimt (C.E.O., Sms)
Jon M 8urns. VP of Humsm Rmmur¢e Imd Admm_'lmon (Partmnnel)
J_max Epren. Ch_ Fmenc_ Olhcer (Fmmnce)
Corl_lre_h SIC Product De_riptkm
ZZZ-N( &719 Parent/Hofdm 9 comcmny
u.s. h/lllt-_ q_er_n6
Industr_d MolmrMlls Coq). / kAetels Imd IMmsrels 0t_lMon. PA
AppUed Indunr_ Materials Corp. /
Metals and Minerals Division
AKA: AIMCOR / Metsbl snd Mlnarahl Dn_e_Dn:
Ur_t of AOoked Im_kaltrml Mstor_Is Corp.. IL
Park R_l_e 10ff,,ce C_., Suna 200, Com_ Dr. Owned: P-vme umt
Pittsburgh. PA 15275 Fos_ned: 1986
14123 7_8-18110 18001 541-65_4 Fax: 1412l 788-1822 T/SRP/45623
Producar of mmarels, mmm amd_. Produc1_ mclu(le iomcmome, maono_bm.
sky,s. _ and filuorsp_. Products em amid to the stN_. akxnmum amd
ehef_cel mdustrms.
Sakts: $9.0 mdkon (esttmate); 2.5% to 1015 mtm'nMmnel
Empl: 81 empk)ylml: 7% empk_m_l reductm m _ year
Ezm_: Charm W. Kq_ec. I_e_lem
Ceq_eeh mc _k_ De_ri_km
;t_T-IIE-F¥ 3320 Femctw'ame
mT-ME-G 3339 Ob_m_e
_q_T-Iq£-G 3339
MAT-_q£ - Z 3399 Vmad_um
AUT: _ 810: I.om:hn=_; CHE: _ _ _uw_. 0EF: a_lmmary: ENR: er4rgv EliV: er,w_m: MAlt mm,_l: MAT: e4ven_d nmmm MEO:
C_'p(xIIS Technology Drect_'y- © Cop_q)ht 1994 Corporate Technok:_, I_lmmeuon 51nncax. Inc. Tel; 1617) 932-3939 - AH rtghts reserved.
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Applied intelligent Systems
Aimlled kt_,m_d MmmHaks Ceqs. / Me,is aml Mines.aM D_.dsm r¢_,m,s_
NAT-NF 3299 Flu_spu
Applied Informa_cs, inc.
15104 Sa0nt Thomas Church Rd Owned: Pr0vMo
Upper Marlboro. MD 20772 Formed: 1984
13013 627414160 T/CJO/23202
I_ro,Ador of custom alXoi0cstnons so4tware progrm,mmmg sorv0ces. Sorv_es are pro-
v_od to mullq_o 0ndus_rms. Thqs C_ wN cap0tM_od by wrvots 0nvostrmmt.
Sales: S.92 milkon (ost0mMe); no mtMnMmnal sales
iml_: 8 omplo_les; 14% omploymont growth 0n Pro' yew
ExeCS: S4muol S. Co,troll. Pros0dont (C.E.O.. MamuMclur0ng, R&D. P_s_lnet)
Sm_en J. 0csmy. S_m Manager (SaWs)
C_pToch am: Product Doscrk_lion
SOF-SV-PA 7371 Custom do_at0ons sohwwe d_! oorWOlm
Applied Information Development, Inc. IPMW)
See: _or Power Grots). LW.
Applied Infomwlllon for Marketing, Inc.
AKA: AIM
15 K_chum St. Owned: Prwm
Westport, CT 06860 Formed: 1988
(203) 220-0316 F_: 12033 227-0969 W/EJS/39892
DevoOm_ of market enmsm sohwmro wh.ch UWVNS trade o_en_wos. So_wue
runs on PC-bNod systems. _oducts aro sold so muting• 0ndusmes.
Ioles= 93.1 nilken (est0mmo): no amormmonol ules
EmiN: 27 emolm_u; 237% eml_oymom growth on W0or year
Execs: _ Anstoy. Pramdent (C.E.O., Saios. R&D, FoMnce)
Wdlaam Am0dm% Systsms Man4g_' IMan_octw0ng, M.I.S.)
CorpToo4_ mC I_od_-!
SOF.._q-A 7372 Mint anadysm i_lware - PROMOMAX"
Applied Information Management Scienoes, Inc.
AKA: AIMS, inc.
leo Ik_ 7660 Owned: Pnvlm
Moewoe. LA 71211 _: 1966
(3103 323-2447 (6003 729-2467 Fax: (3183 322-3472 T/CLM/12899
Devolopar O4 m:_x_m_p mo4_wa_w. Ono u_m_'•tod Wo0ram. COMPAS'. 0ua _ml_m
od morke_ew's penph_al accoumm 0 system. The sohware inclu_s invom_y co_,
accounts poysbM, accmmts rocmvable, pa_oN and personnel occountnt 9. ordw em_
snd _al ledge, AtollS- is en mto_med pack_e _d includes mvontorv _r_.
occounts i=ayeble, o=ceunts rec_vablo, gonerel Isdg_ mcl sales oreW em_y u_d
le_ vmommtma_ dm_uon; um_g and Ua_ng are mck_Ud N opt. The
software runs on llIM PCs aind comg_dbios, isr_iuc_s are sold to who_41e dsslnl_ -
tots. T_s company was camtai_d by Wm mvmtmmt.
Sales: 91.0 m_kon: 0% to 2.5% mtarnnon_
Empl:. 15 employses: 25% employment gmwm m wm_ vur
E:ou: Dr I_b Can_. I_res0_m (C.E.O.. Sa0N)
MS. G_I II_x:m:k, _ ef Techn_ Sorv_m (Iql, O)
Schr,m. OnSet ot I'urchm_ Ilhnhm,g)
Sum Hafgus. _ O4 M_.et_ll
Ms. Joann Low_, Financial Mana_ (r--mama)
Co_pTe_h S0C Product Doochptkm
SOF-AC-II 7372 _ iohwmre
50F-AC-G 7372 Gen4rd _ •oftwsre
SOF-AC-P 7372 Accounts payobie sohwaro
SOF-AC-R 7372 A_counts recto so_
SOF-AC-Y 7372 PwroN and per_mt_l a_co_n_tg i_nware
SOF+._q-D 7372 Od maltMing alo(_lwa_o pack•o• - COMPAS"
SOF-lID. I 7372 Wtto_sa_lret_ s_'o mvontsry conlm_l Io41wwo IMd_e -
AIMIS"
SOF-N0-0 7372 Ordw em_y mo4twnro
Applied Infome_(m Sok_ti_.s, Inc.
AKA: AIS
1600 W_koop St., Su_ 300 Ovmed: Prtva_o Im_0o
Denver, CO 80202 Fo_me(l:. 1985
(303) 693.093t Fa: (303) 893-6046 T/IDJC/46244
Deveiq=_ O4I_rmo_lhsp _lrmms_mm s_lware. INGOT'. rmlt nms on IM I_rlonel
co•purrs md m_mlx_M_. Pmduc_ we _ to m• Ima_clel. m•l •stau_ ond
occonmm9 indumms. T_s _m_w _ _ by w_me _w_nmem.
sI.e _ _Ntinu_): 0% to 2.5% intsmmm_
Ik_ Cvmte. V,:e _t (Ma_knng)
Rusmdl York. Vice Prosidom IFmence)
D.J. MattNon. Techmcld (hrKt_ (R&D. M.I.S.)
Ms. Delxw0h Spencer. Cow,arts De_z_ent Aclk_imr (_mo Dev.,
Sm)
_T_ I_ PT_
SOF-trN- I 7372 Fund/Pm_lXp iWmmd_ltmn _flw_o - iNGOT"
Apl_led Information Systems, Inc.
AKA: AIS
100 Euro_ Dr.. Sum 566 O_ Private
Chel_l Hill. NC 27614 F_mml: 1972
I01|l 042-7001 16003 334-6610 T/'rAV/15057
Faro: 19193 493-7643 11_: 701 366 APPLIED INFO- LID
Dewukmor O4 da_ •m_._ _n_l.ue_ oo4_wmro, enS*,es, i_qP wcnsu_t0on _wo arid fde
_m iohwaM. • DECIUn0sys " Wm_m. Products are amkl to
mulm0o indus_mL
Applied k_oematlo_ 9y•toms, line. tCan_
Sales: 91.0 mill.n: over 25% intornola_al
Empl: 10 employeos; no employment change in I_'0_, year
ExeCs: Arthur W. Coston, PrN_ent (C.E.O.. Fme_o/
Ms. Anne H_rtloy. V0Cl Prelldarlt (Sa_s)
Goutham Ponmetsa. _lro MMIS_Ir (R&D)
CorpTech SIC Product Description Govt: Sub
SOF-CS-M 7372 Filo trenstor sohwore - BUflCOM"
SOF-0A-E 7372 OMa entry ulilit0os _:_htwuo - ENy-Entry"
SOF-0A-S 7372 Eng_mg sweldshlmt workstotmn software - XESS"
SOF-TS-EG 7372 Erqimlmrmg sw•adsheel workststmn software - XESS"
Applied Information Systems, Inc.
1640 Pow_s Ferry Rd.. BlO0. 8 Ownod: I_r(vm
A_rietto. GA 30067 Formed: 1977
(404) 963-1903 T/SRP/15493
Dovolo0_ o4 _rams_rtm.n end occount0ng a_=ttwwÙ en0 wov0dor o4 comm0t0ng end
custom wogra_nmmg _na¢es. The trensl_tstmn sohw_e m used by The _uckm9
m,dus_ry end mckx_s Oenarad k_. Io_ end m_esgo uockm O. d_spetchmo, fret
b_m0, drw mimlements, draw logs, mccounts p_yad_e/rKo_vable end poyroa func-
t.ns. The integrated •ccountm0 sohwl_e haa (pt_rl_ ied(W. •ccoums payId_/
roce0vable, mmcm_l:_ and i_qn'oil capacilms. The software runs on IBM PC and
compatib_ compu_rs. The company IdSO wo_des custom Wogromm*n9 H0"V_0S
ond sysmms amlysm enci developm_t consul_r_ Nrwces. Products ond arvces are
sold to multiple mdus_ms.
Sales: 9.58 mA_on Issl_'n•_): no m_ornnmom0gam0os
Empl: S en_01oys_: no employmont change m Wmr veer
Execs: Timothy C. Pondor. Presk_m
CofpTech SIC I_roduct Descrtptlo_t
C0_-SV-CJ_ 7379 Systems _ arv_es
COH-SV-CC 7373 _ltm_ consuttmg
S0f-AC-8 7372 Invoicin/bdkng _o41wore
SOf-AC-G 7372 Gene_ol _ _hware
SOF-AC-I 7372 tntegrMed occmmtmg _ohw_o
SOF-AC-P 7372 Accounts _ aiohwaro
SOF.AC-R 7372 Accounts receNd)fa so41ware
SOf.AC.T 7372 PwroU 8rid _mlonn_ i_ommtmg software
S0f-SV-PA 7371 _ oohwl_• custom progrlmmmg IlOrV_OS
S0f-SV-PS 737L Progrommmg rods mohwlro custom Wogrammmg eerv_os
SOF-SV-PS 7371 Pr_ so4twm custom Wo_'lmm0n 9 amrv_es
S0f'-SV-PS 737i Ubiity _=hwaro custom wogrmmmmg Nn_mes
SOf-SV-PS 7371 Sy_l_m so41rworo custom Wogromm0f0g Ira,tacos
50F-tl0-O 7372 Trucking _are
SOF-tlg-FT 7372 Track/fleet managomont im4twlre
II11_V_b_k_11_ Soft_vlro, 1114=. (AKA)
Sos': AI Software, inc.
Applied Instruments Co.
11 Rooeev_t Ave. Owned:. Privm
Vl_ley llt_oi_, NY 11681 Formed:. 1948
1619) 07241111 Fin(: (5163 872-8112 T/CLM/11630
Parem/holdmg company with h_h-wch _ntmg units m the photon_ indu_l_y.
UncW Slm: 2.6% to 10% mwrnmmnat
Empl: 12 employse_: no employ•ant chonge m gnar ywr
Exea: A/Nn Joseph. Prmclonl
C,_#lronh mc Product _ Gov_ Pmm_Sub
ZZZ -I_ 6719 Parent/Holdmg
i_ Co. / o_u_._ mvi=_n
Uni_ O4 _ Imm_m_s Co.. NY
11 RommPoIt Aw. _ P_0Mo und
V•lloy Ilwoom, NY 11581 Formed: 1984
1616) 8724111 F_m: 18163 872-8112 WICLM/20922
MenuMctomr o4 op_c_ components mr.ludm9 heat absorbm0 and resmUn0 rd_s.
Ii_on¢lll lind _ hr• I_lthed lenmm, pln_l reflector_, prmms m_l we_lows.
Lonme em pr_mmlon l_mes ,ud to m_Im_m ar mowct lq_ht. _oduc_ at• uesd m
a_.atmm, m¢0u_ng N components m Wo_-_on eqummem.
_ $1m; 2,6% to 10%
Emg_= Under 10_
E_oe_ _ dmeph. Pmwdom
C_wl_roeh mC Product Do_iq_io_ Govt:
Ptl0-0P-FA M27 Hoet _ filt_s
PH0-0P-FI 3827 Hem resmtU_ fi_rs
PN0-0P-LD 3827 Asphwuc fire pokshed lens
Pm-0P-LZ 3827 S_mncll lenlls
PN0-0P -I.P 3827 Prisms
Iqq0-0F-Lql 3827 Partml ro4tectors
PI_-0P-PIt 3827 Ro41ectorl in gINS and aium0num
lq_-0P-l_ 3827 Wmclow_
Applied Intelligent Systems, Inc.
AKA: AISl; PMW: VSP, Inc.
110 Pa_clond Ptame Owned:. Prwvm
Ann Arbor. MI 48103 Formed: 1976
(313) 998-2039 Fmc: 13133 995-2138 W/MEH/11084
gdoma_a_ura_ O4 m_Ehino _m_ _ amd so4tw_o. _ 1_ _. gu_
da_co, comrol amd 0dwm(icamon. _s are _ 0n f_e _ amd ptmrma_
cenc=l indusl_mS md by man_E_urars O4mmm=nd_rs nnd elec_rmic pockegmg
md NNmbks. The e"hww• runs on • I=armiiol Wocesamr which is part o_ the
_ _n_on coml_W. Pr(Klucts me todd to the mm_m_x't_ end ole¢l_omcs
indusm_. TI_ con•my w-- _ by _m _tment. wntum capmd •el
ceq_r_m immm_m.
lk - _q_mv Im_ le_ moIra, m: JdUt: m _ u: RLA: m Immm m: NA: #m_ m u: PMW: m _ _: _ _ _ _
: : : . : : : : : : ; : : ; • : ; ; - : ; : ; . : . .
Corp_lul Technok:qW Direc_ry - ¢ Copwqpht 1994 C,_porm• Technoiooy I_form•tmn ,Services. Inc. Tel: (617) 932-3939 - Aill nOhts reserved.
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Business Indexes Product Indexes
Company Name Index
Scadtzat_n Tmch_¢_ Ssrwces, In(, NY 17/61 533-1672 3 Pit 4.201
(FKA)
Starls Corp. ON i2163 354-2600 4 PU 4-676
Stwls Laborotorms AZ 10023 278-1400 7 Pitu 4-678
t Stori Technolo_s, inc. NY )516l 563-8300 ! Pfl 4-679
Storlmg Oeucet Co. fll (313) 366-3500 2 Pit 4-679
Storkng Drug Inc. (FKA) NY (212( 907-2900 9 PUu 4-681
Starling Eleco'K:. inc. CA 17141 474-0520 4 Pit 4-679
Sterkn 9 Eiecuomcs Corporatmn TX (713l 627-9800 7 PU 4-679
Stwkng En_rmmld Products. In((FKA) MI 13133 286-0800 8 PUu 2-99
t Sterkng En_pneermg Corp, CT (2031 379-3366 - Pit 4-679
St_h_ _. i_1 (_A) IL 17061 U4-6000 ) PR 4-680
Ster(mg _OUlP (PMVV) PiG 1314P 621-5700 S PR 4-121
Starkr_ Health NY (2123 907-2000 9 PUu 4-679
Stwkng. InC. ¥1 |4}4) 354-0970 S PR 4-679
Stwk_ Inc. / Sterltech Dnmum_ WI 44143 354-0970 3 PRu 4-679
Stefl,ng lndustrms PLC [n91and F0 4-679
Stark_o ' qt)reator'w" "GKA_ -, ", Q 1.q 6 r, n p .Iu_
Technology Index
Corplec_ SIC Who Mal,--
T¢_:hnololw / Product Code Code Whe
ArchMn 9 software, t ,,u, SOF-UT-J 7372 1-1162
Arc let Im_nes TRN-PR-ItR 3764 1-1329
Arc limp powar supplml ItH0.OE-LV 3641 1-]024
Arc lamps PH0-0[ - LA 3641 1.1023
Arctspmk emJssmn spe¢trometars T_. SC- 15A ]1826 1,1776
Arc vveidmg IdscITOdeS AUT-AS-V 3548 I. 754
Arsa ndv_st_ (KIp, _ror4ft TRN-A$-[N ,3812 1-1322
ArgOCt. IndustrLl_ giles CX£- IG 2813 1-809
Arpon-K)h lasms Pt40- CA- LGA 3699 1,1020
Argon lasers PHO- LA- LGA 3699 ) -1020
ArithmetK: Io_c unfl (ALU) ItS 54R-5[-I1_ 3674 1-1236
Axrnornmlt systems/armlment 0£F-0_.t 3483 1-867
Arm,ng systems 0EF-OR-D 3483 1-866
Armored _ DEF -_- ¥ 3711 1-866
Armor, ordnance eqp 0(F-OR-Z 3489 1-868
murmor piMr_q bombs or=r-nR-8 3483 i-8&6
Geographic Index -- California
FJ MOIMBICOnI)
Equ_m_nt Mw_/act_mgC_p. C4 (818) 675-1644 0 Pit 3-143
Lee Pharmaceuttciis CA (8183 442-3141 4 PU 3-874
Plashc Engmswed _t4, knc. / CA _811_ 575-3551 4 Pitu 4-188
Lm Anl_e= D_ Mo_d D,v.uon
Vlc(_ Indus_es CA 18183 443-7121 9 PU_ 4-997
Pamldena, CA (ZIP: 91Oxx)
Keck-Cr_. 9, inc CA (8181 799-1169 I _R 3-778
S_rkry Sohware Systems CA (8183 441-6121 0 PR 4-538
* S_mgrmh¢s Ending Corp. CA 12133 255-0900 - Pit 4-560
South _dm Frlncb¢o, CA (ZIP: 94Oxx)
Atheqa I'_os¢sences. Inc. CA I4LS) 877-0900 0 PU 2-353
8miew 8mecmncss CA I41S) 952-7070 4 F0u 2-4f_
C_tag Laboratarm, inc. CA 14153 873-6106 L PU 2-506
_COR Tharlplutcs. In( CA 14153 244-M_(I 1 PU 2-888
Date Co_l_. Lid CA (4151 873-6791 1 F0u 2-979
B_mechnok_pes. Inc. CA _115} 952-8193 0 Pit 3-307
Ger_mtoch. k_:. CA 14151 266-1000 9 P_ 3-30_
Genomyx Carp. CA 14151 266-1|57 - PR 3-329
Guy F. A_n_on Co. o1 CoMorn_j CA 14151 876-1000 8 PU 3-402
HSQ Techno4o, W CA 141S) 962-4310 4 PR 3-518
imouon, fhc. CA (4151 583-9964 4 PSJ 3-571
Monster Cab4e P_oducts. inc. CA 14151 871-6000 5 Ptl 3-1187
Phl_M Sysceffl_. hIc. CA 14/51 _2-6300 2 PR 4-|58
Polyweil Computers. Inc. CA 1415) _83-7222 3 PR 4-204
* P_¢_nko_ P_st_s CA 44163 _-4450 | PRu 4-228
S4Vl intarhStlOnll, tnc. CA 44153 S89-S600 3 I_ 4-$67
Swart Induslurms Corp, CA 14153 588-4450 2 PR 4-725
Swart interco_rte¢t CA (41SI _-8651 2 Ptu 4-725
TOA Etectron¢s. Inc, CA 1415) 588-25118 2 F0u 4-879
Tolmi_ Amerr.a WIRI CA 14151 822.2;'22 0 FOr 4-M7
Zymed Lab_itm,n. knc. CA t415i 871.4494 3 P_ 4-1172
V/ley, CA (ZIP: 92OxxJ
Advw" 5totro Tec , _ r, (61q) 670-510': O Iqt 2-83
Who Makes What Index -- Photonics
PISO*FO-P_R _ Fimr optic _meetms (SIC: 3827)
E.I. du Pont De Nemours anO NC 1919) 481-5100 3 PUu 3.47
Complmy / Fleclro-O_tl¢s Products
Nmm.w_Je¢ /Systemsana m 16J2) 951-7226 9 _ 3 _
ReSs_ch Ce_tar
Md.AN Technolo_. inc. CA (408) 752-2770 Z PR 3-|145
Mo_tex USA. Inc. CA (619)453.7905 1 FOu 3-1192
Phlk_s 8rosd Band Netwo_. In¢ N_ (3153 682-9105 6 F0u 4-158
• TCL. inc. CA (510) 657-380_ 3 PR 4-779
Tel¢o S_tem_. inc. / FINr Optics _ (6173 551.0300 7 Pl_ 4-_05
DMmon
I_IO-FO-PC_ _ Iqb_ elNk: switches (SIC: 3827)
Advanced C_=ca_ Sys=_s. w_
AMP knc_pormted / Kid(ton
Fib_o_tu_, knc.
Fupt=u Anw_.=. _c / COSk_ Idot.le
T_uhone Grv_.on
Ho_eyw_ _c. / Opcoe_c_ron_
Ckv..on
Hon_ Inc. / Systom.s and
I_Hmarch Cemar
NEC Ele¢_ron¢=. Inc.
Opt,minn. Inc.
*UCE. _nc.
ND O013 984-3945 J
CA 14151 493-8008 ?
CA 15101 528-0427 1
TX 12143 690-6000 6
TX (214| 470-4271 5
_4 16123 951-7226 9
CA 14153960-6000 9
CA 4916) 756-4429 2
CT 4203) 8118-7509 1
I_-Iq_-PCT _ I_ eptl_ Imnmm_tm_ (SIC: 3827)
Aborn E_ectr0h_cL in(;. CA 4408) 43_-_444 1
A_rr.an LNer Systems. inc. CA (805) _7-0423 0
CA k_tarnat_x_ol, Inc. NO (301) 595-53_43 1
tII M_roerlve COfl_. CA (408) 943-0777 6
Commumcatmns C,OrporM_ TX 12143 519-3000 8
Hew_tl-P_ckwd CO. / Opt_.ai CA 1404_) 435-7400 9
_ O_mon
Honeyv_ll Inc+ / Svsts_s imO PIN 16123 951-7226 9
Rmmrch Cantor
PR 2- 79
PUu 2-232
PR 2-1061,
FOu 3-27:
PUu 3- 503
PUu 3- 504
FOu 3-1254
Pit 4 -49
PR 4-939
Pt 2-18
P_ 2-ZO4
Pit 2-908
P_ 2-1075
PU 2-1116
PUu 3-472
PUu 3-504
Non-U.S. Parent Company Index
India
DCM. Ltd. 1 2-1018
HMT Intarrmuonld. Lid. 1 3-492
Rewdle Prm:mo_ Tooks Phvate Ltd. 1 4-376
Ireland
Eut C4Nmt Sohw_e. Ltd. 1 3-7
Elan _I PLC 2 3-81
_r Eros. Inc. 1 3`159
Jeffar_on Smurfit Group. Ltd. 1 3-727
Jones Group PLC 1 3-749
_een k_mrnl_on_ PLC 1 4-214
Israel
t ArrECH Systems LItL 1 2-126
b_" Ltd 1
SIC to CorpTech Code Translation Table
Ic cer_
c_, _, co,,
I Eb¢_m_c _p. nm IqlO-O[-A
cmnemar mlp
FN0-O(-I I
PHO-O(-C Psmeeomm lyres
PHO-O[-O
PXO-O(- I Ptmeomcmc emmm_
PH0-0(-J Pt_oe/clnc mmmmmrs
IqS0-01 -I( l, tm_mctnc I
_-_-IM _ I
PHO-OE-_ L_t I
P_O-0(-_Z Omw I I
_-_-0
_-_-P
lqlO-O(._
_-_-t
_mlmm
Phmon1._i_
P11momiimi_
I: _ Sin: t: 1-2.1k_: I: ,I I_; $: I-lOre: 4: 10-:lim: 4: 2_: |: I0-IOOm: T: lO0-II_; 4c IlI: I: _ III_; I:, i am m _ m _ _ m
Cnm_m, TechnoloW Dve¢tory - • Cop_ig_t 1994 Corp_'m Technology l_m Ssrw:_. tnc. Ted: 16173 932-3939 - All rqlhts r_.
Csxm,mm=_
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CORF_OI CODE......... lt_E. - DESCRIPTION.................................................... SIC.
SOF Computer Software Software applications, systems, and services 7370
SOF-AC _ccoonting software /¢coonttng software 7372
SOF-AC-B Invoicing/billing software Invoicing and billing software 7372
S0F-AC-F Fixed asset managementsof Fixed asset management software 7372
SOF-AC-G General le_er software General ledger software 7372
SOF-AC-I Integrated accounting sof Integrated accounting software 7372
SOF-AC-j Job costing software Job costing software 7372
SOF-AC-P /_coonts payable software Accounts payable software 7372
SOF-AC-R _ccounts receivable sof _ccounts receivable software 7372
SOF-AC-T Tax preparation/reporting Tax preparation and reporting software 7372
SOF-AC-U Purchasing software Purchasing software 7372
SOF-AC-Y Payroll/personnel acctg Pa_'o11 and personnel accounting software 7372
SOF-AC-Z Other accounting software Other accounting software nec 7372
SOF-AT
SOF-AT-A
SOF-AT-C
SOF-AT-CG
SOF-AT-Cl
SOF-AI-CX
SOF-AI-CL
SOF-AT-CO
SOF-AT-CP
SOF-AT-CR
SOF-AT-(3
SOF-AT-(2
SOF-AT-E
SOF-AT-EA
SOF-AT-EB
SOF-AI-EC
SOF-AT-ED
SOF-AT-E1
SOF-AT-EN
SOF-AT-EP
SOF-AT-EZ
SOF-AT-L
SOF-AT-N
SOF-AT-T
SOF-AT-V
SOF-AT-Z
Artificial intel software
Voice technology software
SOl compilerslinterpreters
LOG0 software compilers
IPL software coepilers
KRL software comilers
LISP software compilers
OPS software compilers
PLANNERcompilers
PROLOGsoftware compilers
SAIL software compilers
Other AT compilers nec
Expert system software
Trend analysis software
Business plannlng sys sof
Devel/bldg expert sys sof
Decision making expert sys
Industry-speci fic software
Needs analysts sys sol
Program generation sys sol
Other expert systems nec
Natural languege software
Neural network software
Tutor/instructional expert sy
Visual technology software
Other AT software nec
Arti fici ali ntel 1i gence software 7372
Voice technology software 7372
Software to translate high level languege to machine language 7372
Coepilers/interpreters for the AI programming language LOGO 7372
Coepilers/interpreters for the AT programming language IPL 7372
Compilers/interpreters for the AT programming language KRL 7372
Compilers/Interpreters for the AT programming language LISP and 7372
versions of the LISP language
Comilers/interpraters for the AT programming language OPS and 7372
any version of the OPS language
Comptlers/interl)r_ers for the AT progranmng language PLANNER 7372
Comilerslinterpreters for the AT programming language PROLOG 7372
and versions of the PROLOGlanguage
Compilers/interpraters for the AT programing language SAIL 7372
Other AT programming language compilers/interpreters nec 7372
Software to emulate expert ability in specific fields 7372
Expert system software for trend analysis and prediction 7372
Expert system soft--re to create a skeletal business plan 7372
Expert system software for development of expert system 7372
opl ications software
xpert system software to analyze and help solve business 7372
Expert system software designed for a specific industry segment 7372
or application
system soft, re to analyze need 7372
Expert system software for generating application software 7372
Other e_x_rt system software nec 7372
Natural languege soft,were 7372
Software that slmulates the neural pathways of the brain 7372
Expert system software to analyze student errors and conducts 7372
natural langulge dtalogue
Visual tec)m1_ software 7372
Other artificial Intelligence software nec 7372
SOF-BA
SOF-BA-A
SOF-BA-B
SOF-BA-C
SOF-BA-D
SOF-BA-F
SOF-BA-I
SOF-BA-J
SOF-BA-L
SOF-BA-M
SOF-BA-P
SOF-BA-Z
Banking software
Automatic teller machine
Brokerage software
Credit union _ software
_ccoont activity software
_Iticurrm:y software
Integrated banking sof
Cmmodtties management sof
Loans/mortgages software
Credit/collecti on sof
Portfolio management sof
Other banking software
Software for banking and finance 7372
/_oNtic teller machine software 7372
Software to trick stock exchange information 7372
Software to manage credit unions 7372
Software dealing with bank account activity 7372
Software for international finance corporations working with 7372
multiple currencies
Integratedbanking software 7372
Commodities management software 7372
Software to manage loans and mortgages 7372
Software to manage credit, collections, credit cards, etc. 7372
Portfolio management software 7372
Other banking software nec 7372
SOF-CN Construction software Software for construction or contractor management 7372
SOF-CS
SOF-CS-C
SOF-CS-E
COl_icattons sys sol
Communications control sof
Emulation/simulation sof
SOF-CS-F Fax software
SOF-CS-L LOCal arel network sol
SOF-OS-M Mic_m-mainfr_ sof
Communications systems software 7372
Software for controlling communications 7372
Emulatorslslmulat_ that integrate otherwise incompatible 7372
terminals mnd coq_ers
Software for controlling fax communications 7372
Local area network (LAN) software 7372
Software for coBmmicattons and file transfer b,et_ 7372
(c) 1965 - 1994 Corporate Technology Information Services. Inc. All rights reserved.
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• SIC.CORPTECHCOOE......... NAME. DESCRIPTION....................................................
microcomputers _rmdmatnfrmes
50F-CS-W WANsoftware Wide area network software 7372
SOF-CS-Z Other communications sof Other communications software nec 7372
SOF-DH
SOF-DH-D
SOF-DH-F
SOF-OM-M
SOF-O_-HH
SOF-DH-MR
SOF-_-HZ
SOF-B_-Q
SOF-_-Z
Database/file n_jmt sof
Database dictionaries
File management software
Database n_mmtsys COONS)
Hierarchical DONSsof
Relational DONSsoftware
Other OOMSsoftware nec
Database query language
Other database/filemg_
Database/file management software 7372
Database dictionaries 7372
File managementsoftware 7372
Oatabasemanegement system (OBPIS) 7372
Software to present data to users in a tree-like structure 7372
Software to present data to users in the form of tables of rows 7372
and columns
Other OOMSsoftware nec 7372
Database query language software 7372
Other database/file management software nec 7372
SOF-ED
SOF-ED-A
SOF-ED-E
SOF-ED-F
SOF-ED-G
SOF-ED-H
SOF-ED-R
SOF-ED-S
SOF-ED-T
SOF-ED-V
SOF-ED-Z
Educational/training sol
School/student admn
University/adult ed sol
For lang instruction sof
K-B educational software
Music instruction Software
Reading improvement sof
Secondary school software
Typing instruction sol
Occupational training sof
Other educational software
Educational and training software 7372
School and student admnistrative software 7372
Software for university or adult education 7372
Software to teach foreign languages 7372
Software for nursery school through 8th grade education 7372
Music instruction software 7372
Software to improve reading speed and comprehension 7372
Software for secondary school education 7372
Typing instruction software 7372
Software to train someone in a specific occupational skill 7372
Other educational/training software nec 7372
SOF-_
SOF-FH-C
SOF-_-E
SOF-FM-H
SOF-FM-I
SOF-FH-L
SOF-FM-M
SOF-_-S
SGr-FM-Z
Facilities management sof
Communications mget sof
Energy analysis/mgn¢ sof
HVAC software
Integrated facilities mgmt
Lighting analysis/control
Facilities maintenance softwa
Building security software
Other facilities i_ r_c
Faci 1 tti es management software 7372
Software to manage coeunications in a facility 7372
Energy management software 7372
Software to analyze and control heating, ventilation, and air 7372
conditioning
Integrated facilities manageaent software 7372
Software to analyze and control the lighting in a facility and 7372
control it
Software to track facility maintenance and repair 7372
Building security and management software 7372
other facilitiesmanagment software nec 7372
SOF-FN
SOF-FN-I
SOF-FN-M
SOF-FN-P
SOF-FN-T
SOF-FN-Z
Finan analysis/nx_t sof
Integrated financial sol
Investment management sof
Planning/analysis software
Templates/mdels software
other financial sof nec
Financial analysis/management software
Integrated financial manageent software
Investment managmant software
Analysis and planning software
Templates end models software
Other financial analysis/management software nec
7372
7372
7372
7372
7372
7372
SOF-GO
SOF-GO-A
SOF-GO-F
SOF-GO-L
SOF-OO-M
SOF-GO-R
SOF-O0-S
50#:-GO-Z
Government software
Social services software
Federal government sof
Law enforcement sofb_re
Nilttary/defense software
Regulatory compliance sol
State/local government sof
Other government sof nec
Software for federal, state and local governments and 7372
government associations
Software for governmental social services 7372
Software for the federal gov_t and federal government 7372
assoclati_m_$
Soft.re for law enforcement agencies 7372
Military or defense applicatims software 7372
Software to monitor and enforce federal government regulations 7372
and statutes
Software for lucml and state govemnents 7372
oth_ goverr_nt software _ 7372
SOC-HL
SOF-HL-C
SOF-HL-I
SOF-HL-L
SOF-HL-M
SOF-HL-N_
SOF-HL-MB
SOF-HL-MD
SOF-HL-m
SOF-HL-MZ
SOF.HL-P
SOF-HL-T
Health services software Software for the health services industry 7372
Patient care m_m_csof Software for specific types of diagnostic and therapeutic care 7372
Integrated health set sof Integratedhealth services software 7372
Liboratory management sof 14edtcll laboratory management software 7372
Practice managment sol Health services practice manageeent software 7372
Appointmnt scheduling sol Medici1 appointment scheduling software 7372
Medical billing software Medical bailing software 7372
Oental practice _ sol Software for dentil practice managemant 7372
Nedlcal practice _ softwa Software for medical practice ianlgenent 7372
Other practice _ nec Other practice mlnagemnt software nec 7372
Pharmacy m_mt software Software for phamacy management 7372
Institution _ software Software for m_a_ment of health/medical institutions 7372
(c) 1985 - 1994 Corporate Technology Information Services. Inc. All rights reserved.
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SOF-HL-TH
SOF-HL-19f
SOF-HL-TN
SOF-HL-TP
SOF-HL-TZ
SOF-HL-V
5OF-HL-Z
Hospital admin/mgmt sol
Pea personnel _jmt sof
Nursing home l_ sof
Patient admin software
Other institutional sof
Veterinary software
Other health services nec
Software for the management of hospltal_Soft.re for management, of institutiona personnel
Software for the management of nursing homes
Software for the management of patient records
Other institutional management software nec
Software for veterinary practices
Other health services software nec
SOF-IN
SOF-IN-A
SOF-IN-B
SOF-IN-C
SOF-IN-I
_-ZN-P
SOF-IN-Z
Insurance software
Insurance management sol
A:tuarial software
C1aims processing software
Integrated insurance sof
Pol fcy handl fng software
Other insurance software
SIC
SOF-LE
SOF-LE-A
SOF-LE-B
SOF-LE-C
SOF-LE-D
SOF-LE-I
SOF-LE-L
SOF-LE-M
SOF-LE-T
SOF-LE-Z
Legal software
/W)pointmantscheduling sol
Legal time billing sol
Litigation support sof
Docket scheduling sof
Integrated legal software
Legal database software
Legislation tracking sof
Legal transcription sof
Other legal software nec
7372
7372
7372
7372
7372
7372
7372
SOF-L] L_brar¥ software
Software for the insurance industry 7372
Software to manage insurance agents and agencies 7372
Software to calculate life expectancies of insured persons 7372
Claim processing software 7372
Integrated insurance software 7372
Pol icy handl in9 software 7372
Other insurance software nec 7372
Software for the legal service industry 7372
Legal appointment scheduling software 7372
Time billing software for legal practices 7372
Software for legal litigation 7372
Legal docket scheduling software 7372
Software to manage legal practices 7372
Software databases containing case abstracts or transcripts 7372
Software to track legislation 7372
Software to enter court transcription 7372
Other legal software nec 7372
SOF-MA
SOF-MA-A
SOF-MA-B
SOF-MA-C
SOF-MA-D
SOF-MA-E
SOF-NA-F
SOF-MA-G
SOF-IIA-H
SOF-MA-I
SOF-MA-L
SOF-MA-M
SOF-MA-MA
SOF-MA-MC
SOF-MA-MZ
SOF-MA-N
SOF-MA-P
SOF-MA-O
SOF-MA-R
SOF-IIA-S
SOF-MA-T
SOF-_-TC
SOF-_-TD
SOF-MA-TI
SOF-MA-TS
SOF-MA-I_
SOF -MA-TZ
SOF-R_-U
SOF-MA-W
SOF-MA-Z
Manufacturing software
Capacity req planning sol
Nfg automation protocol
Robotic software
_e_ations planning sol
ine vision software
Data acquisition/control
Eqp maintenance/nKjmt sof
Group technology software
Integrated manufacturing sof
Hfg resource planning sol
Haterial requirements sol
Haterial req plannlng sol
Bill of materials software
Other material req sofnec
NuRerical control (NC) sol
Process control software
Oualtty control software
Production scheduling sol
Shop floor control sol
Test software
Computer-aided testing sol
Data reduction software
Test lnfo integration sof
Test simulation software
Test soft.re develq_mnt
Other test software nec
Mfg simulation software
Product service software
Other manufacturing nec
Soft_etomanage libraries
SOF-HE
SOF-HE-A
SOF-HE-B
SOF-HE-C
SOF-HE-D
SOF-HE-E
SOF-HE-N
SOF-HE-P
SOF-ME-T
SOF-HE-Z
Media cIications sol
CAR software
Book publishing software
Circulation/subscription
AOST_ software
Entertainment industry sol
E1N_spaper/mwKiazinesof
ectrontc publishing sof
Technical publication sol
Other mwdta/cIications
7372
Manufacturing software systems 7372
Software which deten_nes utilization of manufacturers work 7372
centers for adjusting daily work schedules
Manufacturing automation protocol software 7372
Robotic software 7372
Operations plannlng software 7372
Machine vlston software 7372
Factory data collection software 7372
Software to track eqp & supplies maintenance histories 7372
Group technology software 7372
Integrated manufacturing software 7372
Manufecturtng planntng software 7372
_terial requirements software 7372
I_terial requirements planning software 7372
Bill of mterials software 7372
Other material requirements software nec 7372
Numerical control (NC) software 7372
Process control manufacturing systems software 7372
Software to control product quality 7372
Production scheduling software 7372
Shop floor control software 7372
Test software 7372
Coq>uter-aided testing software 7372
Data reduction software 7372
Test information integration software 7372
Test simulation software 7372
Test software development 7372
Other test software nec 7372
Manufacturing simulation software 7372
Software to manage/ad.inister product services 7372
Other manufacturing software nec 7372
Hedia and cItcations software 7372
uter-asslsted retrieval (C_) software 7372
publishing software 7372
Circulation and subscription management software 7372
Automated data storage and retrieval (ADSTAR) software 7372
Software for entertainment related industries 7372
..zt. Mli=ingso.re 7372to electronically create text for publication 7372
Software for publishing technical or scientific publications 7372
Other medla/conunicattons software nec 737Z
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OORPTE_ CODE......... NAME..... " OESCRZPTION.................................................... SIC.
SOF-NP Non-profit org sof Non-profit organization software 7372
SG_'.NA Natural resource mgmt software Natural resource management software 7372
SOF-OA
SOF-OA.A
SOF-OA-D
SOF-OA-E
SOF-OA-G
SOF-OA-GA
SOF-OA-GB
SOF-OA-GD
SOF-OA-GI
SOF-OA-GM
SOF-OA-GS
SOF-OA-GV
SOF-OA-GZ
SOF-OA-H
SOF-OA-I
SOF-OA-L
SOF-OA-M
SOF-OAoMB
SOF-OA-MC
SOF-OA-ME
SOF-QA-MG
SOF-OA-MV
SOF-QA-MZ
_W)F-OAop
SOFoOA-S
SOF-OA-T
SOF-QA-W
SOF-OA-Z
Office automation sof
Appointment scheduling sof
Desktop management sof
Data entry software
Graphics software
Animation software
Business graphics software
30 software
Image processing software
Biomedical graphics sof
Slide Baking software
Yideotex software
Other graphics software
Humanresource mgn_ sof
Idea management software
Nailing list management
Electronic mail software
Eltrnc bulletin board sof
ECompteleconferencing sof
ltrnc message systems sof
Gr_re
Voice message systems sol
Other elactronic mail sol
Desktob publishing sof
Spreadsheet software
Time management software
Word proc_s_Ite_ editor
Other office automation
Office automation software 7372
Appointment scheduling software 7372
Oesktop management software 7372
Data entry software 7372
Graphics software 7372
Animation graphics software 7372
Business graphics software 7372
Three dimensional representation software 7372
Image processing software 7372
Biomedical graphics software 7372
Slide making software 7372
Videotex software 7372
Other graphics software nec 7372
Software to manage human resources 7372
Idea management software 7372
Nailing list management software 7372
Electronic mail software 7372
Electronic bulletin board software 7372
EC_m_ter teleconferencing software 7372
lectronic message systems software 7372
Software that helps groups work more productively 7372
Voice message systems software 7372
Other electronic mail software nec 7372
Oesktop publlshing software 7372
Standslone spreadsheet packages and integrated software 7372
products with a spreadsheet core
Time management software 7372
Word processor/text editor software 7372
Other office automation software nec 7372
SOF-PD Program development sol
SOF-PD-A Cross essewbler software
SOF-PD-O Portlble developmmnt sof
SOF-PD-E Machine code linkers
SOF-PD-F Code algorithms
SOF-PD-G Lex analyzer generators
SOF-PD-L Prog_g lang enhancements
_-PD-N Language development sof
SOF-PD-NA Language assemblers
SOF-PD-NC Language compilers
SOF-PD-NCA Ada
SOF-PO-NCB BASIC
_-_-_C C lan_age
SOF-PO-NCD Pascal
SOF-PD-NCF FORTH
SOI:-PD-NCM Modul a-2
SOF-PO-N_O COBOL
SOF-PD-NCP APL
SOF-PD-NCT FORTRAN
_-PD-NCZ other compilers
SOF-PD-NZ Other language devel sol
SOF-PD-O Code loaders
SOF-PO-P Parser generators
SOF-PD-R Preprocessors
SOF-PO-T Program translators
SOF-PD-X Cross comp!lers
50F-PD-Z Other software (level
Software development systems 7372
Software to translate assembler source code from for one 7372
computer to machine language code for another computer
Progr_ing language that ts implemented on multiple computer 7372
systems
Software v_ich links machine code programs 7372
Procedures to arrive at solutions for problems 7372
Lexical analyzer generators 7372
Enhancements. supersets, and extensions to progrlming 7372
languages
Language development software 7372
Software to translate from assembler or macro language to 7372
machine code
Software to trmslmte from
Ianguages
Cam
C_
C_
C_
C_
Cam
C_m
Cxa
)i lers/interl)reters for
)ilers/tnterpreters for
)ilers/interpreters for
)ilers/interpreters for
)iIc_linterl}_ers for
)i 1ers/interpreters for
)ile_/int_ers for
)t lers/tnterpreters for
high level languages to machine 7372
the high level language Ada 7372
the high level language BASIC 7372
the high level language C 7372
the high level language Pascal 7372
the high level language FORTH 7372
the high level language Modula-2 7372
the high level language COBOL 7372
the high level language APL 7372
7372
7372
Com)ilerslinterpreters for the high level language FORTRAN
Other compilers/interpretersnec
Other language development software nec 7372
Software to alter machine code relocatable addresses, and store 7372
the code in memory
Parser generators 7372
Software to produce input to compilers 7372
Software to translate one high level language to another 7372
Compiler running an one computer systems that generates object 7372
code to run on a different system
Other software development systems nac 7372
SOF-PM Project management sof Project management software 7372
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SOF-PU Public utillties software Software for public utillties
SOF-RE Real estate software _o_are to _nage properties
7372
7372
SOF-SM Sales/marketing software Sales and marketing software 7372
SOF-SM-A Sales analysis software Sales analysis/reporting software 7372
SOF-SM-D Direct marketing software Direct marketing software 7372
_F-_,_I-I Integrated marketing sof Int_rated marketing software 7372
SOF-SM-R Survey analysis software Market survey and research analysis software 7372
SOF-SM-T Telemrketingmg_ sol Telemarketingmanagement software 7372
SOF-SM-Z Other sales/marketing sol Other sales and marketing software nec 7372
SOF-SR Service industry software Software for services and service industries 7372
SOF-SV Sofl_are services Software-related services 7370
SOF-SV-A _ificial ante1 services Services for or relating to artificial intelligence 7370
SOF-SV-AC AZ consulting services Artificial intelligence consulting services 7379
SOF-SV-AP AI software programming Custom AI software programming services 7371
SOF-SV-AR /lI RID services Artificial tntelligance RID 7371
SOF-SV-AZ Other AZ services nac Other artificial Intelligence (AI) services nac 7379
SOF-SV-C Software consulting ser Software consulting services 7379
SOF-SV-P Custom sol programming ser Custom computer progrmming services 7371
SOF-SV-PA /_oplications software Custom applications software programming services 7371
SOF-SV-PS Systems software Custom systems software programming services 7371
SOF-SV-PZ other custom programming Other custom software programming services nac 7371
SOF-SV-Z Other software services Other software-related services nac 7379
SOF-TR Transportation software Software for transportation industries 737Z
SOF-TR-A Aerospace software Software for aerospace and aviation 7372
SOF-TR-R Transportation reserv sof Software for reservations in transportation industries 7372
SOF-TR-V Vehicle sales/service softwar Software for vehicle sales/service industries 7372
SOF-TR-Z other transportation sof Other transportation sol.re nec 7372
SOF-TS
SOF-TS-E
SOF-TS-F_
SOF-TS-EC
SOF-TS-EE
SOF-TS-EF
SOF-TS-EG
SOF-TS-EM
SOF-TS-ER
SOF-TS-EU
_F-TS-EV
50F-I_-EZ
SOFoTS-T
SOF-TS -TA
Tachnical/scientific sol
Engineering/technical sof
(:hemengineering/tech sof
Ctvll/struct/arch eng sol
Eloctrtcal/eltrnc eng sol
Hachantcal engineering sol
General purpose eng sol
Manufacturing eng/tach sof
Geographic information sys
Structural analysis sof
Software eng/techntcal sol
Other englneering/toch nec
Scientific software
Physical sciences software
Hath and stats software
Other scientific software
Technical/scientt tic software 7372
Sofl_mre for the engineering and technical industries 737Z
Chemical engineering soft.re 7372
Ct vi 1/structural/archi tactural soft.re 7372
Electricallelectrontc engineering software 7372
Hachanical sot_are 7372
_neral purpose engineering software 7372
Manufacturing engineering software 7372
Geographic information Systems software 7372
Software used for structural analysis 7372
Software engineering software 737Z
Other engineering and tachnicil software nac 7372
Software for scientific functions 7372
Software for laboratory and experiment processes in the 7372
phystcal sciences
Software for mathematical or statistical functions 7372
Other scientific software nac 7372
Uttlity systems software
Data conversion software
Program generators
Screen formatting software
Debugging & testing sol
Operating SyS enhancements
Operating systems
Windowing systems
Peripheral device drivers
Print uttllttes/spoolers
Diskltape/fi le utilities
Font utilities
Librarian utilities
Utility systems software 7372
Softwmre to convert data from one format to another 7372
Software that automates the development of programs 737Z
Software to design CRT screen layouts and define data entry 7372
fields
Debugging and testing software 7372
Extensions to standard operating systems 7372
Operating System 7372
Software to allow access to multiple, unrelated mppltcations 7372
simultw_usly
Software to control the operation of peripheral devices 7372
Sofl_mre to control printing operations, provide spncial print 7372
utilities and hmndle spooltng of data to hardar_opydevlces
Software to facilitate the use of off-ltne storage devices 7372
Font utilities, letter 7372
Software to log and track U_ locatlon of data files 7372
Technol_ Information Services. Inc. A11 rights reserved.
SOF-TS-TM
SOF-TS-TZ
_-LFT
_.Lrr.5
S4)F-UT-A
SOF-Lrr-B
-_-C
SOF-UT-E
_-_-F
_-Lrr-G
SOF.UT-H
S_]F-LrT-I
-UT-J
_F-UT-K
SOF-UT-L
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SOF-UT-M
50F-UT-N
SOF-UT-O
SOF-UT-P
SOF-UT-O
SOF-UT-R
SOF-UT-S
SOF-UT-T
SOF-UT-U
SOF-UT-V
SOF-UT-W
SOF-UT-X
SOF-UT-Y
Graphics utilities
System o4_slgn/_thodology
Data. center m<jmtsoftware
Programming utilities
Application devel tools
Disaster recovery software
Sort/merge sol utilities
Documentation generators
Menu/screen facilities
Word processing utilities
Report generators
Security/auditing software
Performance measuring sol
Other utility software necSOF-UT-Z
Graphics utilities 7372
Software to assist in the control of large systm development 7372
projects
Software to control program execution and monitor system usage 7372
Packages used for the automation of routine programming tasks 7372
Tools and aids which provide control over all phases OT 7372
software development
Software to reestablish a system's data after an unscheduled 7372
interruption
Software to re-order one or more data files 7372
Software to create documentation for programs 7372
Software to generate QTT menus and input screens 7372
Extensions to v_rd processing packages 7372
Software to facilitate the process of formtting printed 7372
reports
Software control access to the system and sensitive files, and 7372
to verify a file's contents
Software to provide information to fine tune and control a 7372
system's performance
Other utility software nec 7372
SOF-WO
SOF-_-D
SOF-kO-F
SOF-WD-FD
SOF-WI)-FF
SOF-WO-FR
SOF-WD-FT
SOF-WD-FW
SOF-WO-FZ
SOF-_-I
SOF-WO-O
SOF-WO-Z
Warehousing/distrlbution
Distribution mgmt software
Freight/warehouse software
Freight dispatch software
Freight handling software
Route scheduling software
Truck/fleet mgwt sof
Werehouse/storagemg_t sof
Other freight/warehousing
Inventory Nnagement sof
Order entrylprooessingsof
Other distribution sof nec
Warehousing and distributim software 7372
Distribution management software 7372
Freight. warehousing and trucking software 7372
Software to dispatch vehicles for transportation or public 7372
service
Freight handling software 7372
Soft.re to schedule routes for vehicles 7372
Truck/fleet management software 7372
Warehouse/storage management software 7372
Other freight/werehousing/truckingsoftware nec 7372
Inventorymanagement software 7372
Order entrylproc_sing software 7372
Other wareh_ingldistribution software nec 7372
SOF-ZA
SOF-ZA-C
SOF-ZA-CI
SOF-TJX-CR
SOF-ZA-CW
SOF-ZA-CZ
SOF-ZA-F
SOF-ZA-G
SOF-ZA-H
SOF-ZA-X
SOF-ZA-Z
Applications software nec
Trade software
Import/exporttrade sof
Retail trade software
Wholesale trade software
Other trade software nec
Foreign lang translation
General simulation sof
Homeuse software
Special needs soft.re
Other applications nec
Other applications software nec 7372
Software fop trade organizations 7372
Import/export trade software 7372
Retmil trade software 7372
Wholesale trade software 7372
Other trade software nec 7372
Software to translate from one non computer language to another 7372
Software which simulate environments and conditions 7372
Software designed for the consumer marketplace 7372
Software tome et the needs of handicapped individuals 7372
Other applications software nec 7372
SOF-ZZ Other software Other software nec 7379
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CATEGORY INDEXING SCHEMES:
A BIOSIS PERSPECTIVE
OVERVIEW
The BIOSIS Previews Database covers the life sciences fi'om the traditional
fields of biology to interdisciplinary fields and a wide range of medically-oriented
subjects. BIOSIS covers material f_om over 7000 journals, books and meetings
through our major print publications, Biological Abstracts (BA) and Biological
Abstracts/Reports, Reviews, Meetings (BA/RRM), and our online database, BIOSIS
Previews. Currently BIOSIS Previews contains over 9.3 million records and will
add 540,000 items in 1994.
Because of the diverse range of information that falls under the category of
"life sciences information", BIOSIS found a need to partition this material into
smaller, more manageable subsets or "Categories". To accomplish this, BIOSIS
developed a list of core concepts covering a wide range of subject areas called
Concept Codes. Since their inlroduction in 1969, Concept Codes have become an
integral part of our indexing at BIOSIS.
The focus of my talk today is on Category Indexing Schemes. In particular,
I will look at BIOSIS's experience with this type of indexing through our Concept
Codes. I will discuss several aspects of Concept Code Indexing and use including:
• The role of Concept Codes in BIOSIS's general indexing scheme
• BIOSIS Indexing Policies for Concept Codes including how our staff
assign these codes, our training guidelines, and the tools used to help
indexers assign these codes consistently
• How Concept Codes appear in BIOSIS products and how they are
used by our customers and staff
• Our experiences with Concept Code indexing, both positive and
negative
• A look at what the future holds for 'category-based' indexing at
BIOSIS
• Some points to consider when implementing a 'category-based'
indexing scheme
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BIOSIS SUBJECT COVERAGE
Traditional Fields of Biology
- Botany
- Zoology
- Genetics
-Entomology
- Ecology
.- Microbiology
- Anatomy
- Embryology
Interdisciplinary Fields
- Clinical Microbiology
- Biophysics
- Pharmacology
- Biochemistry
- Biotechnology
- Paleobiology
Medical Subjects
- Clinical Research
- Surgery
- Preclinical Research
- Applied Research
- Veterinary Medicine
- Forensic Medicine
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BIOSIS MAJOR PRODUCTS
• Print
- Biological Abstracts (BA)
- Biological Abstracts/RRM (Reports, Reviews,
Meetings) (BA/RRM)
- Zoological Record
• Online Products
- BIOSIS Previews
- BioBusiness
- Zoological Record Online
• CD-ROM Products
- Biological Abstracts on Compact Disk
- Biological Abstracts/RRM on Compact Disk
- Zoological Record on Compact Disk
- Foods Intelligence on Compact Disk
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BIOSlS INDEXING TERMS
• Natural Language (Free Text)
- Majority of BIOSIS keywords
- Includes organism names, substances,
procedures, methods...
• Controlled Keywords
- Drug Affiliations
- Geographic Terms
- Taxonomic Affiliations
- Bibliographic Descriptors
- Subject Specific Areas
(ex: Molecular Sequence Data)
• Biosystematic Codes (BC)
- Five-digit codes used to index organisms
- Over 900 codes representing taxonomic
categories
- Searchable by code or name on most systems
- Allows searching by Super Taxonomic Groups
• Concept Codes (CC)
- Unique five digit codes representing broad
subject areas in the life sciences
Over 550 Available Concept Codes
Searchable by Code or Name on most systems
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CONCEPT CODE NUMERIC DIRECTORY
SAMPLE ENTRY
BROAD
CONCEPT
HEADING
in
GENETICS AND
CYTOGENETICS
CONCEPT
CODE
CC03502
CC03504
CC03506
CC03508
CC03509
CC03510
CONCEPT
HEADING
General
Plant
Animal
Human
Population
Genetics
Sex Differences
NOTES
Introduced in 1972
• Broad Concept Heading
- Broad Subject Category used to group related
codes and headings
• Concept ,Code
- Five digit code assigned by BIOSIS
- Preceded by CC to distinguish from Biosystematic
Codes (BC)
• Concept Heading
- Specific Concept title
• Notes
- Provides historical information about Concept Code
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CONCEPT CODE ASSIGNMENT
(WEIGHTING)
Primary Assignment
Represents the major focus of the paper
Determines the Major Subject Heading and
Subheading where item will appear in print product
Only one primary code per source document
• Secondary Assignment
- Identifies additional subject areas of major
importance in the source document
For electronic products, primary andsecondary
codes become major level codes
• Tertiary Assignment
- Assigned to concepts mentioned in the source
document but not the major emphasis of the paper
- For electronic products, becomes minor level code
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INDEXING TOOLS AND REFERENCES
• Online Indexing Tools
Concept Code Authority File
- Lists codes and code name
Subject Specific lists of Concept Codes
Subject-Specific Style Sheets
- Includes pick lists of Concept Codes
Interactive Validation Checks
- Primary Assignment
- Valid Concept Code
• Print References and Other Resources
Supplemental Information for Indexing
Section Definitions for Cross Indexing
In-house database containing one year of BIOSIS
Previews
Scope Notes from the BIOSIS Previews Search
Guide
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SECTION DEFINITIONS FOR CROSS INDEXING
GEND_S OF BAOr_ZA (cont.)/GENETZCS AND Cr_:X_EN_ZCS
(31500) _lr._ OF BAC_ZA A_ V:_ (cont.)
_¢cludes: D_A as a chemical constituent [see Moz_holog7 and Cytolog7 of
Bacteria; P_siolo_r and Biochemistr7 of Bacteria].
Physiologic repression; non-genetically controlled feedback inhibi-
tion of biosTnthesis of enzymes or other chemical constituents [see
Pb_slology and Bioche_Lstr7 of kcteria].
(0SO00) 0D_'ZCS _ C_00_r_'I'CS
[Org_s studied include Plants, Tnver_ebrates and C_or_ates]
_lDC.,1J_e8 • Biochenlc_ and ph_slologlcal studies of genetic interest (trans-
LISSiOu Of genetic information; DKA repllcatic_; genetlc-oriented
cellnlzr st_es of DEA and RNA, i.e., mes|enger (infor=atiou) and
transfer (soluble) HA; en_e differences reeultlng from gene
variations, etc.).
Chrcmosane caunts, neFF:Lag and crossing over, aberrations (e.g.,
deletions, dnplA@atlc_s, inversions, _ranslocatloas, aneuploids,
polyploids, etc. ) and cbrmosme basis for pathologT.
Mech_ of geuetlc change Includ_ _tagenlc agents (drugs,
chealcal, =echaalcal, radiation, etc.), _tatlou studies (germinal
and scnatlc) and _ and the effects of bybridAzatlou.
Genotypic aad t=l_=m_pic e=_pressic_ and effects of polyplcldT.
E=t_a chrmosma_ inheritance (plaetld_, plamagenes).
Genetics of blood gr_=, inheritance of blood-sr_ factors ar
secretor_ traAts and immnogenetlc etudAes.
_erltable and _amillal _s and pathological ece=rreuces (e.g.,
metabolic disturbances, hor_oual disturbances, co_geultal auamalles,
etc.) and their develepaental basi_.
_indes: Bacterial and viral genetlos ex=_t when p_a'to£ a mixed
_n_v_ annuals and/a_ p_an_ LNe Genetics of Bac_ a_d V_ruses].
Structural studies of DKA and RNA (see "Molecular Properties and
Y_cra_olecules" under Biop_i=s or _VAant Cy_olo_" if plant _].
Includes: All genetic and ¢Ttogeuetlc studies relating to invertebrates and
chord_tes (L_ nixed animal and k=aa studAes).
•=indes: _u=aa genetics [see _=a_" _dm. Oenetlcs and Cytogenetlcs].
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USER SEARCH REFERENCES
How To Search Series
- Biological Abstracts on Compact Disk and
Biological Abstracts/RRM on Compact Disk
Biological Abstracts and Biological Abstracts/RRM
BIOSIS Previews
Discovering BIOSIS Previews: An Interactive Disk
and Guide
BIOSlS Previews Search Guide •
- Concept Code Directory "
- Numerical List of all Concept Codes
Master Index
- Lists 1 9,500 terms and phrases with
recommendations for searching on BIOSIS
Previews
Concept Code Scope Notes
- Defines Concept Codes and provides
examples of scope and coverage
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MASTER INDEX
SAMPLE ENTRY
GENETIC
EX: GENETICS
CC:
(54860)
see also GENE; GENIC; GENOTYPE;
HEREDITARY; HERITABILITY;
INHERITANCE
GENETIC
Animal Genetics and Cytogenetics
CC03506 (121 550)
Genetic Sex Differences
CC03510 (34240)
Genetics and Cytogenetics
CC03502 (16930)
Genetics of Bacteria and Viruses
CC31500 (74700)
Human Genetics and Cytogenetics
CC03508 (128620)
Plant Genetics and Cytogenetics
CC03504 (60900)
Population Genetics
1972-: CC03509 (13830)
* Numbers in Parentheses are five year frequency counts
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SCOPE NOTES
SAMPLE ENTRY
GENETICS AND CYTOGENETICS
CC03502-CC03510
The codes in this group retrieve studies on the origin and transmission of
inherited characteristics, genetic variations and sex determination in plants,
animals and humans.
Examples Studies on * genetic engineering * chromosome mapping *
mutagens
Strategy Recommendations
* For radiation mutagenesis studies, use relevant Genetics and
Cytogenetics codes with appropriate keywords and the Radiation
Effects and Protective Measures code CC06506.
CC03502 GENERAL
Frequencies Major (15570) Minor (1360)
Applications This code retrieves general studies that cannot be accessed by
one of the other Genetics and Cytogenetics codes. It also accesses
information on the apparatus and methods used in genetic studies.
Examples Studies on * evolution of the genetic code * general genetic
modeling * mutation rates
Strategy Recommendations
* For mathematical models useful in genetic studies, use this code with
appropriate keywords, the Mathematical Biology and Statistical
Methods code CC04500 and the Biocybernetics code CC10515.
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CONCEPT CODE SCOPE NOTES
A total of 571 Concept Codes are used to index broad subject areas in the BIOSIS previews database. The Concept Code Scope
Notes section pmlents these Concept Codes in numerical order, defines them, and provides examples of their subject scope and
coverage. Use the Concept Code Scope Notes to learn how Concept Codes can be used to make your searching morn effective
and economical.
TOXICOLOGY mm_u)CONCUT _=_U)_Na
r_ • . (_=_,_ q=pla.=_ c=mm_t
_./ CC22501-CC22508 c_e e, _ _,we.)
The axlN m _ _ retrieve sludies on toxic substoncN
Including their acUons and dome=ion in plants, animals and
humans. They access In_ on antidotes and I_almonts
used m alloviaD or Wovant toxic rmmtkx=.
F.xampAm Sludkm on • irrmttd venom,, • poisonous gases • drug
mi_ . endoto_r= • heavy me,-' _n • _ •
Saramgy Recommandatlona
• For studies of the Io,dc effects of a =ubstance on onaan
wmm(s), use nmvant roz_co/ogy code= w_ =ppm_Sm
kmjwards and _ organ sysmrn Pae_:_Qy' codes.
(_ CC22506 ENVIRONMENTAL AND INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY
(_ Fmquonct_ Mmr (SS2_) Minor (5370)
(_) App//cs_on= _ code retrmvesstudies on exposure to and el-
of toxic mantra in living and working onvimnmems.
(_) Exmmp/=: 5_d_s on • Indus'=_ toxk:ants • toxic =_m-- IndriP.
i_ wamr. omupUonal polsom- _=estosis • tox*=_m_es .¢md-
rmumexposure =oxk:_'
® s=_.,fy,,,,-_,,_
• For ===eke:= =UdVm in past=, us= m= code Mm me
Phyrop_y-N='_r=_c D=.m= code CCS_t2 and
code=.
• F_ mudm o_oocumelo_ expast_ to _ subetanms.
• Rx er.f_onmantaJradinac_ chan_c_ toxicitystudies, use
Ilts cxxlewt_ _e ,'=lad_t_=_E,fec= and Pm=w:=ve ,_b=sum=
_do CC0es06 w_l _ Pu_c Ho_: Er_rcmmenm' Hs_-
Rad/nbn _ axle CC370t 7.
• For==_W m_m ¢,fr_m=r o_gm=m=,.=eU_s=xk=
Mm mpmp_m lunvm_dsand t_e _codo cco7s_4.
• F_. sludlN of II'mImd=agonls In i'. mr cx'soil. use Ibis•ode
code CC37015.
(_) cov=.=g,, No=, In m72, U_ =:ope of U_ =DUem expended
I= Inc_de anvtmnmanmi _.
¢ONCF..oTOF..t311FI1ON
(ac_umonly forBroodC_mq_
Heeding=om=Oml_mdng•
nmgeel eWm)
mOfVlOUALSCOPENOTE
1. BROAD CONCEPT HEADING AND CODE RANGE
Concept Codes am gmupod under Broad Concept Head-
ir_s or subject areu. These he•dings correspond to those
used in the Concept Code Dim¢_ry. The code or range
of codes comprising the subject area is listed for each
heading. When a range of codes Is indicated, a general
desc_tlon of the #ub_= _ and coverage of the sec-
tion, lnc_dlng examples and sUategy recornmondetlons, Is
given.
"2. CONCEPT CODE AND CONCEPT HEADING
Each Concept Code Scope Note begins with the Conc_X
Code, identmed by "GC" proc_Ing a flve<ligit nurser,
followed by its 'Concept Heeding' or Utis.
3e
4.
FREQUENCIES
These frequencies are the estimated number of docu-
ments indexed at the Major and Minor levels for each
Concept Code for the five-year pedod 1988 through 1992.
Major Concept Codas =re us_ to Indicat= the ideas of
primary Interest discussed in a paper. Topic= of lessor
importance or emphasis are Indexed a_ the Minor leveL A
morn detailed dlscuuion of Indexing levels IS given In the
Introduc_n to the Concept Code Directory.
APPLICATIONS
A broad statement of the subjec_ m'oa and organisms
covered by each Concept Code is given.
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m INTRODUCTION SCOPE NOTES
-:XAMPLES
_amples of specifict,_ptcsincluded in the scope are listed
,ere to help clarify the subject areas covered by the Con-
:apt Code. These examples have been provided as a
luideline to help in selecting appropriate Concept Codas
3r your search strategies. These samples highlightmany,
_ut not every, topic Inctuded In the scope of the Concept
:ode.
TRATEGY RECOMMENDATIONS
;ubject-specificmcommandatlons are given to show how
le Concept Codes can be used with each other and with
ther BIOSIS Indexing elements (l.e., BlosysternaticCodes
or Added Keywords) to construct effective and relevant
search strategies. Additional intorrnatlon concerningthese
Indexing elements can be found In the Master Index and
the Biosystematic Code Directory.
7. COVERAGE NOTE
Included onlyfor certain Concept Codes, this note pmvldes
details about changes in and limits of the scope of the
Code. While BIOSIS Previews may contain some _a-
lions on topics not generally Included in the scope of the
Code. searchers may wish to consult other databases for
comprehensive retrieval. For Concept Codes that have
been Introduced or undergone a change in scope since
1969. the year of the change is listed here.
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SCOPE NOTES C_2 - C_lOm _7
• For _! _ sm_ In _marm. use _ _
_,_ and relevant P_ codes.
GENETICS AND C_OG_
C_502_10
__ _ _m_o_ _n_ _
n,s_ of I_ __. _+ne_ variations and sex
_ in planls,alWmalsand humans.
_m_ S_m on • _ _ *chromosomem_
_-_
Sb,abegy Recommenda#onl
• _ _ m_ _. use relevant _
Cylog_tk:s codes wlm_ro_ key_s and me P.ad/a-
f_onEffectsand Pmmc_v8MeasurescodeCC06S06.
• Forsludies on me gene_c aspecm of evoUIon,um mleva,_
andthe Evo/i._onoodeCC01500.
• For gene_ studies of ttu deveto_ng enWyo, use re_ntnt
_e_cs wx_ Cy_gme_:s c,xm w_ 8p_pdate Jwyvm_s
• For I:acumaJ _ wW genetics _xU_, use b_e _ne_ of
_ and Mrusas code C_1_.
• For _ an DNA _. use _ RI_ T_
_rl lind T_ codeCC10300,
_2 G_E_L
F_ _(1_) _(1_)
App//ca_ This code reulevesgenerals_hs _m cannotbe
acceuocl _ ono ol Uu o_er C,ene_s 8r_ C3_o_me_s mo_.
Italso 8_nses inlom_n on _ _mlraa8 m_l mml_d_ umd
In Oeno_Icsuadlee.
_ mode_ • mmaUonram
Slmmgy Re_ommendal)+onw
• _ ma_ models use_ in genek smdles, me
_ _ Mmno_ mdeCC04,500andUheg_o/b_r_l
CC1_15.
PLANT
F_ Major (57000) _ (3900)
App//cn_n_ Thiscode nr=isvm genmlc and cyl_lene_ s_udlN
OfpW.S.
Enmp_ Studies on • hybridL_1on • chromosmne stnx_um-
ka_o_:_ _ • O,me_c m_an_ _ d_me
Sntogy R,_mm_nda_ons
• F_ pumt_udcnzauon andag_ueunl y_l umcu_ uu rain
w_ emmwme Ja_ywu_8and re_n_nt_ravDwy or
/'dmlt_rdfum codes.
• Fa' gemac #u,_a_ at _ m p_nt c,mmse.uu this
axJewm um_nuo Ju_wo_umd U_e_ara-
dim and Rl_smn_o _le CC5d814.
• For_uoed _ne_ ee_ts Inplmnts,um t_ (:o_e
E_ _ _1516.
• _g_s_ _ __, ul_ _
_m _ mn_me rmvant _, _rm_ an_
__.
ANIMAL
wqo_(l_mo) Mmr (eogo)
•4A_,_m "_ o_, nmev_ nonhumananm_ _ rand
o/log,n_ ndm.
mice • g_ _n_ of d_e _W • _A _,,_r in
mammalian
SO'ategy RecommenoVtlon4;
• _ _ of s_fl¢ _ organ_. use_ _e
w_t_approf_iatekeywoJ_sand relevant organsystem codes.
• F(x enWorwnentadchemicaJsthat are mutage_c _oanimals,
use thiscode w_ m_)ropdamkeywords 8ridtflo_n-
la/_/n_unsdl T_ code CC2250_.
• _ __ __ _ in am_na_s,
uso _ codo w_ _oprow/a_ ko,/wor_ ar_ _e Rad/_on
ind _ _ _ C_.
• For _c _s_ of d_ _d _m_
impocmntanimals Inductingpou_ry,use e_scode w_m
priam ksyworclsand me Anlmal Pro_uctlon.Brim_ and
Breed/n0oocleCC2650_ or the Po_.VWPmdu_on-Bmeds
ar_ Bme_ codeCC27006.
CC03508 HUMAN
A.op//P.a'i_n_ Thiz code mlrieves _I genellc lind cylogene_c
8'_dm _ humans.
_'_mt,e/mJ Studieson • chemicalmutngene_sInhumans• slsmr
_ exchmgeeinhumance_ • gefu_ mun_ing • gene_
markor8 * ge_o1_ analysis of human dim_
Slmlwgy Re_ommendatlonl
• Forgenerk=md_ of hum4movo_udon,t_e _ code wire
aplxoWllll _ and m. _ o:mleCC01500.
• Forgene_ n._k_ ofmotm_olk=cMson:lef_,u_elhi_cocl_wiO_
_opro_am JuJywo.,dsrandthe MmaL_lc Diso_or_ code
_13020.
• F_- mum_._k_.*md cancer in humans, us. mis <=odeMm
__and mo_a,__
code_24007.
• Foroene_ nx_m usod to desa_bo rschdva_a_xm, use this
op/: E_ c_k. CCOr_O0.
• For inl_rimd sus_,plll_lt_s to omosr, use _ code w+_
_xoprJam ke,/w_n_ end relevant_ ar__',,o_s_
• r-_om,_im.r,_,n_o,_n__o_..
mo e_ redo wlm ap_ _ md m_vam c_gan
POPULATION GENETICS
F_ _ (I_) _ (I580)
,_gon_ TNs _x_le ml_lvm s_ies of _e gene_ composi-
_ gem _quenam _n_ _e_ _ _ _
F._mp_m S_c_sm. vmu_s _ U_d gn_p ptm_/_s • gemg_w
Recmnmen_
• F_rma_mvUimlmocksofgeneS=palxjmlm_ useIbiscode
_ M_'xx_ m_ CCO4800_nd g___e
_1_15.
• _ _ nJdm o_me evoimimof _, .m _
code w_ _ _ end _e _ _
_1500.
__ _mI_ 1972.
_10 SEX DIFFERENCES
•mu oodonmm_ _ on _ d,w.
minodm_(dlflmmc_ anclNx ¢lffenmlla_
S_on .__ _._in
elm/me_ blewllmm/u andtemlm • X_ d_omerl
• _Nx___am___,
._ ++
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PRINT INDEX SAMPLE ENTRIES
Biosystematic Index (Sample Entry)
• Muridae
Addiction (includes Alcohol, Drugs, Smoking)
5293152876 52915 52929 52930
52933 52934 52935 52936
47033 47034
47038 47040...
Genetic, Cytogenetics, Animal
47025 _ 47028
47035 47036 47037
• Generic Index (Sample Entry)
MUS-MUSCULUS
BEHAV ANIMAL ....43219
PARAST GEN .......... 51226
PARAST GEN .......... 51250
ECOL ANIMAL ..... 45740
MED CLIN BAC ....48784
PARASIT GEN ...... 51236
MUS-MUSCULUS-DOMESTICUS
BEHAVANIMAL .... 43215
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8Nol _ IIg(4)_UJ-431 GENETICS AND C"I_OG]_N_'1"ICS RM. NO.
r_or_ on _ _ IO nequn_e n sum_aJly Upikam Hmber o/ m m
Im_B. ia orclm,so cknennme whether dm_ aeJpl be • _ for _ amles |o
ck.m'm_ = mdeeuiat _ d 152 into-Iraqi s_akUy. The mul_ ind_,e flu1 IS2
insertsm a man...nmcl_mmsnn_ mlo :l 240 hp Selpnenla! Ihe 5"_d o(Ibe Ipme(nqpoB
1). Twenty-ace ol' 24 in.mmoas oc:c_.red m rqp_ L Three _ have bmm
idendfud mum t_ mxidle _ hp sqpmmu o( the _3 hp _ _ u m the .I'
unmmd tqmenc A m_mm Impmquam sbovnq I,L_., idenU_/ith • sqmem of
IS2.Z2I I_ Imm die 3" lemmmmhal bern MadPmd ha _ I. Fmw msuu_m M'
_d imm'tiau Ixm,_m the _ imir d nm:l_ddm Im_ Iron olam.'mi M[m."
d/ffmm "m.
OfPm/wdqy /4Jt'JJ: 83.7-_4. IggJ. _ @I ¢be _ Imqm'dm sad
Nysi_l m d tk Imml im_lkmsviru8 t3Te !.5 8marne k. edl liln derivedfNm
Im_ _ _,m_._Wz bpq mmblildml m_ _ _ /ram Jmnmm_$ and
_ c:m._uJcmJrcumamsvn(b dwmct 17owtbIm)Perumm _tro aad m vi_m.
_ds ceU/bin maummd human _e,rm r_e 16 DNA m bm dse/bins
d_hs_d i the phlnbaJ m d the whradilmmJt pmlu d dat edb. A h_llh cogy
m_a" d epmmud Inmu Imp_Bomm_w _ 16 DNA muams _ dlem=_t ia L_e
TC-140 lira cJamd fram ,, _ aw_M _. This mU lira I_t m msq:kml
_ did nac p_u_ ia raft sSm.me.Id fanmd bmip _ _dub8 ;" m
-.--- ,m_,- m m_¢l_miolff Io wd]-di_m_ml m d Ibe Ixi_ tmnm'. OMy
TC-14_B liMmalablisJ_d bllm I _1 brll_ on'_ at_um_. Tllme
ivui_, bm m _y Ip'mmal. mmm,_in ude m_. _ edl llnl _umkl
am_da,,a arums in ,m.o m_dd_ d ce.,U_ anmJe_miu --4 Wm_ mdud _
b uadmuadml the imFormme d .,ran bmqp'smum Um u'amdomumm proms u
-di ,- ,t.* odlu_ *.._ m_/_ luresfro. nmm. _
G] " 'ICS AND CYTOGENETICS
Se* _ ¢_oIo_ and C.vr_h_mi.,_ • E_ol,,rion • C_nr_:= o/
21aem_ and I/'u.u._s• M_Otods. Marmab and Appa_u_ _al
- Cytology and Cymchcmdoy
See: Spe_c s_emm_c _.for c,_...mxonnm_c
See slam Animal Pmduc_mw (im:iudm Fur-&_.qr A_ma_f) - _needs
_,_ _,,_r • _,,_,,_,_ _._,>_-
Tem_qy a_d T_ram_n4r_s • _ Anim_h • M,e_oli,sm
- M,n_olic DL_'_n • _Irry Pn_l.c_n - Bn_la and B_
(SO), I'I'_) £m_m 4_$_. 7374-I.a'rP_II_.V]l_¢). _ _
i
E
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mal.4meu'/ImmM4_(4)_:::s.¢J
CON: Ned_ .... Smdm
TAX:_
aajS. Wa. SWkn r_ (lmpemi _mm' Rm.r-uad.Oam l'hdtLa_ Soed:J_mu.
EN6 3LD. UK.) C_r 76¢/):_../.i 199( 'Ire wmmm8 e_
ima.udsm: M,elmktk/qllm mm md_ d Inem'_ I,mm_UTERATURE
REVIEW;,E3_iE:R[¢THACOL7;RECOMBINANTDNA: HOLUDAY TdNCTION
BJLANCKMIORATION:RECOMBINATIONENZYME ANALYSIS;RF.COidlII-
NATIONPA_A_ L_XJ_YOTIC ._i_d.OOS
CON: N,=ki= .... M=UMxislll*=teml_ • JliacbauUuTl
Ms,la:,dar_ & _/ " " ' .,u:idSmdim/
Nudic .... Smlm/bnme _ S,,,,im/
E,anmeOmnim-/dk1'h,TUm
TAX: b_ lyre
&q,0,uLl.bdl. Ib_ K. md H. W. Smkm.(CSIILODi,,. SiameJem_ Eal_m_i&
p.O. lm 114,Nenln Ryde._ 2113. AUI.) Gemm8 (D_6_ f_'_Jk 77_iJ2
]5_ Is_ms= N.mi DNAdsmm ,,_ mmm isms Iw_s-m_ _mJ_ssam-
II..v't"ERA'TUR.F.REVIEW;OIt,.,JUd-NEOATIIrI'_BACTY..RJA.:DNA ]I_COMBI-
NASE; pL.A.SMII);,"FRANSPO6ON;O_ INSP.]LTION;ANTIBIOTIC
T_C_ MOLECULARIYOLUTION
immj _ * 16=bmauT/Emym ]mTmkqml Su,,Im/E.d,mm/
A,m:Inal_ OlmmJil.l,r
TAX; llali.
Ud_rt. ZSlSJlml-lCJ_. Hssss* md Rse_J SebmJs_eb,m_ (Dq_ M_elt
,llld. H_em_Uiv. F,kdmsk M_i. S_,. Jmmlm 9t0t0.L_I,.)Ms4_/" J_k_kbkD
er_mJLr111_TUI_ PJ_EW; Jr_CTI_tlCH_ COlJ; OENE I_.OI.q.AIION
CON: !*m_j_epam.Ame ._d It4mbe_mllbam_ _ R Siwkmio_/
Iq_imsn.Tm • Tam_m
TAX:_
_._, _0._ o. _* m _*_* _ _ •
_Zil$. USA.) M_imsdm.MIm_a_ II(l_: ,21-_ IPt_ _ lm&f_ m
ssesdd by tk _ m/i rue ssd NeT pmes./LFTEKATU]_ _:
_ EXONUCLZA.SEVI_; ALT1[Ra_A_"[I_.COMBINATXON
PATHWAY
CON."_Tm • Tmmla6mlSemm_i'byWd_l_• _I
TAX:_
GENE'I"ICS .AND CYTOGENETICS
s,e d_. _ _,,_rc_ • £_ • G_ _'_,_
m_r r_nms. Men,malt,M_ms_.v m_r App_un_ _mu/- C,m_8_
ANIIVIAL
GENETX_ AND _Lr11C_ Rof. No. 414_0
.5_t-immM Ime_m_. mm_m_rl es.RI MTEI_'I'UKE R_'VlEW
CON: _ C_ • Cyur.._misuT/F..m_me_ S_ies/E,,_mm_
TA._ _mm_s
.z.,$mm_ d_ k, e.._ d_ _ _ _h,_ p'_ l,r_4): _.._. !!_._ [i_ ¥e. _ Ft.
md F.elt _,m.l _ mm _ _ emss_ Wam_ _ -n"
ILITER_TLrR.F. R_'YIEW: MOUS_" GENETIC _GINEF.RJNG
CON: L_np6s_ Tmue • _ S_l_l
TAX: M_dse
_4_. Gibnm_ Tbmm D. sad Pau_ J. Motto.(D_ lk_, lJmm Uuiv-_ C_-
mmlp_ St.. lksma. MA_21_. USA.) Tmed__ Gmma SW_:_7-_ ll_]_ Tkt r_E
KELINF-EAPPA I! TiI.AN$CRIPTIONFACTOR; DNA-PEOT_N INTERAC-
"lION;MO_ _.._JENCE DATA:AMINOACZO_..Q[.rl_
CON: Nuc_ A_dj_ise.ry_m_m Smd_mp*m_ • Expemmad l'nmm_
_ hWeu, m• )4mm=6,,:.kJ/_ ._id Stalin/
I,,p_mm.Tm • TmmJ._e/ammt _ • C_=JJimy
T,_T: J
_ Wemer.L G.* md W. Noe.(iJi_uNm_ S_r.IL5.D-Jl3_ llilml_lRi.
0[][.) a_ 4J¢llk 124_01_!_ lfg.L [i_ _ _k _lt _ _'.
mmmt_ 88d immm emmd./MTEIO_T'dl_ I_YIEW: GENE EXPRF.SSION
CON: _ /4_d M_r_n/Aw_d O_a_1_a C'y_mu_l
Tisms O_mm
TAX:ld_mma_
4M$$. Cqm_no. DemddW.* id IUclu_ B. lhdli_ (Dep. llimlum_, Umv-
T,.m_- AZ 8.5"/21.USA.)T,m_ _ _ _ Id(l_" _7..471. l_J.
Gmm n --._ _m_ m _mm _ twlmm_ l_mmd mi_m_N v_" mmmm"
W,_mRNA kmm.IIJTEI_TUR_ REVIEW;,17._N,_ Gi_C_L_ _E_OF.K
I_JA:MOLJ[_ SF.QUENC_:DATA:NUCL_.OTIDESr_UI_C_
CON: _T_ • T_IPlut Gemmm • G'ysmsmnm
TAX: _Fh,jeUm
4S4S_.Mj_nm. V. A. (Imr.Oems. Heroin,.4_md.M*d.Sd. P.m.. Mmm_, i_US.)
IqELD_ SIMflJ[ OIO_JO:ENTMODEL; POLAR ¢OOKI)INATI5 MODEL;
OIONDROOENI[_k _ _ DF._TI_ LIMBPOIO_,TION;
CI[LL ILEC-uPTOg.1;TILANSClUFI"XONALFACTOU; REGULATORY
HOM][OIIOXOl[NES.
CON: Mokml_ Pmperdm• _Bem.Cma_l,,e k Azbme AMmmyl
lq,,_= ._a_J_a,,.-ra_m. Mattom/,,U,mt O/ude_ • O/u=hmmW
z_mm.T_ • Tmm_m/Daam_w rr,a,_,_q_/
N.-,,-;- _ Su,_m
TAX.: Vendlmm
_._. V. _ _ _ __ _ _ _1_ R_)
,T_ adsm Aatmai Pmd_ (b_luda F_ Aahywb) - JIv4_z mmm.lAPem_el_,ekq6mJ_6e'ndl_mlWefbmmJdmms_mlkmadmlm_.
T_lmr_TT_ _m4 T_,sr_mwJ_ . _ A_m_z . Jldmkm_lmt - $OPHIL4 MJr_fliOG,_57"J_; TOTAL DNA ¢ID_; OENE .5_.,_UINCE
CON= MimJst I_ • MmmmekmJm/As_d C_ok:Sya C_I
tmmmlm_, mmbe/k_ ssd demkmesmi s/mer./LFrllATLm/RI[VlKW;
JMO_Ofl[IL4; dP_ M_.L[FJr,_; r,/lcDrlL_ llJr'AIJtOClJYI_ HYJIdJd4;
MONARCH BU'/'YIRIrLY; ELU][ MUSSEL: SIDE-ILOT¢I[K]D LIZAKI_
[KJ.IFlSH; S_LJ_)NID PISH;OOPPY;SOI_'ORA_TOPMINNOW_ ll_IRD_
RUltOUS-cor.L_EJLD SPARROW: HOUSE SPARROW; EROWN HAIL_
WHITI_TA/ZJ_ DI_.R_ LACTATEDEHYDKO_ENA.I_ MOILPHOL0_ICA/.
VAR/ANC_ DEVELOPM]mTALHOMEOSTASIS
C0tq: Imm _ sm_J/r..mem_ lla,:kmm'ylIm=t 1'SJ_m;=0o_l
r_mu,, a s_mmm_ M_mmm=m8 _,smm • Crmmm_
_em asmmy/_
TaW _Ce_m_LemJwm_em_J_=n_Hmm_
_lm_ramd_nqm_Sm_
_m. _. vt=k_ M. am. he,.I_..Im_ ae_ Sd." vm_, St.
Idesm_117J08.RL_L)Gmmm _Dsm_ 4_/-JkJ_/ff_ _ _'_
£_RTA JTTU_T_ [.4C_TA _ _ L4G_TA
coN: Oam,d • Smms_ Papd_Ommd a Smms_ D_Oms asmmyl
Is,ememu Smt_Pm_1_tm*_m Omm_Im_ Ma_m_'_/l,_mm
Ta._ Dmm_.bsm
aeSL Wstt.W_td I. (De_.BioloSies/S¢i.,Su_fmrdUsiv.Smsford.CA
TAX; D_m
4Mm. Oe_im_ J. G,, L A. Vm _ T. M. Eosm. bL ,_. u'ay md L J.
Imdi. (CSIItODiv.Emmml. O1'OIm 1_0, Cudmm AGT2m1. AUI.) Gm_m
(_l_dma_ J0t2-Jk 2,flt..,W. ]ltt Zve_emem_ truer/d _ .Hens.--
IMTEILKI'dl_ IJ[VILtW:_O_;_///.d M_ Iwr6 CalLBOXYL
lm'ElaS_ _ SI_UI[iqCXCO_PAJUSON;_
ODE IU_ST_ OENEMAPPING
CON= Em_m Plrtmlop_ Sudm/l_ Cmmd &_/_ms _/
imJube8
48d_. Iddtmm. L A. G)ee.Ommm,t_Iv. Iddlmm. Pedr,SL_m_ ]0S_.
AULJ Germ _m_sk) J_:_J_: J27-2_. ngJ_ Mmm_ _nm ssd m
b,mmem 11nm d mmeme 0edl_me t-/.m_ mp_Jl.flT.J_Tt, Y_
_; LUCff,_ Ct77'_SY_.INSSCTICIDli; _YE _ H,_,Tt,SU_
SKI[.EcrION;DSYiI,015_IqTAI. SI",_UMTY
(:ON."pest_ • i_ _h.._ PltymdolD'ltm
TAX; Db0m
__ __.i_|a_i
90t2-J_ 111_i,1_ Iff2 i Jmmva d m 8me_mJ_
p.LrvlEW:_£4¢:_toPt_r Jr_v_.. MONODlZ.PI[13DO_FJ¢4: _IN.
TL_O/,S_CX,t:_rG/rJD4T,¢CYTOOE/ETIC_ EAgYOT'YlNCCoNSERVAT/ON;
OlIN][tiC L,I[NII_AO _" _NA_ _; _ CO_-
SON
[
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BIOSIS PREVIEWS SAMPLE RECORD
11212406 BIOSIS Number: 97412406
In vitro and in vivo genotoxicity evaluation of hormonal drugs: II. Dexamethasone
Singh H; Singh J R; Dhillon V S; Bali D; Paul H
155 Kabir Park, P.O. Khalsa Coll., Amritsar 143 001, IND
Mutation Research 308 (1). 1994. 89-97.
Full Journal Title: Mutation Research
ISSN: 0027-5107
Language: ENGLISH
Print Number: Biological Abstracts Vol. 098 Iss. 006 Ref. 083218
Genotoxicity evaluation of a widely used glucocorticoid medicine, dexamethasone,
was undertaken using in vitro and in vivo assays. Analyses of chromosomal aberrations,
sister-chromatid exchanges (SCEs) in human lymphocytes and micronuclei and SCEs in
mouse bone marrow showed the drug to be capable of attacking the genetic
material..However, the Ames/Salmonella assay, both with and without $9 mix, did
not show any increase in His + revertants.
Descriptors/Keywords: RESEARCH ARTICLE; MOUSE; HUMAN; LYMPHOCYTE;
MICRONUCLEUS; BONE MARROW; PHARMACEUTICAL TOXICITY; CHROMOSOMAL
ABERRATION; SISTER-CHROMATID EXCHANGE
Concept Codes:
*02506 Cytology and Cytochemistry-Animal
*02508 Cytology and Cytochemistry-Human
*03506 Genetics and Cytogenetics-Animal
*03508 Genetics and Cytogenetics-Human
"15004 Blood, Blood-Forming Organs and Body Fluids-Blood Cell Studies
"15008 Blood, Blood-Forming Organs and Body Fluids-Lymphatic Tissue and
Reticuloendothelial System
*22002 Pharmacology-General
*22005 Pharmacology-Clinical Pharmacology (1972-)
"22016 Pharmacology-Endocrine System
*22504 Toxicology-Pharmacological Toxicology (1972-)
10060 Biochemical Studies-General
Biosystematic Codes:
86215 Hominidae
86375 Muridae
Super Taxa:
Animals; Chordates; Vertebrates; Mammals; Primates; Humans; Nonhuman
Vertebrates; Nonhuman Mammals; Rodents
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CONCEPT CODE SEARCHING
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Code Searching using Single Code
Example: CC=03508
,, Code Searching by Major level (primary and secondary)
Example: CC = 03508/maj
Code Searching by Upposting
Example: CC = 035 (Retrieves CC03502-CC03510)
Code Name Searching
Example: CN = "Genetic and Cytogenetics-Human"
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SEARCHER ATTITUDES ON CONCEPT
CODES
End User
First choice tends to be natural language
Codes are not intuitive. Must "look up code" to
use properly
Code descriptions are only available in printed
Search Guide. No on-line reference for these codes
exist
More likely to search Concept Code Names
Experienced Searchers
- Once exposed to Concept Codes, users tend to like
them
- Use Concept Codes to limit subject area and
improve precision
- Often use limit to major codes to refine search
- Most likely to use upposting of codes
- Codes can be keyed quickly
- Code searching can reduce on-line time and costs
- Avoids the need to create extensive lists of
synonyms to isolate these broader categories
Available Training and User Aids Play an Important
Part in Shaping User Attitudes
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SUPER TAXONOMIC CATEGORIES
• Area where name based searching was well
received by our users
• Searchable term assigned to specific Biosystematic
Code ranges
Example: BC - Birds
(Equivalent to searching 37 unique BC Codes)
• Used to retrieve references on taxonomically related
organisms
• Higher level terms are intuitive and "user friendly"
Example: Plants, Animals, Humans
• Reduces search time and costs
• Avoids the need to key in large groups of BC's
• Automatically handles historical changes
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BIOSYSTEMATIC CODE DIRECTORY SUPER TAXONOMIC GROUPS mG-41
SUPER TAXONOMIC GROUPS
The lollowing is a list of Super Taxonomic Groups which BIOSIS has made available to the online search systems offering
BIOSIS Previews. This chart lists all of the Super Taxonomic Groups and Indicates the Biosystematic Code ranges they cover.
Super Taxonomic Groups can be searched on BRS, Data-Star, DIALOG, DIMDI, ESA-IRS, OCLC and STN online search systems
as indicated. An example of the correct format for entering this information is also given. Note: DIMDI excludes the Biosystemattc
Code for humans (BC86215 - Hominidae) from selected Super Taxonomic Groups (see NOTES column in chart for groups to
which this condition applies).
BRS DATA-STAR DIALOG DIMDI F_SA/IRS OCLC STN
(PLANTS.ST.) (PLANTS#) (8C-PLANTS) (PPS.PLANTS) (BC-PLANTS) (BC-PLANTS) (PLANTS/BC)
BIOSYSTI=__MATICCODE RANGE SUPER TAXONOMIC GROUP NOTES
MICROORGANISMSBC01000-BC09931 or BC13000-
BC15900 or BC35000-BC_5___,O0
BC02000-BC03600 VIRUSES
BC04000.BCOg931 BACTERIA
BC05000-BCO9302 Term introduced in 1992.
BC09400-BC09931
EUBACTERIA
ARCHAEOBACTERIA
BC09200-BC09250 CYANOBACTERIA
_C11000-BC26955 PLANTS
BC12000-BC21800 NONVASCULAR PLANTS
BC13000-BC14700 ALGAE
BC15000-BC15900 FUNGI
BC21000-BC21800 BRYOPHYTES
BC22000-BC26955 VASCULAR PLANTS
BC23000-BC23400 PTERIDOPHYTES
BC25000-BC26955 SPERMATOPHYTES
BC25100-BC25105 GYMNOSPERMS
BC25200-BC26955 ANGIOSPERMS
BC25202-BC25470 MONOCOTS
BC25500-BC26955 DICOTS
BC33000-BC86470 ANIMALS
BC34000-BC83500 or INVERTEBRATES
BC85100-BC85104
BC3_<,3_0_n-BC__<500 PROTOZOANS
BC44000 or BC45000-BC45300
or BC51000-BC51600
HELMINTHS
BC.4__<000-BCJ:5300 PLATYHELMINTHS
BC51000-BC51600 _ELMI_
BC61000-BC,61700 MOLLUSKS
BC65000-BC65500
BC75000-BC75406
ANNEUDS
ARTHROPODS
Term Introduced in 1992.
Term Introduced in 1992.
Use "Animal"on DIMDI. DIMDI does not Include
BC86215 (HOMINIDAE).
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G-42 I SUPER TAXONOMIC GROUPS BIOSYSTEM.A.TIC CODE DIRECTORY
BIOSYST=I___._A.TICCODE RANGE
BC75100-BC75114
BC75200-BCTb'208
BC75300-BC75354
SUPER TAXONOMIC GROUP
CRUSTACEANS
MYRIAPODS
INSECTS
BC75400-BC75406 CHELICERATES
BC83000-BC83500 ECHINODERMS
BC.,eSOOO-BC,86470 CHORDATES
BC85100-BC85104 PROTOCHORDATES
BC85150-BC86470 VERTEBRATES
BC85150-BC86210 or _IONHUMAN VERTEBRATES
BC86220-BC86470
BC85200-BC85208 FISH
BC85300-BC85306 AMPHIBIANS
BC85400.BC85410
BC85500-BC85570
BC85700-BC86470
BC87500-BC86210 or
BC86220-BC86470
BC85705-BC85750
BC85760-BC.,85795
REPTILES
BIRDS
iNOTES
DIMDI does not include BC86215 (HOMINIDAE).
Use "Vertebrates" on DIMDI.
MAMMALS DIMDI does not includeBC86215 (HOMINIDAE).
NONHUMAN MAMMALS Use "Mammals" on DIMDI.
_d:ITIODACTYLS
CARNIVORES
BC85800-BC85840 CETACEANS
BC85845-BCSSg30 BATS
BC85940-BC85945 DERMOPTERANS
BC85955-BC85970 EDENTATA
BC85980-BC85985
BC85990-BC86030
BC,SSO35-BC86O45
BC86055-BC86100
BC86105-BC86115
BC,86140-BC86155
HYRACO¢)S
INSECTIVORES
LAGOMORPHS
MARSUPIALS
!MONOTREMES
PERISSODACTYLS
BC86160-BC,86165 PANGOLINS
BC86170-BC88185 PINNIPEDS
BC86190-BC8624.5 PRIMATES
BC86190-BC86,?.10 or NONHUMAN PRIMATES
BC86220-BC86245
BC86215 HUMANS
BCa6250-BC86255
BC86265-BC86425
ELEPHANTS
RODENTS
SIRENIANS
AARDVARKS
• BC,86430-BC86440
BC86465.BC86470
DIMDI does not includeBC86215 (HOMINIDAE).
Use "Primates" on DIMDL
Use "Human" on DIMDI. ESA-IRS, and STN.
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BIOSlS EXPERIENCES WITH CATEGORY
INDEXING
• Pros
- Allows access to broad Subject Concepts
- Allows refinement of profiles based on subject
matter and major/minor concepts
- Avoids need to develop-lengthy lists of synonyms
- Reduces online time and costs
- Allows rapid indexing of multiple areas covered in a ,
document
- When used with other indexing components, can
improve precision of search
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BIOSIS EXPERIENCES WITH CATEGORY
INDEXING
Cons
- Steep training curve to learn all the concept codes
and their uses
- New areas of research and topics on the fringe of
coverage may not fit into present scheme
- Alone, Concept level indexing is usually too broad
for retrieval
Maintaining and updating concept level indexing is
difficult. Code based systems (with codes that go
out to product and allow truncation) present
additional challenges.
If updates are performed, backfile compatibility can
become an issue. For total file compatibility,
reloads may be necessary
- Code assignment and use is subject to trainers and
trainees background
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CATEGORY INDEXING
FUTURE PLANS
225
CATEGORY INDEXING
POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION
1. Your data's scope will decide how extensive your
categories need to be. Use categories pertinent to the
subjects found in your database.
2. Keep category set to a manageable size and at same
level. Avoid overlap between categories.
A. If too broad
If too many items are indexed to one term
it becomes useless
Depending on database size, searching on
megacategories could take time
B. If too narrow
- Category list becomes unmanageable
- Can require lots of indexing for each
record.
3. Develop clear editorial guidelines for the assignment of
categories. When possible include indexing tools
(online help, printed manuals, data validity checks) to
help maintain consistency.
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CATEGORY INDEXING
POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION (Cont.)
1 Allow some mechanism to record areas not covered by
current system. This can provide new areas for
expansion of categories list.
5. Know the needs of your customers (both external and
internal)
6. Consider user support tools and systems
7. Consider need to revise and update system in initial
stages. This includes adding new categories and
deleting unused categories.
8. Decide how important backfile compatibility is to your
efforts. Will mapping old system to new system be
needed?
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
INTRODUCTION
Concept Codes am five-digit codes representing broad subject
areas in the life sciences. Currently, over 500 Concept Codes
are used in BIOSIS Previews. Throughout this search guide,
the letters "CC" precede each Concept Code, allowing you to
easily distinguish them from the Biosystemati¢ Codes which am
preceded by "BC." Because the Concept Codes are an impor-
tant part of BIOSIS" controlled indexing and are powerful
searching tools, you should always consider their use when
developing search strategies. Using Concept Codes may elimi-
nate the need to develop long _ts of synonyms, saving you both
time and money. Once you have selected candidate Concept
Codes for your search, consult the Scope Notes section to
determine whether the codes chosen are appropriate.
The Concept Code Directory lists all Concept Codes in numeri-
cal order end can be used as a quick reference to locate
Concept Codes and their headings. It also can be used to
ldenU_ the broad subject areas Indexed in the detal)ase. The
dlroclory has four components:
Broad Concept Heeding: The Concept Code Directory lists
Concept Codes under subject groups called Broad Concept
Headings. Use Broad Concept Headings to locate and review
related codas and headings.
Concept Code: This column lists in nun'mrtcal order the five-
digit Concept Codes used in BIOSIS Previews.
Concept Heading: This column contains the specific Concept
Heading, or title, of each Concept Code.
Notes: The Notes column provides additional usefuJ informa-
tion about the Concept Codes. For Concept Codes that have
been introduced or deleted since 1969, the year of the change
is listed here. If the application of a Concept Co¢le is restricted
to specific indexing levels, the restriction is stated here. Other
notes indicate changes in scope for specific concept Codes. If
there is no information in the Notes column for a Concept Code,
the Concept Code has been in use since 1969, ha= not
undergone major revisions in scope, and can be applied at any
indexing level.
For retrieval purposes, BIOSlS assigns Concept Codes at
one of two indexing levels - MAJOR or MINOR. Most docu-
ments have muiti_o concept Codes assigned at these isvois.
concept codes assigned at the MAJOR level reflect the main
topics discussed in the source document. MINOR level codes
are used to index Ideas or concepts of considerably less
emphasis.
On most search systems, you can restrict Concept Codes to the
MAJOR level to ensure high relevancy. For rnom comprehen-
sive retrieval, you may wish to search Concept Codes at both
MAJOR and MINOR levels. Before using a Concept Code in
your search strategy, you should refer to the Search System
informstlon section of this guide or your leerch system docu-
mentation to determine the correct format for entanng Concept
C,¢0es.
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY CC00502- CC05500 m E-3
CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
GENERAL
CONCEPT
CODE
METHODS,
MATERIALS AND
APPARATUS,
3ENERAL
MICROSCOPY
TECHNIQUES
EVOLUTION
CYTOLOGY AND
CYTOCHEMISTRY
GENETICS AND
CYTOGENETICS
MATHEMATICAL
BIOLOGY AND
S'TATiSTICAL
METHODS
PHYSICAL
ANTHROPOLOGY;
ETHNOBIOLOGY
SOCIAL BIOLOGY;
HUMAN ECOLOGY
CC00502
CC00504
CC00506
CC00508
CC00510
CC00512
CC00514
CC00516
CC00518
CC00520
CC00522
CC00524
CC00526
CC00528
CC00530
CC00531
CC00532
CC01004
CC01006
CC010O8
CC01010
CC01012
CC01014
CC01052
CC01054
CC01058
CC01058
CONCEPT HEADING
Philosophy
Taxonomy, Nomenclature and Terminology
Explorations, Expeditions, etc.
Institutions,Administrationand legislation
Museums, Botanicaland Zoological Gardens, Aquaria, etc.
Conservation, Resource Management
Textbooks, Gener-_; Education; Audio-Visual Adds
Nature Study end Materials
Nontec_nio_ LitenUum
Symposia, Transactions and Proceedings of Conferences,
Congresses, Review Annuals
History and Archaeology
Biographkm
Bibliography.
New Journals
Information, Documentation, Retrieval and Computer
Apl_:=ions
Forensic Science
General Biology- Miscallaneous
Laboratory Methods
LaboratoryApparatus
Fmld Methods
F._ Apparatus
Photography
ApparWue- Ml=v_C=teous
General and Special Techniques
Cytomgy and Cytoc_e_
Histology and J.Esto_en_stry
Electron Microscopy
0C01500 Evolution
CC02502 General
CC02504 Rant
CC02506 Animal
CC02508 Human
CC03502 Gener=
CC03S04 Plant
CC03506 Animal
CC03508 Human
CC0350g Population Genetics
CC03510 Sex D_ffemnces
CC04500
CC05000
CC05500
Mathematical Biologyand Statlstlcal Methods
Physical Antllmpology; Ethnobiology
Social Biology;Human Ecology
NOTES
Minor level only (1980-)
Dkmontinuedin 1980
Introduc_l In 1972
i=_m64[w¢4 PAC,x __AT_K NOT FILMED
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E-4 CC06002 - CC10_n_ CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
I
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
AEROSPACE AND
UNDERWATER
BIOLOGICAL
EFFECTS
SUBTERRANEAN
BIOFIESEARCH
RADMllON
IlOLOGY
BEHAVIORAL
BIOLOGY
CIRCADIAN
RHY'n_B AND
OTHER PERIODIC
CYCLES
ECOLOGY;
ENVIRONMENTAL
BIOLOGY
CLINICAL
mOCHEMm'mY;
GENERALMETHODS
AND APPUCAllONS
COMPARATIVE
BIOCHEMISTRY,
GENERAL
mOCHEMkqTRY -
PHYSIOLOGICAL
WATER STUDIES
BIOCHEMISTRY -
GASES
BIOCHEMICAL
METHODS
CONCEPT
CODE
CC06002
CC06004
CC06006
CC06008
CC06010
CC06012
CONCEPT HEADING
General; Methods
Ecology and Psychology
Physiology and Med_ne
Engineering and Instrumentation
Exobiology
Space .Radlatlon
CC06400 Subterranean Biomsoarch
CC06502
CC06504
CC06506
CC07002
CC07003
CC07004
CC07005
CC07006
CC07200
CC07502
CC07504
CC07506
CC07508
CC07510
CC07512
CC07514
CC07516
CC07517
CC07518
CC10006
C010010
GeneraJ
Radla41onand Isotope Techniques
Radiation Effects and Protective Measures
General and Compm'aUveBehavior
Animal Behavior
Human Behavior
Conditioning
Animal Communication
Circadian Rhythms and Other Periodic Cyci_
General; Methods
Blodblmmlogy and Biornetoomlogy
Plant
Anirnad
Oceanography and Llmnology
Oceanography
Llmnalogy
Wgdme Idanegement - AquaIIc
Wamr Pammch and Fishoty Biolagy
Clinical Biochenr_U_, General Methods and Applk_ons
Cornpm'a_ Biochemistry,GormmJ
C01OOl 1 BJomomism/- PhysiologicalWater Slucllu
CC10012 Blodllmillzy -_uu
CC100S0
CCI00'J2
CC100S3
CC10054
CCI0055
CO10056
CCI0057
General
_k: Adds, Purln_ Ind _
Vbmlrm
Prowirw,, Polu_s and AminoAcids
Poq:_yrlnsandB,e P_mm
5mrols and Steroids
i
NOTES
Introduced in 1972
Introduced in 1971
CYdlcomlnuedIn1
minorlevel only
In 1970
Int_ducecl in 1970
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY CC10058 - CCl1318 m E-5
i
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
BIOCHEMICAL
METHODS (Cont.)
BIOCHEMICAL
STUDIES
REPUCATION,
TRANSCRIPTION,
TRANSLATION
BIOPHYSICS
ENZYMES
ANATOMY AND
HISTOLOGY,
GENERAL AND
COMPARATIVE
CHORDATE BODY
REGIONS
CONCEPT
CODE
CONCEPT HEADING
CC10058 Carbohydrates
CC1OO59 Minerals
CCI0060 General
CC10062 .Nuc_ic Adds, Purlnes and P,plm_Ines
CC10063 Vitamins
CCI0064 Proteins, Peptk:tesand Amino Aclds
CC10065 Porphydns and Bile Pigments
CC10066 I._ids
CC10067 Sterols and Steroids
CC10068 Gamohy_lratas
CC10069 MinemJs
CCI0300
CC10502
CC10504
O31O5O6
CC10508
CC10510
CC10511
CClo315
CCICS02
CC10604
CC10606
CC10608
CC10610
CC10612
CC10614
CC10616
C,C10618
CC10620
CC 10802
CC10804
CC10806
CC10808
CC11102
CCl1103
CC11104
CCl1105
CC11106
CC11107
CC11108
CC11302
CCl1304
CCl1306
CC11308
CC11309
CCl1310
CCl1311
CCl1312
CCl1314
CCl1318
CCl1318
ReplicaUon,Transcription,Transla_on
General BlophyslcadStudlas
General Blophysi¢_ Techniques
Molecular Pmpe_e= and Macromok_ulas
MembranePhenomena
Bloenergetics: ElectronTranspo_ and Oxidative
Phospho_a_on
Bioengineering
Blocybemetics
General
Ug_t and Darkness
Pmuum
Sonics;Ultrasonics
F.Jec_c, Magnetic and Grr4ltatlonal Phenomena
Phy=icsI and Mechanical Effects
Tempera_m as a Prima,-yVarlaJ_
Temperature as s Pdmary Vadabie - Cold
Temperature as a Pitman/Variable - Hot
Humk:my
General end Coml=ntive Studies; Coanzymas
Methods
Chemical and Physical
Physiologic=Studies
Gross An,-omy
CornpamUve Anatomy
Exper_mntaJ _.-omy
S_ery
Rll_lagi= Anltomy
Flagenera_n and Traniplintitlon
_pic _mdUm'amicnmmo_omy
General
Hud
F_
Ne_
Shoulder
Back end Buttocks
Lumbar
Thorax
Abdomen
Pelvis
Extmmttlu
NOTES
Introducsd In lg70
Introduced in 1972
Introducedin 1970
Introduc_l in 1971
ImJ'oduc_ In 1971
Intmducod in 1971
Immduc_ in 1972
Introduced in 1971
InUodm:ed In 1971
Introduced In 1970
Intmdm:od in 1970
Introduc_l In 1970
inUoduced In 1970
inUmJuced 111972
Intmducad In 1970
Intnxluc_ in 1970
Imroducod in 1970
inUoducKl in 1970
intnx_csd In 1970
Imroduc_ in 1970
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E-6 I CC12,-___ -CC1___-4 CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
PHYSIOLOGY,
GENERAL AND
MISCELLANEOUS
MOV__mldT
PATHOLOGY,
GENERAL AND
MISCELLANEOUS
METABOUSM
NuTRmON
FOOD
TECHNOLOGY
CONCEPT
CODE
CC12002
CC12003
CC12004
CC12006
CC12008
CC12010
CONCEPT HEADING
Geneml
Comparative
Instrumentation
Methods
Stress
Exercise and Physical Therapy
C012100 Mover_nt
CC12502
CC12503
CC12504
CC12508
CC12510
CC12512
CC13002
CC13003
CC13004
CC13006
CC13008
CC13010
CC13012
CC13013
CC13014
CC13015
CC13016
CC13018
CC13020
CC13202
CC13203
CC13206
.CC13207
CC13208
CC13210
CC13214
CC13216
CC13218
CC13220
CC13222
CC13224
CC13226
General
Co_th_o
D_nostlc
Inflammation and Inflammatory Disease
Necrom
Therapy
Genoral Metabolism; Metabolic Pathways
_o_y and Rospiratory Metabolism
Carbohydrates
L_Us
Starols and Storoids
Minerals
Promirm, PeptidH and AminoAcids
Porphydns and Bile Pigments
Nucleic Acids, Purines and Pydrnidines
Vit_nins, Gonornd
Fro-Soluble V'umins
Water-Soluble Vltamins
Motabolic Disordom
Genoml Studies, NutrltlonaJStatus and Mothods
MalnutrRion;Obesity
Minonds
Vitamins, General
Fat-Soluble Vitamins
Wmr-Soluble VRamins
Gonoml Diotauy_udios
Pathagonic Dints
Pmphyl_tlc and Tharapetnic Dlet-
C.,_bohydr_N
UpUs
Proteins,l_ptl_s and Amino Acids
Stemis and Steroids
General; Me_ods
Fm_, Nuts and Vegetables
IVllBngTechnology
ea_ng T_hno_gy
CerealCheml_
Malls, Brows and Other Fermentation Pmcluc_
Fats and ogs
Meats and Moat By.Produc_
D=_yProdum
Poullry and Eggs
Fish and Ot_r Marine and Fmshwmer Products
sugar
Evlduations of Physical and Chemical Propellkm
Pmparatlon,ProcessIng and Stomgo
Synthetic, Supplemental and Enrichment Foods
NOTES
Introduced In 1970
Introduced in 1970
IntroducIKI in 1970
Introduced in 1971
Imroducedln 1970
Introduced In 1971
Introduced In 1971
Scope changed in 1970 °
CC13502
CC13504
CC13506
CC13508
CC13510
CC13512
CC13514
CC13516
CC13518
CC13520
CC13522
CC13524
CC13530
CC13532
CC13534
Introduced In 1972
Introduced In 1972
Introduc_ In 1972
Introduced In 1972
Introduc_In 1970
IntroduoedIn 1970
Intmduc_In 1970
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
e
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM
BLOOD,
BLOOD-FORMING
ORC;ANS
BODY FLUIDS
URINARY SYSTEM
AND EXTERNAL
SECRETIONS
RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM
REPRODUCTIVE
SYSTEM
ENDOCRINE
SYSTEM
MUSCLE
BONES, JOINTS,
FASCIAE,
CONNECTNE AND
ADIPOSE TISSUE
COELOMIC
MEMBRANES
iNTEGUMENTARY
SYSTEM
CONCEPT
CODE
CC14001
CC14002
CC14004
CC14006
CC14.501
CC14502
CC 145O4
CC14506
CC14508
CC15001
CC15002
CC15004
CC15008
CC15008
CC1501O
CONCEPT HEADING
GeneraJ;Methods
Anatomy
Physiology and Biochemistry
Pathology
" General; Methods
"Anatomy
Physiologyand Biocherrdslry
Heart Pathology
Blood Vessel Pathology
General; Methods
Bloodand Lymph Studies
Blood Cell Studies
Blood,Lymphaticand FlotlcuioendothellalPathologies
LymphaUcTissue and Rotlcuioondothel|alSystem
Other Body Fluids
CC15501 General; Methods
CC15502 Anatomy
CC15504 Physiologyand BiochorrdsUy
CC15508 Pa_ology
CC16001 GeneraJ;Methods
CC16002 Anatomy
CC16004 Physiologyand Biochemi$_y
CC16006 Pa_ology
CC16501 Gonend; Mothods
CC16502 Anatomy
CC16504 Physiology and Biochemistry
CC16506 Pa_ology
CC17O02 GaneraJ
CC17004 Adrenals
CC17005 Gon_Is and Placonta
CC17008 Pancrmm
CC17010 Pam_yro_
CC17O12 I=_neaJ
CC17014 Pllullary
CC17018 Thymus
CC17018 Thyroid
CC17020 Neuroendocdnoiogy
CC17501 General; Methods
CC17502 Anatomy
CC17504 Physiology and Biochemistry
CC17506 Pa_olow
CC18001 GeneraJ; Methods
CC18002 AnaIomy
CC18004 Physiologyand BlochemislW
CC18006 Pathology
CC18200 Coolomic Membranes; Mesenterles and Related b"_ctums
CC18501 Genera; Methods
GC18802 Anatomy
03185O4 PhysiotoW and Bio(_ern_y
C.,G18506 Pathology
CC14001 - CC18506 m E-7
NOTES
Introduced in 1972
Introducodin 1970
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_ CC1900i - CC_:,';Oi2 CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
DENTAL AND ORAL
BIOLOGY
SENSE ORGANS,
ASSOCIATED
STRUCTURES
AND FUNCTIONS
NERVOUS SYSTEM
PSYCHIATRY
P_RMA_L_Y
ROUTES OF
IMMUNIZATION,
INFECTION AND
THERAPY
TOXICOLOGY
TEMPERATURE:
ITS MEASUREMENT,
EFFECTS AND
REGULATION
CONCEPT
CODE
CC19001
CC19002
CC19004
CC19006
CC20001
CC20002
CC20004
CC20006
CC20008
CC20501
CC20502
CC20504
CC20506
CC21001
CC21002
CC21003
CC21004
CC21006
_002
CC22003
CC22005
CC22008
CC22010
CC22012
CC22014
CC22016
CC22018
CC22020
CC22022.
CC22024
CC22026
CC22028
CC22030
CC22031
CC22032
CC22100
CC22501
CC22502
CC22504
CC22505
CC22508
CC22508
CC23001
CC23004
CC2300S
CC23006
CC23007
CG23008
CC23010
CC23012
CONCEPT HEADING
General; Methods
Anatomy
Physiologyand Biochemistry
Pathology
General; Methods
Anatomy
Physiologyand Biochemistry
Pathology
Deafness, Speech and Headng
General; Methods
Anatomy
Physiology and Biochemistry
Pathology
General; Medical Psychologyand Sociology
Psychopathology;Psychodynamics and Therapy
Psychophysiology
Addiction-(Alcohol,Drugs, Smoking,etc.)
Mental Retardation
General
Drug Metabolism; Metabolic Stimulators
ClinicalPharmacology
Blood and HematopoieUcAgents
Cardiovascular System
ConnectiveTissue, Bone end Collagen-Acting Drugs
Digestive System
Endocrine System
ImmunoiogicafProcesses and NlaRiY
Integumentary System, Dental and Oral Biology
Muscle System
NeumphlmllaCOlogy .;;
Psychophmw.,cology
ReproductiveSystom; Implantation Studies
Respiratory System
Sense Organs, Auock_ed Structuresand Functlons
Urinary System
Routes of Immunization, Infection and Therapy
General; Methods and Expedrrmntal
Foods, Food Residues,/¢ldittves and Presewatives
Pharmaco_gk:alToxm_y
Antidotesand Preventative Toxlcology
Environmental and InduafdalToxicology
Vetodnaty Toxicology
General Mouummant and Methods
The_mpy
"rMnno_tholoOy
Thermorhythrns
Theamadapmion
Tl'mn'norogulafion
NOTES
Introduced In 1972
Intmdlxsd In 1972
Irm'odlx:_ In 1972
scope¢.._,d In 1972-
IrlUodumldIn 1972
IntroducedIn 1971
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY CC24001 - CC32300 mm E-9
i i |l i
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
NEOPLASm AND
NEOPLASTIC
AGENTS
CONCEPT
CODE
CC24001
GERONTOLOGY
PEDIATRICS
DEVELOPMENTAL
BIOLOGY -
EMBRYOLOGY
ANIMAL
PRODUCTION
POULTRY
PRODUCTION
LABORATORY
ANIMALS
MICROORGANISMS,
GENERAL
BACTERIOLOGY.
GENERAL AND
SYSTEMAllC
MORPHOLOGY AND
CYTOLOGY OF
BACTERIA
PHYSIOLOGY AND
BIOCHEMISTRY OF
BACTERIA
GENETICS OF
BACTERIA AND
VIRUSES
MICROBIOLOGICAL
APPARATUS,
METHODS AND
MEDIA
_CROSIOLOGICAL
dLTRASTRUCTURE
CC24002
CC24003
CC24004
CC24005
CC24006
CC24007
CC24008
CC24010
CONCEPT HEADING
DiagnosticMethods
GeneraJ
Immunology
PaZhology;ClinicalAspects; Systemic Effects
NeoplasticCell Unas
Blochen_s_'y
Car_nogans and Carc_ogenosis
Therapeutic Agents; Therapy
Blood and Reticuloendothelial Neoplasms
CC24,500 Gerontology
CC25000 Ped_dcs
CC25502
CC25S03
CC25504
CC25508
CC25552
CC25554
CC26502
CC26504
CC28506
CC27002
CC27004
CC27006
CC28000
CC28002
CC28004
CC29500
CC30000
CC30500
CC31000
CC31500
CC32000
CC32300
Gene_ and DascnptNe
Pathological
Experimental
Morphogenests. General
Dasc_t_ve Tor'_ology and Ter-_ogenesL_
Experimental Teratologyand Temtogenesis
General; Methods
Feeds and Feeding
Breeds and Breeding
General; Methods
Feeds and Feeding
Breeds and Breeding
Laboratory Anin-aJs
General
Gnotobiology
Microorganisms,Gonend
B_'terloloW. General and Systematic
Morphology and Cytology of Bacmrla
Physiology and Biochemistryof Bacteria
Ganeticz of Bacteria and Viruses
MicrobiologicalApparatus, Methods and Media
MicmbiologicaJUID-_'tmc:tum
NOTES
Disc=ntlnued in 1970
Introducad In 1970
Introduced In 1970
InUoduced In 1972
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E,.10 CC_-_;_nO- C_ CONCEPT CODE DiH,-_ l uH'r
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
TISSUE CULTURF_
APPARATUS,
METHODS AND
MEDL_
IN VITRO STUDIF._
CELLULAR AND
SUBCELLULAR
UROLOGY
IMMUNOLOGY AND
IMMUNOCHEMISTRY
B_MUNOLOGY,
PARABITOLOGICAL
ALLERGY
MEDICAL AND
CLINICAL
MICROBIOLOGY
PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC HEALTH:
ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
PUBLIC HEALTH:
EPIDEMIOLOGY
PUBLIC HEALTH:
DISEASE VECTORS
PUBUC HEALTH:
MICROBIOLOGY
VETERBARY
S_ENCE
CONCEPT
CODE
CC32500
CC32600
CC33502
CC33504
CC33506
C.,C33508
CC34502
CC34,504
CC34506
CC3450a
CONCEPT HEADING
"t'ssueCulture. Apparatus, Methods and Media
In VitroStudies. Cellular and SubceUulat
GeneraJ; Methods
Bacmriophage
Animal Host Viruses
Plant Host Vbuees
General; Methods
Bactedal, Viral and FungaJ
Immunohematology, Blood Groups
ImmunopaIhology.Tissue Immunology
CC35000 Immunology, ParesRological
CC35500 AJlergy
CC38001
CC35002
CC38006
CC36007
CC36008
CC36502
CC3e504
CC36506
CC36508
CG37G01
CC37003
CC37006
CC37008
CC37010
CC3_012
CC37013
CC37014
CC37015
CC37017
CC37019
CC37052
CC37054
CC37058
General; Methods and Techniques
Bicteriology
_.qrology
Phycology
_:oiooy
CJ1nirdlJMicrobiological Methods; General
Serodlagnom
Sk_ Tests
Clinical MicmbiologlueiMethods; Techniques
Occupld_md Hmlith
Sewage Disposal and Sanitary Meuums
Air, W_er and Soil PoguUon
Radiation Hul_
Mk_ellaneoue
NO'I'_
Scope changed in 1971"
Introduced in 1970
Discontinuea in 1971
Discorlffilued in 1971
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY CC38502- CC51523 m E-11
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
CHEMOTHERAPY
FOOD AND
INDUSTRIAL
MICROBIOLOGY
CONCEPT
CODE
CC38502
CC38504
CC38506
CC38508
CC38510
DISINFECTION,
DIBINI_CTAN'I_
AND STERILIZATION
SOIL
MICROBIOLOGY
PALEOBOTANY
PALYNOLOGY
BOTANY, GENERAL
AND SYSTEMATIC
MORPHOLOGY,
ANATOMY AND
EMBRYOLOGY OF
PLANTS
PLANT
PHYSIOLOGY,
BIOCHEMISTRY AND
BIOPHYSICS
CC39002
CC39003
CC39004
CC39006
CC39007
CC39008
CONCEPT HEADING
General; Methods; Metabolism
Antibacterial Agents
Antlviral Agents
AntffungalAgents
• Antiperasitic Agents
"Foodand Beverage Spoilage and Contamination
Food and Beverage FermentsUon
Antibiotics, Biologics,Other Agents
Biodegradation and Biodetedoration
Biosynthesis,Bloassay and FermentaiJon
General and Miscellaneous
CC39500 Disinfection, Disinfectantsand Sterilization
CC40000 So_ Microbiology
CC50000 Paleobotany
CC50100 Palynoiogy
CC50501 Cryptogamae
CC50503 Thdophyta
CC._,504 Algae
CC50508 Fungi
CC50510 Llchenes
CC50511 Embryophyta
CC50512 Bryophyta
CCS0513 Tracheophyta
CCSOS14 Re.dophyta
CC50516 Spermatophyta
CC50518 Gymnosperrme
m_iospermae
CC50524 Monocotytedonae
CC50526 DIcoty/edonae
CC50528 Roristics and Distdb_on
CC50530 General and Miscellaneous
CC51000
CC51502
CC,51503
CC51504
CC51506
CC51508
CC51510
CC51512
CC51514
CC51516
CC51517
CC51518
CC51519
CC51520
CC51522
CC51523
Moqohology,Anatomy and Ermryology of Plants
Water Relations
Temperature
Nutrttion
Photosynthesis
Raepiration, Fermant_on
Growth Dlffemntlation
Reprod._on
Growth Subsmlces
Light and Paclk_on Effects
E]e(::_¢, Magnetic and GJ'av_l.tlomdPhenomena
Enzlmm
MeUlbollsm
Trarmkx:mlon. Accumula_lon
ChemicalCo.smuem8
Bioluminescanos
NOTES
Introduced in 1970
Scope changed Jn 1972"
Scope changed in 1971"
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level onty
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Majorlevelonly
Major_ only
Major Im_l only
Majorlevelonly
Major levll only
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E-12 CC515__4 _ CC___n006__ CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
PLANT
PHYSIOLOGY,
BIOCHEMISTRY
AND BIOPHYSICS
{cont.}
ECONOmC
B_A_,
G_E_L
AGRONOMY
SOIL SCIENCE
HORTICULTURE
FORESTRY
AND FOREST
PRODUCTS
PHARMACOGNOSY
AND
PHARMACEUTICAL
BOTANY
PHYTOPATHOLOGY
PEST CONTROl.,
GENERAL;
PESTICIDES;
HERBICIDES
ECONOMIC
ENTOMOLOGY
CONCEPT
CODE
CC51524
CC51526
CC52000
CC52502
CC52504
CC52506
CC52508
CC52510
CC52512
CC52514
CC52518
CC52801
CC52802
CC52803
CC52804
C052805
CC52806
CC52807
CC53002
CC53004
CC53006
CC53008
CCS3010
CC53012
CC,53500
CC54000
CC54502
CC54504
CC54S06
CC54507
CC54508
CC54510
CC54512
CC54514
CC54518
CC54518
CC80002
CC60004
CC60006
CONCEPT HEADING
Apparatus and Methods
General and Miscellaneous
Economic Botany, General
General, Miscollamoousand Mixed Crops
Grain Crops
Forage Crops and Fodder
I=H_r Crops
Sugar Crops
Tobacco Crops
(311Crops
Weed Control
General; Methods
Sag Sctonco, General
Genera, Morphology, Classification,Geology
Soft Solance. Inoq_anic
Pt_ randCho_
Soil Sotonco, O_anlc
Fertgityand Apl_Od Studios
TemponUe Zone Fruh and Nuts
Tropical and Sul_opical Fruits and N,_.s;Plantation Crops
SrnagFruits
Vegetables
Rowers and Omarrmntals
General; Mi=ucellamoousand Mixed Crops
ForostW and Forut Produc_
Pharmacognosy and Pham'nancoutlcalBotany
Diseases Caused by Fungi
DWms Causedby R,,_ada
DINH Causedby Phanerogams
D_ms Causedby Algae
DiseH Caused by Animal Parasltos
Dla,aml Ca.a..:l by_n...t
P,k)nparm;Nk_Dieouos
l:_nrosRismand Resistance
Dimuo Control
General and Miscoknoous
Post Control, General; Posticldos;Herbicides
General
F0oM,Flower and Truck Crops
Frulls and Nuts
NOTES
IntroducedIn 1970
Discontinued In 1970
Dis_ntlnued In 1970
Introduced In 1970
Discontinued In 1970
Immduced In 1970
Scope changed In 1971"
Scope changed in 1971"
Introduced In 1971
Scope changed In 1971"
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
i i
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
ECONOMIC
ENTOMOLOGY
(Cant.)
PARASITOLOGY
SANITARY
ENTOMOLOGY
CHORDATA,
GENERAL AND
SYSTEMATIC
ZOOLOGY .
ANIMAL
DISTRIBUTION
,JALEOZOOLOGY
INVERTEBRA TA,
GENERAL AND
SYSTEMATIC
ZOOLOGY
CONCEPT
CODE
CONCEPT HEADING
CC80008
CC60010
CC60012
CC,60014
CC60015
CC60016
CC8001B
CC60020
Slored Products
Trees, Ornamentals and Wood Produces
Animal Pests
BiologicalControl
Integrated Control
Chemical and Physical Control, Genend; Apparatus
Sericultum
CC60502 General
CC60504 Medical
CC60506 Veterinary
CC61000 Sanitary Entomology
CC62502 Genera/
CC62503 Pmtoc_orc_a
CC62510 Ptsces
ccr_12 ,_nph_lean_Reptm,
CC82514 Ampl_ia
ccs2sle
CC62518 Avu
CC62520 Mamma_a
CC82800 Anin'mlDlsrJtbutlon
CC63000 PaJeozoology
CC63501 General
CCS3502 Protozoa
CC,63504 Mesozoa
CC63506 Porlfem
CC¢L508 Cnk_ada
CC63509 Ctenophora
10 PlatyhekTtinffiu
CC63512 Flhynchocoela
CC63514 AcanthocephaJa
CC63516 A/cho_lffiel
CCS3518 Entoprocta
CC63520 Phoronk::lea
CC63522 Ec_oproc_
CC63524 Brachiopodi
CC63526 Molkmcs
CC63528 S_ponculoiclea
Anneflda
Eehiuroickm
Unguamilcle
CC63S36 Tardigracla
CC63538 Onycho_ora
CC63542 Chaetogna_ha
CC63544 Hemichorcla:a
Pogonophom
Ec_inodlnnlm
CCE3SS2 ._mmpoda-General
CC63554 Armmpoda - Crustacsa
CCS3572 Ineecm- General
CC63573 Imlecta - Coleoptera
CC63574 _ - D_mm
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Majorlevel only
Major level only
Major level only
Introduced In 1971
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only.-
Major level only
Major bvel only-
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
MaW levelonly
Major level only
Major level only
M_or level only
Ms]or level only
Malor level only
Major level only
Major level only
Malor level only
MalorI_1 onJy
Majorlevelonly
Major level only
Majorm_ only
Major level only
Major Immlonly
M_or level only
Majorlevelonly
Major Imml only
M_r _ only
Major_ only
Male,"_ only
Major_v_ on_
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E-14 m CC83576 - CC84500
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
INVERTEBRATA,
GENERAL AND
SYSTEMATIC
ZOOLOGY (Cont.)
INVERTEBRATA,
COMPARATIVE AND
EXPERIMENTAL
MORPHOLOGY,
PHYSIOLOGY AND
PATHOLOGY
INVERTEBRATE
BODY REGIONS
AND STRUCTURES
PALEOBIOLOGY
PALEOBIOLOGY
CONCEPT
CODE
CC63576
CC63578
CC63580
CC63582
CC635B4
CC63586
_8
CC63590
CC63592
CC63594
CC63596
CC63597
CC63598
CC64001
CC64002
CC64004
CC64006
CC64008
CC64009
CC84010
CC64012
CC64014
CC84018
CC84018
CC94020
CC64022
CC64024
CC64026
CC64028
CC64030
CC94032
CC94034
C,OS4038
CCS403S
CC94042
CC,84044
CC,64046
CC84048
CG64052
CC84054
CC94056
CC84060
CC64072
CC94074
CCAN076
CC84078
CC64202
CC64204
CC842o6
CC,842o8
CC6421o
CC6,1212
CC64214
CC84218
CC64218
CC945oo
CONCEPT HEADING
Fossil Insecta
Insecta- Hemiptora, Hetoroptera
Insecta- Homoptem
Insecta - Hymenoptera
Ins_x_a- l._laoptera
Ins1_a- Neuroptera
Insect. - Orthoptera
Insecta - Other Orders
Cheli_ram - Genlra/
Chelicerata- Arachnlda
CheliceraIa - Acar/na
Chelicerata - Iderostorr_a
Chelk:emla - Pycnogonida
General
Protozoa
MeI0ZO!
Porifara
Cnidada
Ctenophora
Pmyhelmimhes
Rh_la
Acanthonephala
Aschelmimhu
Entoprocta
Phoronkkm
Ectoproc_
Bra_lopoc_
MoUuIca
Sipuncutoidea
AnmClda
Echlumidu
Unguamada
Tard_ra_
Onychophora
ChuU)gr._ha
Pogonophora
Ech_xkm'nam
Anhropocla- General
Armmpoda - Crustanea
/Vthropoda- Myr_ooda
Armropoda- Che,cerata
inmcta - General
insecla- Moq)hoiogy, Cornl_mtive
- Phyllology
Insecta- Pa_k)W
Genend
Head
CephaJothorax
Thorax
Abdomen
Hard Pins
Orlflcu. Pores and Cavffi_
Spsdal Organs
Pmo_olow
CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
NOTES
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Major level only
Introduced in 1971
Imrodlx:ed in 1971
introduned In 1971
InUoduced in 1971
Immdlx:ed in 1971
inlmdlx:ed in 1971
inmxklced in 1971
Introduced in 1971
in 1971
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CONCEPT CODE DIRECTORY
BROAD CONCEPT
HEADING
GEOLOGICAL
PERIODS
CONCEPT
CODE
CONCEPT HEADING
General and Unspecified
Pmcambdan
PaJeozoic,General
Cambrian
Ordovictan
. Silurian
"Devonian
Camonlfemus - Mlsslssippianand Pennsylvanian
Permian
Mesozoic, General
Tdas_c
Jurassic
Cmlaceous
Cenozoic, General
Tentary
Pleistocene
Recent
CC64702
CC64704
CC64705
CC64706
CC84708
CC64710
CC84712
CC64714
CC84716
CC64717
CC64718
CC64720
CC84722
CC64723
CC64724
CC64726
CC64728
CC64702- CC84728 m E-15
NOTES
| Introduced in 1971
| Introduced in 1971
| introduced in 1972
|Introduced In 1971
llm_.ce<:+ in1971
/_troduced m 1971
|Introduced in 1971
/_roduced In 1971
/Introduced in 1971
/introduced in 1972
|lntroduc_l in 1971
lmt, m,duced in 1971
lmmmu_ in1971
I Introcluc_l In 1972
I Introduced in 1971
I Introduced in 1971
J. Introduced In 1971
"See Master Index for detm'isof historicalcoverage.
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Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
As pan of the National Information
Infrastructure, the U.S. Federal government
is establishing a Government Information
Locator Service (GILS) to help the public
locate and access information. An Office of
Management and Budget Bulletin will be
published this year to provide implementing
guidance specifying Federal agency
responsibilities. The Nationai Institute of
Standards and Technology has also
announced a Federal Information Processing
Standard specifying a GILS Profile that is
mandatory for Federal agencies maintaining
information locators.
What is GILS?
"Everyyear, the Federal Govemmmt spends billions
of dollars collecting and processing information
(e.g., w,m_c data, mvironaamtal data, and
technical information). Unfortunately, while much of
this information is very valuable, many potential
users either do not know that it exists or do not know
how to access it. We arc committed to using new
computer and networking technology to make this
reformation more accessible to the taxpayers who
paid for it. in addition, it will require consistent
Federalinformation policies designed to ensure that
Federal information is made available at a fair pnce
to as many users as possible while encouragmg
growth of the information industry."
"Technology for America's Economic Growth,
A New D_rectwn to Build Economic Strength"
GILS will identify public information resources throughout the Federal Government, describe the
information available in those resources, and provide assistance in obtaining the information.
It will consist of a decentralized collection of agency-based information Iocators and associated
information services. GILS will supplement, but not necessarily supplant, other agency
information dissemination mechanisms and commercial information sources.
The public will be served by OILS through intermediaries or directly. Central disseminating
agencies such as the Government Printing Office and the National Technical Information Service
will act as intermediaries to GILS, as will Depository Libraries, other public libraries and private
sector information services. Access to GILS contents may also be accomplished through kiosks,
800 numbers, electronic mail, bulletin boards, FAX, and off-line media such as floppy disks,
CD-ROM, and printed works.
While GILS will encompass a very wide range of information sources and marly mechanisms for
finding and delivering information, a "GILS Core" will be established as a definitive locator
leading to Federal agency information resources. The GILS Core will be accessible on public
networks without charge to direct users.
GILS will use network technology and the American National Standards Institute Z39.50
standard for information search and retrieval so that information can be retrieved in a variety of
ways, and so that GILS direct users can ultimately gain access to many other major Federal and
non.Federal information resources. GILS will also include automated linkages that facilitate
electronic delivery of off-the-shelf information products, as well as guide users to data systems
that support analysis and synthesis of information.
PAGJE I_.Ah_K NOT FN_MED
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Where to find more information on the Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
The Office of Management and Budget sent a report to the Information Infrastructure Task Force
(IITF) describing how OILS will be implemented. The description of OILS was prepared by Eliot
Christian of the U.S. Geological Survey, working primarily with the interagency group known as
the Working Group on Public Access (also known as the "Solomon's Group"). The report was
reviewed by the three ITI'F Committees, the United States Advisory Council on the National
Information Infrastructure, various Federal agencies, some non-Federal organizations and the
general public through notices in both the Federal Register and the Commerce Business Daily, as
well as through a public meeting held at the Department ofthe Interior on December 13, 1993.
The GILS report to the I]TF, dated May 2, 1994, is available on the FedWorid electronic bulletin
board (703-321-8020) or by anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) via the Intemet at
130.11.48.107 as/pub/gils.doc (Microsoft Word for Windows format).
OMB Circular A-130 and Information Locators
On June 25, 1993, the Office of Manasercent and Budget revised Circular A-130, "Management of
Federal Information Resources," to strengthen policies for managing government information
(58 F.R. 36068, July 2, 1993). Circular A-D0 states that availability of government information in
diverse media, including electronic formats, permits the public greater flexibility in using the information,
and that modem information technology presents opportunities to improve the management of
govenunent programs to provide better service to the pubfic. It notes that the development of public
electronic information networks, such as the lmemet, provides an additional way for agencies to increase
the diversity of information sources available to the public, and that ancrging standards such as ANSI
(American National Standards Institute) 7.39.50 will Ix: used increasingly to facilitate dissemination of
government information in a nctworkcd envirmmtent.
Circular A-130 states that agencies shall:
Disseminate information products on equitable and timely ternm;
Avoid establishing exclusive, restricted, or other distribution arrangements that interfere with the
availability of imeormafion _on products on a timely and equitable bas_;
Use voluntary standards_nd Federal lnfonnationProcessing Standards;
Use electronic media and formats, including public networks, as appropriate and within
budgetary constraints, in ordcr to mak_ g_t information more rosily acceuiblc and
useful to the public;
Take advantage of all dissanination clumncis, Federal and nonfederal, including State and local
govermnmts, libraries and private sector a_ities;
Provide information describing how the public may gain acc_ to agcncy information r_,ources;
Help the public locate govmunmt information maintained by or for thc agency;
Establish and maintain inventories of all agency information dissemination products;
Develop such other aids to locating g_mcy infonmtion dissemination products including
catalogs and directories...
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The Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
As pan of the U. S. National Information
Infrastructure, the Federal government is
establishing a Government Information Locator
Service (GILS) to help the public locate and
access information. An Office of Management
and Budget Bulletin is being published this year
specifying Federal agency responsibilities and the
implementation schedule. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology has announced a
Federal Information Processing Standard for the
GILS Proflle--a voluntary, international standard
with mandatory application for Federal agencies
establishing Iocators for information. As other
nations also adopt such standards, the foundation
will be laid for a Global Information Locator.
What h GILS?
"Every year, the Federal Govemmknt spends
billions of dollars collecting and processing
information (e.g., economic data,
environmental data, and technical
information). Unfortunately, while much of
this information is very valuable, many
potential users either do not know that it
exists or do not know how to access it. We
are committed to using new computer and
networking technology to make this
information more accessible to the taxpayers
who paid for it."
Technoiosyfor America '$Economic Grmeth,
A New Direction to Build Ecmtomic,flrenFh
(United States strategic technology policy)
GILS will identify public information resources throughout the U.S. Federal Government,
describe the information available in those resources, and provide assistance in obtaining the
information. It will consist of a decentralized collection of agency-based information locators and
associated information services. GILS will supplement, but not necessarily supplant, other agency
information dissemination mechanisms and commercial information sources. GILS uses network
technology and voluntary, international standards for information search and retrieval so that
information can be retrieved in a variety of ways, and so that GILS direct users can find many
other information resources worldwide. GILS also provides for automated linkages that facilitate
electronic delivery of off-the-shelf information products, as well as guiding users to data systems
that suppon analysis and synthesis of information.
The public will be served by GILS through intermediaries or directly. While GILS will encompass
a very wide range of information sources and many mechanisms for finding and delivering
information, U.S. Federal agency information resources will be identified in a common way using
the specified GILS Core Elements. The set of locator records comprising the US Federal GILS
Core will be accessible on public networks without charge to direct users. Central disseminating
agencies such as the Government Printing Office and the National Technical Information Service
will act as intermediaries to G]].,S, as wig public libraries and commercial information services.
Access to G]].,S contents may also be accomplished through kiosks, electronic mail, bulletin
boards, and off-line media such as floppy disks, CD-ROM, and printed works.
Wbere to find more information on the Government Information Locator Service (GI1.S).
The U.S Federal government prepared a report with public input describing how GILS will be
implemented The repon, dated May 2, 1994, is available on the FedWorld electronic bulletin
board (703-321-8020) or via the Internet by anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) at
130.II.4g.I07 in the directory/pub as the file gas.doe (Microsoft Word for Windows format)
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Toward a Global Information Locator
Why s Global Information Locator?
Although the global information revolution
continues to make ever more vast amounts
of information available, not all of the
information resources are made known in a
common manner. Users have extreme
difficulty just in trying to find relevant
materials. A Global Information Locator
would have immediate practical appfication
in international areas such as Agenda21,
global change research, environmental
monitoring, coordination of humanitarian
assistance, and U.N administration.
The Global Information Infrastructure is
emerging at a revolutionary period in the history
of information. Technological breakthroughs
have expanded radically the possibilities for
electronic access. In particular, peer computer
networks, e.g., Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) and the Interact, allow for a decentralized
approach to information dissemination. On such
networks, many different information sources
can be maintained separately yet any user can
choose to view them as a whole. The U.S.
Government Information Locator Service
(OILS) uses a decentralized network approach
based on international standards that may serve
as the model for a Global Information Locator.
How could a Global Information Locator be established?
The U.S. GILS initiative has several characterirfics that are important for a Global Information
Locator. Being decentralized and based on open standards, it fits the decentralized character of
information dissemination globally. It encourages dissemination by a wide diversity of sources,
both pubfic and private, that serve the myriad public and governmental needs for information.
The open systems design assures that many different information systems can be separately
developed yet be interoperable when implemented. Interoperability depends on a stable reference,
known as an application profile, that is openly negotiated among implementors, documented, and
made widely known. For the Global Information Locator, an International Standardized Profile
could adapt the existing OILS Profile to establish common practices for identifying and describing
information resources globally. The profile would state the functions and environments within
which it applies, and would identify options and parameters of existing standards needed to
achieve a Global Information Locator. As with the GILS Profile, the Global Information Locator
profile would be compat_le with the Imernet as well as OSl-compliant networks, and would
make use of open standards for information search and retrieval such as ISO 10162/10163.
The application profile for the Global Information ].,ocator would not limit how information is
maintained at the source nor how information is displayed to users. Alternative ways to organize
and present networked information would continue to be encouraged, but participants in the
Global Information Locator would support such alternatives in addition to supporting the profile.
Success of the Global Information Locator does not depend on massive government investments
or sweeping international agreements. Rather, by adopting existing international information
standards, it could build on the efforts of the responsible and talented people worldwide already
working on information access issues. For example, software that supports direct access will be
available for free from many sources worldwide and will also be embedded within conunercial
computer applications ranging from the very simple to those that dynamically interpret natural
language, or filter search requests to sift huge amounts of information automatically.
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The Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
Report to the Information Infrastructure Task Force
May 2, 1994
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The Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
Executive Summary
In coordination with the Information Infrastructure Task Force (IITF), the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) is promoting the establishment of an agency-based Government Information
Locator Service (GILS) to help the public locate and access information throughout the Federal
Government. This report presents a vision of how GILS will be implemented.
Working primarily with OMB and the Locator Subgroup of the Interagency Working Group on
Public Access, Eliot Christian of the U.S. Geological Survey prepared this report under the
auspices of the ITIT Committee on Information Policy. This vision of GILS has also received
exten_ve review by various Federal agencies and other interested parties, including some
non-Federal organizations and by the general public through notices in both the Federal Register
and the Commerce Business Dally and at a public meeting held in December, 1993.
As pan of the Federal role in the National Information Infrastructure, GILS will identify and
describe information resources throughout the Federal government, and provide assistance in
obtaining the information. It will be decentralized and will mpplement other agency and
commercial information dissemination mechanisms.
The public will use GILS directly or through intermediaries, such as the Government Printing
Office, the National Technical Information Service, the Federal depository libraries, other public
h'braries, and private sector information services. Direct userswill have accessto a G]].,S Core
accessible on the Intemet without charge. Intermediate accessmay include kiosks, "800
numbers," electronic mail, bulletin boards, FAX, and off-line media such as floppy disks,
CD-ROM, and printed works.
GILS will use standard network technology and the American National Standards Institute
Z39.50 standard for information search and retrieval so that information can be retrieved in a
variety of ways. Direct users will eventually have accessto many other Federal and non-Federal
information resources, linkages to data systems, and electronic delivery of information products.
Development of this report proceeded in tandem with a GILS Profile development project that
produced an Implementors Agreement in the voluntary standards process. The National Institute
of Standards and Technology is now establishing a Federal Information Processing Standard
referencing the GILS Profile Implementors Agreement and making mandatory its application for
Federal agencies establishing iocators for government information.
Existing law and policy, as articulated in OMB Circular A-I30, the Records Disposal Act, and the
Freedom oflnformation Act, require agencies to create and maintain an inventory of their
information systems and information dissemination products. Although compliance with these
requirements varies greatly, the incremental cost of making those inventories accessible through
GILS is expected to be minimal. Accordingly, participation in establishing and maintaining G]LS
may be accomplished as a collective effort executed within existing funds and authorities. OMB
will publish in ]994 a Bulletin following on Circular A-I30 that will specify agency responsibilities
in GI].,S and set implementation schedules. A process for ongoing evaluation will also be
estabfished to evaluate the degree to which GILS meets the information needs of the public.
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The Government Information Locator Service (GILS)
Introduction
Government information is fundamental to modem societies. Although individual Federal agencies
may recognize their responsibility to maintain readily accessible inventories of their records and
other information resources, there needs to be a collective vision across the Federal government
for information dissemination to the public. The vision of a Government Information Locator
Service (GILS) presented here responds to that need and places this Federal vision in the context
of broader issues such as promotion of diverse information services.
GILS is emerging at a revolutionary period in the history of information processing where
technological breakthroughs have radically expanded the range of feasible strategies. In particular,
the realization of peer computer networks allows for a decentralized approach where many
different information sources are separately maintained yet are comprehensible as a coherent
whole from the unique perspective of a specific user. GILS depends on this network approach to
preserve the decentralized character of Federal information dissemination and the wide diversity
of sources, both public and private, that serve the public need for information access.
In contrast to a centralized design, a decentralized approach assumes that many different
implementations will be separately developed yet will be fully interoperable when implemented.
Achieving interoperability is only possible ira stable base of reference is documented and made
widely known. In GILS, that reference base is an agreement among active implernentors together
with Federal representatives. Where fundamental design choices have been made in developing
the implementors agreement, those choices have emphasized the use of stable but extensible
standards.
The success of GILS does not depend on massive Federal investment or sweeping new directives.
Rather, it adopts voluntary information standards in order to build on the efforts of the
responsible, talented, and creative people throughout Government and in society already working
on information access issues. GILS will use this solid base of widely accepted standards to help
agencies and information services focus their initiatives and thereby make the vast range of
Government information more accessible to the public.
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Policy Context
The Administration's strategic technology policy document entitled "Technology for America's
Economic Growth, A New Direction to Build Economic Strength" states:
Every year, the Federal Government spendsbillions of dollars collecting and
processing information (e.g., economic data, environmental data, and technical
information). Unfortunately, while much of this information is very valuable, many
potential users either do not know that it exists or do not know how to access it.
We are committed to using new computer and networking technology to make this
information more accessible to the taxpayers who paid for it. In addition, it will
require consistent Federal information policies designed to ensure that Federal
information is made available at a fair price to as many users as possible while
encouraging growth of the information industry. =
On June 25, 1993, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) revised Circular A-I30,
"Management of Federal Information Resources," to strengthen policies for managing
government information (58 F.R. 36068, July 2, 1993). Circular A-130 encourages agencies to
use new technologies to make government information available to the public in a timely and
equitable manner via a diverse array of sources, both public and private. It states that availability
of government information in diverse media, including electronic formats, permits the public
greater flexibility in using the information, and that modern information technology presents
opportunities to improve the management of government programs to provide better service to
the public. It also notes that the development of public electronic information networks, such as
the Internet, provides an additional way for agencies to increase the diversity of information
sources available to the public, and that emerging standards such as ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) Z39.50 = will be used increasingly to facilitate dissemination of government
information in a networked environment.
OMB Circular A-130 states that agencies shall:
• Disseminate information products on equitable and timely terms;
• Avoid establishing, or permitting others to establish on their behalf, exclusive, restricted,
or other distribution arrangements that interfere with the availability of information
dissemination products on a timely and equitable basis;
• Use voluntary standards and Federal Information Processing Standards where appropriate
or required;
• Use electronic media and formats, including public networks, as appropriate and within
budgetary constraints, in order to make government information more easily accessible
and useful to the public;
Clinton,WilliamJ.& Gore,Albert,Jr.,(1993,February2.2).Tcfhnolom'forAmerica'sStreneth.A New DirectiontoBuild
,_mtW,_L,_l/lag_Washington,DC:GoveremmatPrintingOffice.
=Natioml Information Standards Orllanization. (1992). ANSI/NI,_D Z39.S0-1992. Information Retrieval Atmlication Service
Definition and Protocol S__n-_H-'_'ficationf r Osk-n Systems lnterconnection. Oaithefsburg, MD: National Information Standards
Orllanization Press.
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• Take advantage of all dissemination channels, Federal and nonfederal, including State and
local governments, libraries and private sector entities;
• Provide information describing how the public may gain accessto agency information
resources;
s Help the public locate government information maintained by or for the agency;
• Establish and maintain inventories of all agency information dissemination products;
• Develop such other aids to locating agency information dissemination products including
catalogs and directories...
Because the active management of information by agencies is essential to the operation of
government and to democratic principles, laws and policies assert a fundamental requirement that
Federal agencies maintain readily accessible inventories of their records and other information
holdings. The responsibilities of Federal agencies with regard to the management of electronic
records are also growing in importance as their reliance on electronic information systems
increases. To help the public locate and gain access to public information within agency
inventories, the Administration has committed to promote the establishment of an agency-based
Government Information Locator Service (GILS).
Working primarily with OMB and the Locator Subgroup of the Interagency Working Group on
Public Access (the "Solomon's Group'), Eliot Christian of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
prepared this report to the Information Infrastructure Task Force describing how OILS may be
implemented. Development ofthis report proceeded in tandem with a GILS Profile development
project that produced an Implementors Agreement in the voluntary standards process. The OILS
Profile project was a Cooperative Agreement between the USGS and Syracuse University, funded
by the Interagency Working Group on Data Management for Global Change, with active
involvement from several ANSI Z39.50 implementors representing non-government sectors] The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is now establishing a Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) referencing the OILS Profile Implementors Agreement and making
mandatory its application for Federal agencies establishing iocators for government information.
Existing law and policy, as articulated in OMB Circular A-130, the Records Disposal Act
(Title 44 of the United States Code), and the Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA), already require
agencies to create and maintain an inventory of their information systems and information
dissemination products. Although compliance with these requirements varies greatly, the
incremental cost of making those inventories accessible through GILS is expected to be minimal.
Accordingly, participation in meeting the minimum mandatory requirements for establishing and
maintaining GILS may be accomplished as a collective effort within existing funds and authorities.
OMB will publish in 1994 a Bulletin following on Circular A-130 that will specify agency
responsibilities in GILS and set implementation schedules. A process for ongoing evaluation will
also be established to evaluate the degree to which GILS meets user information needs, including
_McClure, Charles R., & Moon, William E. (1994). Exonndine Res_rch and Deve|omnen! on the ANSI/NISO Z39.50 Search
and Retrieval Standard. Syracuse, NY: School ofhfformation Studies, Syracuse University.
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factors such as accessibility, ease of use, suitability of descriptive language, accuracy, consistency,
timeliness, and completeness of coverage.
The User Perspective
GILS must be many things to many people. It must be comprehensive, yet user friendly. It must
answer specific questions, yet enable .ecanninga wide range of government information. It must be
able to answer questions from the most inexperienced users, yet permit in-depth research as well.
It must be of direct service to the public, yet not undermine the diversity of existing information
sources. Private-sector information providers must be able to participate in GILS and also make
their resources known and accessible.
GILS depends critically on other aspects of the emerging Nil. GILS must be implemented with
full recognition of individual privacy and intellectual property rights. Agencies will need to ensure
that members of the public whom the agency has a responsibility to inform have a reasonable
ability to access GILS and the underlying information resources and information dissemination
products. Agencies participating in GILS must take care to minimize barriers to use, including
equipment and soitware requirements, cost, and technical complexity.
The public will use GILS either directly or through intermediaries. The distinction is that direct
users roam at will, but users of intermediate services take a guided tour. The following are some
examples of G]l,S direct users and intermediaries:
• A direct user researching national health care may explore relevant issues from a variety of
perspectives by accessing a wide range of GILS and non-GILS information sources.
• An educator interested in keeping up with electronic educational materials may access a
few GILS sources once a month as a direct user over a dial-up connection to the Internet.
• An information service may query GILS hourly as a direct user and also act as an
intermediary by constructing a value-added directory derived from GILS for sale to users
who need specific products such as government economic statistics.
• A Federal agency may act as an intermediary in adding GILS access into its existing
information service to provide public information referrals to sources in other agencies.
A major advantage of the networked and decentralized design of GILS is that it allows direct
users to explore many different aspects of government information. Since direct users are less
limited in their searching, they have more flexibility to explore the full complement of available
information. For direct users, there is minimal structure across the GILS locator records and the
records are interleaved with a vast diversity of other kinds of information. On the Internet, direct
users have tools for interacting with people, news, and libraries in addition to GILS (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The public will use GILS either directly or through intermediaries.
In contrast, intermediate services are typically oriented toward a particular user community and
present a more focused experience for users searching for information. Intermediate services need
not require users to have sophisticated research skills or electronic network access. Government
and non-government intermediaries can present GILS information in the full range of
communications media and with a variety of interpretative services as appropriate for various
communities. Such services can be offered via electronic mail, bulletin boards, FAX, and other
media such as CD-ROM (Compact Disk-Read Only Memory), printed publications, telephone
help desks, and information kiosks in public places as envisioned in the Administration's Service
to the Citizen initiative.'
Clearly, most of the public need for access to government information will be well served through
the diverse array of public and private-sector service providers. Casual users and those lacking
network access will be served typically through products and services offered by agency or
non-government intermediaries such as Federal depository libraries, other public libraries, and
private-sector providers. These intermediaries obtain GILS information either as direct users
themselves or from other intermediaries, but the extent of government information that may be
provided by any particular intermediate service is not prescribed by GILS.
Having unfettered access means that the direct user takes on much more responsibility to
construct a context in which the collected information is actually coherent. Accordingly, GILS has
certain expectations of direct users, whether researchers or other intermediaries. Direct users of
GILS must have network access, be literate in English to at least the secondary-school level, be
capable of using a personal computer, and be aware of any limitations of their own hardware or
software environment.
' S4s'vice to the Citizen Intetagency Tuk Force. (1993). Service to the Citizen Conference Reoott. Washington, DC:
l:)eiau_ent of Veterans Affairs.
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Data and Information
Given the huge amounts and vast range of Federal holdings, one might want to synthesize
information by combining data from multiple sources as, for example, to support large scale
environmental monitoring. It is important to understand that OILS operates at the level of
information about data holdings. GILS addresses how to find files but does not address how the
contents of those files may be accessedor used.
Users must be aware that data combined from multiple sources should be used with caution and
subjected to appropriate review. Except in very strictly defined domains where common practices
are rigidly enforced and data processing is well coordinated, there does not exist sufficiently
detailed documentation about the data to ensure its appropriate use for purposes other than for
which it was initially gathered. This situation is not peculiar to Federal holdings-whenever data is
collected and maintained, it is only possible to provide for a limited set of secondary uses.
In some communities of interest, such as the participants in the National Spatial Data
Infrastructure, there is strong consensus on the high secondary use value of cenain basic data.
This perceived value justifies large investments in data management and the establishment of
multi-lateral coordination structures such as the Federal Geographic Data Committee established
under OMB Circular A-16. Data management issues surrounding the international Global Change
Research Program and the work of the Committee on Earth and Natural Resources are also
generating some convergence of opinion on raising the level of data management investments.
While there are complex issues surrounding data comparability, it is clear that complete and
readily accessible information about data holdings will be a key requirement. GILS does provide a
basis for broad accessibility to the highest level description of information holdings.
The Provider Perspective
A key concept of GILS is that it uses network technology to support many different views across
many separate locators, s A Iocator is defined as an information resource that identifies other
information resources, describes the information available in those resources, and provides
assistance in how to obtain the information.
Although directly accessible via electronic networks such as the Interact, all or part of the GILS
contents can also be made available by intermediaries through virtually any media. These
alternative mechanisms help assure that the information is available through a diversity of sources,
both public and private, and cover the full range of communications media from telephone help
though printed publications and up to the most sophisticated electronic network technologies.
GILS organizes a collective set of agency-based Iocators and associated information services.
Being decentralized, responsibilities can be kept close to those who understand and care for the
information and who are serving the agency'sprimary user community. Each agency is responsible
STlg dmignof GILSfollowsigmnmally• i 992rcpm'to OMB,NARA,andthe GeamalSmvicmAdministration(GSA):
McCiure,CharlesR.,Ryan,Joe& Morn,WilliamE.(1992). ldentifvinEandDes_bimt FederalInfommtion
Inve_torv/1_____!orSystems:D_iJn forNetworked.basedLocators2 Vols.Betlgsda,MD:NationalAudioVisualCtmt_.
[AvailablefromERIC,documentno. ED3490311.
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for ensuring that its GILS components are continuously accessible to GILS direct users. Certain
agencies, such as NAR_ the Government Printing Office (GPO), and the National Technical
Information Service (NTIS), also have in their primary mission an additional role in helping the
pubfic to access information maintained elsewhere in the Government. These agencies will assist
in providing GILS services when requested by other agencies.
Services for finding government information take many forms, and the electronic aspects of GILS
should be seen within the larger context of government information services (Figure 2). For
example, the public is served through information desks in Federal buildings as well as telephone
help desks and reference services such as "]-800-USA-MAPS." Many kinds of finding aids are
used in such services-printed catalogs and directories are and will continue to be very common.
With G]].,S, it will be much easier for those services to provide information drawing on the full
range of Federal information resources rather than just agency-specific resources.
Services for findin_l _lovernment Information take many forms
Many kinds of finding aids for information
Locstors that are electronic
Digital Iocators
Network-based Iocators ±Internet-based Iocators
Z39.50 information servers
GILS profile servers
GILS Core I
Figure 2. Electronic networks are one aspect of the Government Information Locator Service.
Among the government information finding aids are electronic media, including television
announcements about government information available from the Consumer Information Center in
Pueblo, Colorado. As interactive television becomes more available to homes, GILS will help to
simplify the ways in which those services help the pubic to find Federal information resources.
Also within the realm of digital electronic finding aids, there are popular information
dissemination technologies such as bulletin boards and CD-ROM's. These personal, print media,
and electronic services can be used to publicize GILS contents. These services may also be
regarded as information resources, and may be referenced in GILS locator records themselves.
Some digital electronic finding aids use various kinds of networks and so are able to provide
access to many different resources, o/_en with a common user interface. In this area, it becomes
possible to provide services in GILS where the user can have immediate access not only to
information about an information resource, but to the referenced resource itself.
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As stated above, GILS takes advantage of network technologies to allow many different
information sources to be separately maintained yet be comprehensible as a coherent whole from
the unique perspective of a specific user. This is achieved within computer networks that support
peer-to-peer relationships and thereby allow for applications to operate using a cfient-server
architecture. All of the server appfications that also use the ANSI Z39.50 information search and
retrieval protocol can be accessed by GILS direct users.
Because GILS uses interoperable standards for information search and retrieval, information
sources referenced in GILS can be placed into virtually any context. Other major Federal
government information systems such as the GPO Access System, the NTIS FedWorld system,
the National Geospatial Data System, and the Global Change Data and Information System will
be accessible to GILS direct users. GILS direct users may have access to a wide range of
additional Federal information on the network such as current and historical information on
Federal programs and institutions; public notices; law, regulation, policy, and procedural
materials; and listings of experts and office locations. Agencies such as NARA, GPO, and NTIS,
as well as private-sector information providers, can supplement the GILS Core with access to
other Federal and non-Federal information.
Other government (state, local, tribal, foreign, international) and non-government organizations
will also be encouraged to institute Iocators compatible with the standards used in GILS. GILS
will accommodate the expressed needs of other government organizations where practical.
Design Principles
GILS is a component of the National Information Infrastructure (NIl) that is evolving with
guidance from the Information Infrastructure Task Force.6 GILS will be interoperable with other
component Nil initiatives such as the National Spatial Data Infrastructure. OILS is also expected
to adapt to and encourage technical innovation, especially in ways that enhance public access to
government information.
GILS will conform to national and international standards for information and data processing.
Participants in OILS will use voluntary standards processes,e.g., ANSI, the Open Systems
Environment Implementors Workshop (OIW), and the lnternet Engineering Task Force, to
promote interoperability of search and retrieval mechanisms, network communications, user
authentication, and resource identifiers, among other essential components. Near-term
implementations of GILS will use the Internet and its communications protocols, but GILS is
based on the international Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model to be compatible with a
wide range of technologies. NIST, working through the OIW, will maintain and publish the
application profile specifying GILS compliance.
61nformationInfrastnctureTask Force(September15, 1993).The NationalInformationInfraslncture:A2enda forAction,
Wash/ngton, DC: NTIA Nil ofrce, _t of Commerce Available in ASCII text formal under the file name
niinge_.asc ¢_ the NTIA Bulletin Board (202) 482-I 199 and the Fedwodd bullelm board OD3-321-8020). It is available on
the latemet trader the file mime niiqcmla.asc by anonymous FTP (File Tnmsf¢_ Protocol) at host flp.ntia.doc.gov under the
directocy/pub, and by gopher at gopher.nisLgov in the menu item DO(? Dcgmuents.
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OILS takes advantage of the network technology known as client-server architecture, which
allows locator records to be distributed among multiple independent information servers. Client
applications may allow the user to question many servers concurrently and have the answers
automatically combined. In this way, GILS allows for agencies to maintain GILS locator records
within various information resources optimized for their usual customers, while allowing the
locator information to be rapidly collated in different ways to serve different needs.
Functional Requirements
Direct users of GILS must be able to use non-proprietary standard mechanisms to discover
information sources and retrieve basic textual information content. These functions are within the
scope of the information search and retrieval standard known in the United States as ANSI
Z39.50 and internationally as ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 10162/10163.
GILS locators must be accessible on interconnected electronic network facilities and must support
the currently approved ANSI Z39.50 standard for information search and retrieval. Software
conforming with ANSI 7_,39.50 must also conform to the OILS Profile to provide full functionality
to OILS direct users. In particular, the GILS Profile provides for navigating among Federal
government iocators through the specifications given for the OILS Core Iocator records. Special
provisions are made in OILS to support navigation among OILS Iocators by using browsing as
well as textual searching.
The OILS Profile provides a complete specification of GILS as it makes use of ANSI Z39.50, but
also specifies where necessary those characteristics of OILS that are not within the scope of ANSI
Z39.50. The GILS Profile does not limit how information is maintained at the source nor how the
information is displayed to the user. Access to GILS is expected to be embedded within many
different computer applications, ranging from the very simple to those that support concept
searching across languages, dynamically interpret natural language, or filter search requests to sift
huge amounts of information automatically. Public domain client sofh_,are that supports access to
GILS will be available from OPO, NTIS, and the Clearinghouse for Networked Information
Discovery and Retrieval, among others.
Alternative ways to organize and present networked information are encouraged, but agencies
participating in GILS will implement such alternatives in addition to supporting access by GILS
direct users who employ the currently approved ANSI Z39.50 standard. For example, information
organized via the OSl X.5O0 Directory Services standard can be made accessible also via ANSI
Z39.50, thereby enhancing access capabilities. It should also be noted that a OILS direct user will
typically use client software that provides access to a variety of information sources that do not
comply with the GILS profile but are compliant with various other standards.
Some internal redundancy in GILS is to be expected-there will often be multiple OILS Iocator
records describing the same resource and different search strategies applied by different
intermediaries. Such redundancy is appropriate because the same information resources may be
described differently to different audiences or for different purposes, and descriptions will cover
information resources at a wide range of aggregation. Also, the same information resources may
be described differently by different information services that participate directly or as
intermediaries in providing Federal information to the public. Because GILS incorporates a
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variety of automated and manual search techniques, questions will be answered from different
perspectives depending on how GILS is used.
GPO (and perhaps NARA, NTIS and other agencies) will maintain a publicly accessible GILS
source that provides a comprehensive directory of all GILS Core locator records from a Federal
perspective. When appropriate to their respective missions, Federal agencies may also develop
and maintain additional interagency topical ]ocators that enhance opportunities for sharing
information resources. The following are examples of topics that might be the subject of
additional interagency iocators: economic indicators, trade information, spatial data, educational
and training resources, disaster relief, health information, biodiversity and global change research.
Such locators would be similar in function to the OILS Core, but would not necessarily use the
OILS Core Elements format nor be focused solely on Federal agency holdings.
OILS supports seamless access not only among iocators but directly to referenced information
resources. When implemented at both the client and the server, GILS linkages facilitate the
electronic delivery of off-the-shelf information products, as well as connection to data systems
that support analysis and synthesis ofinformadon (Figure 3). Although the trend is clearly in the
direction of electronic network availability, much of'the referenced information is not available
currently in electronic form. GILS always provides information regarding request and delivery
procedures for various distribution options as defined by the disseminating organization.
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Figure 3. GILS facilitales seamless access among locators and directly to information resources.
The GILS Core
Among the GILS agency components is a set ofiocator records that reside on GILS accessible
servers and are further identified by agencies as belonging to the GILS Core. GILS Core iocator
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records are required to be maintained by Federal agencies having significant information holdings,
where each record describes pan of the agency holdings. These Core iocator records will be
accessible comprehensively in the GPO Access system, but can also be aggregated by direct users
of GILS to provide selective views of Federal government holdings.
The GILS Core is defined as the set oflocator records maintained by the U.S. Federal
government, all of which comply with the defined GILS Core Element standards, and all of which
are mutually accessible through interconnected electronic network facilities. Each information
disseminating agency is responsible for compiling and maintaining its own records in the GILS
Core. Information services for access to GILS Core Iocators, once a direct user has Internet
access, will be maintained by Federal agencies without charge to the direct user.
The OILS Core will include records for all information iocators that catalog other publicly
accessible information resources at least partially funded by the Federal government, as well as for
each of the Federal government information systems that include publicly accessible data or
information. While GILS Core records can point to any kind of information source, they are
especially designed for helping users navigate among a wide array of other iocators in various
formats. It is not recommended that agencies use the precise format of the GILS Core locator
records to describe all types of information resources. For example, the OILS Core Elements
format would be a poor choice for describing each agency expert, but it could well be used to
describe the resource that contains a compilation of such descriptions. Rather, the agency should
maintain various Iocator records in formats appropriate to the primary user communities being
served. When such other locators are published, the originating agency should include
corresponding locator records that enable electronic linkage from and to the OILS Core iocator.
The entire OILS Core is not likely to contain more than 100,000 locator records. In addition to
iocator records for information systems, it is estimated that the GILS Core will contain up to
1,000 iocator records for each Federal agency that is a major disseminator of public information.
Agencies that are not major disseminators will typically have fewer records in their portion of the
GILS Core, especially if the agency is relatively small. Where agencies maintain information
inventories that have far more records, the agency is expected to aggregate related information
resources in a Iocator record included in the GILS Core and link the detailed inventory to OILS.
Each GILS Core Iocator record is estimated to be less than 1,000 words in length, exclusive of
any agency supplemental information that may be introduced as a separate field at the agency's
discretion.
It is important to note that the vast majority of information sources accessible to GILS direct
users would not be considered part of the GILS Core. Many are not maintained by the Federal
Government, do not offer records in the format of the GILS Core Elements, are not on public
networks, or are not offered free of charge. Many of these non-Core sources are Iocators
nonetheless and will be very valuable to users in finding information. Also, other relevant sources
of Federal information and Federal government information systems may be accessible to direct
users of GILS. For example, various agencies and private-sector information providers may
develop products that contain OILS Core iocator records. Indeed, such derivative and
value-added products may often be the first point of access to Federal information resources.
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The GILS Profile
The decentralized approach envisioned for GILS requires that many different implementations be
fully interoperable when implemented, although developed separately. To assure interoperability,
implementors of information systems must have a clear statement of the functions of OILS and
the environment within which GILS will be used. That statement becomes part of a OILS Profile
that documents the specific agreements established by consensus among active implementors
together with Federal representatives. The GILS Profile identifies specific standards, and the
chosen subsets, options, and parameters of those standards, needed to achieve interoperability in
the specific limited context of OILS.
As an initial step toward a Stable Implementors Agreement recognized by the OIW, a draft profile
was created through a Cooperative Agreement between the U.S. Geological Survey and Syracuse
University, with active involvement from several ANSI Z39.50 implementors representing non-
government sectors. The draft OILS Profile specifies that the GILS iocator records are to be
available in three record syntaxes-Generic Record Syntax, United States Machine Readable
Cataloging (USMARC) 7, and Simple Unstructured Text Record Syntax (SUTRS).
When using the Generic Record Syntax, the OILS iocator elements can support representation in
Hypertext Markup Language (_). (HT]V_ is the format interpreted by the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications Mosaic client software when presenting World Wide Web
objects, for example.) Provision has also been made in the GILS profile to support switching
among navigation techniques, including use of'a browsing mode as in Gopher or a searching mode
as in bibliographic systems or Wide Area Information Servers OVAlS). The incorporation in OILS
of'Uniform Resource Identifiers (U'R]s) greatly simplifies electronic navigation among locators
and other data systems available on interconnected networks.
Content definitions describe the OILS Core Elements required for users to determine the
relevance of'defined information resources to their needs and to understand subsequent actions to
obtain the information resources (see Appendix A). These definitions identify relations among
GILS Core Elements, and between OILS Core Elements and the USMARC format for
bibliographic data. ANSI Z39.50 definitions ot'GILS Core Elements in the GILS Profile provide a
structure and format for movement of'the GILS Core P-lementsbetween computer systems. The
Abstract Record Syntax and Basic Encoding Pules used to define GILS Core Elements are also
suitable for movement of'element contents between automated systems using digital media such
as tape, diskette, or CD-ROM.
The GILS Profile offers a preferred display format for use in printed media as well as in electronic
presentations. Although specified for human viewing in English, it is intended to be extensible to
other languages also.
_USMARC isan implezzwntatieuoFANSI 7.,39,2.American Natiomd StandardsInstitute.(1985).Americlm NationalSumd_Ird
Z,39.2-]985 BibliosmmhicInf'ormatimzInterchann.New York,NY: American Natimml StandardsInstitute.See also
USMARC Foramt for Biblioaxauhic Data. Washingtml, DC: Cntalolli_ Distribution Service, Library of Congress.
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Appendix A. GILS Core Elements
Title: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It conveys the most significant
aspects of the referenced resource and is intended for initial presentation to users independently of
other elements. It should provide sufficient information to allow users to make an initial decision
on likely relevance. It should convey the most significant information available, including the
general topic area, as well as a specific reference to the subject. (USMARC Tag 2455a)
Control Identifier: This mandatory element occurs once per iocator record. It is defined by the
information provider and is used to distinguish this locator record from all other GILS Core
Iocator records. The control identifier should be distinguished with the record source agency
acronym as provided in the U.S. Government Manual. (USMARC Tag 001)
Abstract: This mandatory element occurs once per iocator record. It presents a narrative
description of the information resource. This narrative should provide enough general information
to allow the user to determine if the information resource has sufficient potential to warrant
contacting the provider for further information. The abstract should not exceed 500 words in
length. CUSMARC Tag 520)
Purpose: This mandatory element occurs once per Iocator record. It describes why the
information resource is offered and identifies other programs, projects, and legislative actions
wholly or partially responsible for the establishment or continued delivery of this information
resource. It may include the origin and lineage ofthe information resource, and related
information resources. CUSMARC Tag 500)
Originator:, This mandatory element occurs once per iocator record. It identifies the information
resource originator, named as in the U.S. Government Manual where applicable.
(USMARC Tag 7105a)
Access Constraints: This mandatory element occurs once per iocator record, although in some
cases this element may contain the value "None." It describes any constraints or legal prerequisites
for accessing the information resource or its component products or services. This includes any
access constraints applied to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual property, and any
other special restrictions or limitations on obtaining the information resource. Guidance on
obtaining any users' manuals or other aids needed for the public to reasonably access the
information resource must also be included here. COSMAgC Tag 506)
Use Constraints: This mandatory element occurs once per iocator record, although in some
casesthis element may contain the value "None." It describes any constraints or legal prerequisites
for using the information resource or its component products or services. This includes any use
constraints applied to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual propeny and any other
special restrictions or limitations on using the information resource. 0JSMAKC Tag 540)
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Availability: This mandatory element occurs one or more times per locator record. It is a
grouping of sub-elements that together describe how the information resource is made available.
Distributor: This mandatory sub-element occurs once per Availability element.
It identifies the distributor by name, organization, greet address, city, state, zip code,
country, network address, hours of service, telephone, and/or fax number.
CUSMARC Tag 0375b)
Resource Description: This optional sub-element occurs nor more than once per
Availability element. It identifies the resource as it is known to the distributor.
(USMARC Tag 0375f)
Order Process: This mandatory sub-element occurs once per Availability element.
It provides information on how to obtain the information resource from this distributor,
including any fees associated with acquisition ofthe product or use of the service, order
options (e.g., available in print or digital forms, PC or Macintosh versions), order
methods, payment alternatives, and delivery methods. (USMARC Tag 0375c)
Technical Prerequbites: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once per
Availability element. It describes any technical prerequisites for use of the information
resource as made available by this distributor. (USMARC Tag 538)
Available Time Period: This optional sub-element may occur multiple times per
Availability element. It provides the time period reference for the information resource as
made available by this distributor. (Time period formats are as given for the Time Period
of Content element described below.)
Available Linkage: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once per Availability
element. It provides the information needed to contact an automated system made
available by this distributor, expressed in a form that can be interpreted by a computer
(i.e., URI). Available linkages are appropriate to reference other locators, facilitate
electronic delivery of off-the-shelf information products, or guide the user to data systems
that support analysis and synthesis of information. (USMARC Tag 8565u)
Available Linkage Type: This optional sub-element occurs if there is an Available
Linkage described. It provides the data content type (i.e., MIME) for the referenced URI.
(USMARC Tag 856 first indicator/85652)
Point Of Contact for further information: This mandatory element occurs once per locator
record. It identifies an organization, and a person where appropriate, serving as the point of
contact plus methods that may be used to make contact. Defined sub-elements include name,
orsanization, street address, city, state, zip code, country, network address, hours of service,
telephone, and fax number. (USMARC Tag 8565m for electronic resources, 535 for
non-electronic resources)
Record Source: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It identifies the
organization, as named in the U.S. Government Manual, that created or last modified this locator
record. COSMARC Tag 040)
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Date Last Modified: This mandatory element occurs once per locator record. It identifies the
latest date on which this Iocator record was created or modified. (USMARC Tag 005)
Agency Program: This element occurs no more than once per Iocator record. It identifies the
major agency program or mission supported by the system and should include a citation for any
specific legislative authorities associated with this information resource. This element is
mandatory if the resource referenced by this GILS Core Iocator record is a Federal information
system. (USMARC Tag 500)
Sources of Data: This element occurs no more than once per iocator record. It identifies the
primary sources or providers of data to the system, whether within or outside the agency. This
element is mandatory if the resource referenced by this GILS Core Iocator record is a Federal
information system. (USMARC Tag 500)
Controlled Vocabulary: This optional element may occur multiple times per Iocator record. It is
a grouping of sub-elements that together provide any controlled vocabulary used to describe the
resource and the source of that controlled vocabulary.
Index Terms - Controlled: This sub-element occurs once per Controlled
Vocabulary element. It is a grouping of descriptive terms drawn from a controlled
vocabulary source to aid users in locating entries of potential interest. Each term is
provided in the subordinate repeating field, Controlled Term. (USMARC Tag 650)
Thesaurus: This sub-element occurs once per Controlled Vocabulary element. It
provides the reference to a formally registered thesaurus or similar authoritative
source of the controlled index terms. (USMARC Tag 650 first indicator/650S2)
Notes on how to obtain electronic access to or copies of the referenced source
should be provided, possibly through a Cross Reference to another Iocator record
that more fully describes the standard and its potential application to locating GILS
information.
Local Subject Index: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record. It is a
grouping of descriptive terms to aid users in locating resources of potential interest, but the terms
are not drawn from a formally registered controlled vocabulary source. Each term is provided in
the repeating sub-element, Local Subject Term. (USMARC Tag 6535a)
Methodology: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record. It identifies
any specialized tools, techniques, or methodology used to produce this information resource. The
validity, degree of reliability, and any known possibility of errors should also be described.
(USMAKC Tag 567)
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Spatial Reference: This optional element occurs no more than once per locator record and
provides the geographic reference for the information resource. Geographic names and
coordinates can be used to define the hounds of coverage. Although described here informally, the
spatial object constructs should be as defined in FIPS 173, "Spatial Data Transfer Standard."
Bounding Rectangle: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once within
a Spatial Reference element. It provides the limits of coverage expressed by
latitude and longitude values in the order: western-most, eastern-most,
northern-most, southern-most.
CUSMARC Tags 2555c, 0345d, 0345e, 0345f, 0345g)
Geographic Name: This optional sub-element may occur multiple times within a
Spatial Reference element. It identifies significant areas and/or places within the
coverage through two associated constructs: a Geographic Keyword Name
(USMARC Tag 651) and a Geographic Keyword Type (USMARC Tag 655).
A preferred source of the names and types is the Geographic Names Information
System.
Time Period of Content: This optional element may occur multiple times per iocator record.
It provides time frames associated with the information resource, in one of two forms:
Time period - structured: Time described using the USMARC prescribed
structure. (USMARC Tag 0455c)
Time period - textual: Time described textually. ('USMARC Tag 513)
Cross Reference: This optional element may occur multiple times per Iocator record.
Each instance is a grouping of sub-elements that together identify another Iocator record likely to
be of interest.
Cross Reference Title: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once per
Cross Reference element. It provides a human readable textual description of the
cross reference. (USMARC Tag 78750
Cross Reference Linkage: This optional sub-element occurs no more than once
per Cross Reference element. It provides the machine readable information needed
to perform the access (i.e., URI). (USMARC Tag 7875w)
Cross Reference Type: This optional sub-element occurs if there is a Cross Reference
Linkage described. It provides the data content type (i.e., MIME) for the referenced URI.
(-USMARC Tag 856 first indicator/85652)
Original Control Identifier:, This optional element occurs no more than once per iocator record.
It is used by the record source to refer to another GILS locator record from which this Iocator
record was derived. (USMARC Tag 035)
Supplemental Information: This optional dement occurs no more than once per iocator record.
Through this element, the record source may associate other descriptive information with
the GILS Core iocator record. (USMARC Tag 500)
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Appendix B: Glossary
agency - any executive department, military department, government corporation, government
controlled corporation, or other establishment in the executive branch of the United States
Federal government, or any independent regulatory agency (OMB Circular A-130).
ANSI Z39.50 - The "American National Standard Information Retrieval Application Service
Definition and Protocol Specification for Open Systems Interconnection" is developed by the
National Information Standards Organization (NISO), accredited to the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI 7,39.50 complies with the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
family of standards promulgated by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and
is interoperable with the international standards for information search and retrieval, ISO 10162
and 10163. As of this writing, the currently approved version is ANSI Z39.50 Version 2.
direct user - a person or automated process that accesses GILS from networks using the GILS
Profile and thereby having more flexibility to explore the full complement of available information.
People who are direct users of GILS are assumed to be literate in English to at least the
secondary school level, capable of using a personal computer, and aware of any constraints of
their own hardware or software environment.
dissemination - the government initiated distribution of information to the public, excluding
distribution limited to government employees or agency contractors or grantees, intra-agency
or inter-agency use or sharing ofgovemment information, and responses to requests for agency
records under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) or Privacy Act. Here,
"disseminating information" is not distinguished from "providing access to information"
(following OMB Circular A-130).
electronic information resource - information resources that are maintained in electronic, digital
format and may be accessed, searched, or retrieved via electronic networks or other electronic
data processing technologies (e.g., CD-ROM).
government information - information created, collected, processed, disseminated, or disposed
of by or for the Federal government (OMB Circular A-130).
Government Information Locator Service (GILS) - a decentralized collection of iocators and
associated information services used by the public either directly or through intermediaries to find
public information throughout the U.S. Federal government.
GILS Core - a subset of all GILS Locator Records which describe information resources
maintained by the U.S. Federal government, comply with the defined GILS Core Elements and
are mutually accessible through interconnected electronic network facilities without charge to the
direct user.
government publication - information that is published as an individual document at government
expense, or as required by law (OMB Circular A-130).
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information - any communication or representation of knowledge such as facts, data, or opinions
in any medium or form, including textual, numerical, graphic, cartographic, narrative, or
audiovisual forms (OMB Circular A-130).
information product- any book, paper, map, machine-readable material, audiovisual production,
or other documentary material, regardless of physical form or characteristic
(OMB Circular A-130).
information resource - includes both government information and information technology
(OMB Circular A-130).
information service - considered equivalent to information product from the policy perspective
of OMB Circular A-130, although agency locator records for services may differ from those for
products.
information system - the organized collection, processing, maintenance, transmission, and
dissemination of information in accordance with defined procedures, whether automated or
manual (OMB Circular A-130).
information technology - the hardware and so/_ware operated by a Federal agency or by a
contractor of a Federal agency or other organization that processes information on behalf of the
Federal Government to accomplish a Federal function (OMB Circular A-130).
intermediary or intermediate service - an entity or service that makes some of the GILS
information available but does not provide the full capabilities of a direct user.
interoperability - a condition that exists when the distinctions between information systems
are not a barrier to accomplishing a task that spans multiple systems.
iocator - an information resource that identifies other information resources, describes the
information available in those resources, and provides assistance in how to obtain the information.
Iocator record - a collection of related data elements describing an information resource, the
information available in the resource, and how to obtain the information.
mandatory element - a data element in a GILS Core Locator Record that must have a value
provided by the record source.
Open Systems Interconnection (OS1) - a family of standards promulgated by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and adhering to a specific model that promotes
interoperability.
prol'de - the statement of a function(s) and the environment within which it is used, in terms of a
set of one or more standards, and where applicable, identification of chosen classes, subsets,
options, and parameters of those standards; a set of implementor agreements providing guidance
in applying a standard interoperably in a specific limited context.
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records management - the planning, controlling, directing, organizing, training, promoting, and
other managerial activities involved with respect to records creation, records maintenance and
use, and records disposition in order to achieve adequate and proper documentation of the
policies and transactions of the Federal government and effective and economical management
of agency operations. (44 U.S.C. 2901 (2))
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) - a set of related standards for encoding resource location
and identification information for electronic and other objects. Examples include Uniform
Resource Locators (URLs) and Uniform Resource Names (URNs).
USMARC - an implementation of ANSI/NISO Z39.2, the American National Standard for
Bibliographic Information Interchange. The USMARC format documents contain the definitions
and content designators for the fields that are to be carried in records structured according to
Z39.2. GILS records in USMARC format contain fields defined in USMARC Format for
Bibliographic Data. This documentation is published by the Library of Congress.
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APPLICATION PROFILE FOR THE
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION LOCATOR SERVICE(GILS)
1. Introduction
This document describes an application profile for the Government Information
Locator Service (GILS). The GILS Profile includes not only the specifications for
ANSI/NISO Z39.50, the American National Standard for Information Retrieval
Application Service Definition and Protocol Specification for Open Systems
Interconnection (National Information Standards Organization, 1992) in the
application but also other aspects of a GILS conformant server that are outside the
scope of Z39.50. The GIL5 Profile provides the specifications for the overall GILS
application relating to the GILS Core, which is a subset of all GILS Locator Records,
and completely specifies the use of Z39.50 in this application.
2. Background
The GIL5 is a response to the need for users to identify, locate, and access or acquire
publicly available Federal information resources, induding electronic information
resources. Christian (1994) is the authoritative document providing an overview of
GILS, its objectives, service requirements, and core requirements. According to
Christian (1994), the GILS is an overall service and includes information and
technology components as well as policy, regulation, people, etc. Th.e GILS is
intended to help the public locate and access public information throughout the U.S.
government.
The current GILS initiative builds upon a previous study, Identifying and
Describin_ Federal Information Inve,torv/LQcatQr _ystem$: Design for
Networked-Based Locator_ (McClure, Ryan & Moen, 1992). That study, which was
conducted for the Office of Management and Budget, the National Archives and
Records Administration, and the General Services Administration, recommended
that each agency establish a network-accessible locator that describes its information
resources. The study also recommended that agencies use Z39.50 as the appropriate
information retrieval protocol to achieve a distributed, standards-based
Government Information Locator Service.
The development of the G1LS Profile is documented in Usin_ Z39.50 in an
Application for the Government Inf0rmati_>n Locator Service (G]_) (McClure &
Moen, 1994). The GILS Profile resulted from the work of a group comprising experts
in Z39.50 implementations, system implementations, and information
organization, and representatives of Federal agencies. The specifications included
in the GILS Profile reflect the consensus of this group and input from a range of
stakeholders.
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3. Scope
The GILS Profile fully specifies the use of ANSI/NISO Z39.50 by the GILS. In
addition, the GILS Profile provides the specifications for the overall GILS
application relating to the GIRLS Core including other aspects of GILS conformant
servers that are outside the scope of Z39.50.
This version of the GILS Profile focuses on requirements for a GILS server operating
in the Internet environment. GILS clients will be able to interconnect with any
GILS server, and these clients will behave in a manner that allows interoperability
with the GILS server. Clients that support 7_.39.50 but do not implement the GILS
Profile will be able to access GILS records with less than full GILS functionality.
The GILS Profile addresses many aspects of the GILS (e.g., intersystem interactions
and information interchange) but does not specify user interface requirements, the
internal structure of databases that contain GILS Locator Records, or search engine
functionality.
o Field of Application
The GILS Profile supports search and retrieval of GILS Locator Records contained in
GILS servers by users in the Internet environment.
The GILS Profile will be used by developers of GILS servers. It will also be used by
client developers to understand expected behaviors of GILS servers. A GILS server
accessed using 7_.39.50 in the Internet environment acts primarily as a pointer to
information resources. Some of these information resources pointed to by GILS
Locator Records, as well as the GILS server itself, may be available electronically
through other communications protocols including the common Internet protocols
that facilitate electronic information transfer such as remote login (Telnet), File
Transfer Protocol (FTP), and electronic mail (SMTP/MIME). The use of these
protocols or other communications paths is outside the scope of the GILS Profile.
Once connected to a GILS server, users supported by appropriate clients that
understand the GILS Profde may navigate through single or multiple servers. GILS
servers will support searching (i.e., accept a search query and return a result set or
diagnostic messages) and may support browsing fi.e., accept a well-known search
query and return a list of Locator Records in brief display format). Although the
GILS Profile addresses GILS servers only, it is understood that clients have roles in
the execution of these activities (e.g., browsing is also a client function in the sense
of how it interprets and presents G1LS data).
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5. References
The following listcontains documents that contain provisions which, through
reference in thistext,constituteprovisions of the GILS Profile. At the time of this
publication, the editions indicated were valid. All documents are subject to
revision, and parties to agreements based on this Profile are warned against
automatically applying any more recent editions of the documents listed below,
since the nature of references made by the Profileto such documents, is that they
may be specific to a particular edition. In addition, this listcontains other
documents that can be consulted for further information, background, etc.
[I] American National Standards Institute.(1985). American National Standard
_9.2-1985 Bibliographic Information Interchange. New York: American
National Standards Institute.
Christian, Eliot. (1994, May 2). GOVernment Information Locator Service
(GILS): Report Information Infrastructure Task Force. Available on the
Fedworld electronic bulletin board (703-321-8020) or by anonymous FTP (File
Transfer Protocol) via the Internet at 130.11.48.107 as/pub/gils.doc (Microsoft
Word for Windows format) or/pub/gils.txt (ASCII text format).
Lynch, Clifford A. (1994, April 30). "Using the Z39.50 Information Retrieval
Protocol in the Internet Environment" [Draft RFC for 7_.39.50 over TCP/IP].
[4] McClure, Charles R. & Moen, William E. (1994, May 7). Using Z39.50 in an
Applicatior_ for the Government Information Locator Service (GILS).
Available via anonymous FTP at <ericir.syr.edu> as
IUSGS/profile_background.doc.ps (Postscript format) and as
IUSGSIproffle_background.doc.txt (ASCII textformat).
McClure, Charles IL, Ryan, Joe & Moen, William E. Moen. (1992). _[dentifying
and Describing Federal Information Inventory/Locator Systems: Design for
Networked-Based Locators. 2 Vols. Bethesda, MD: National Audio Visual
Center [Available from ERIC, document no. ED349031].
[6] National Information Standards Organization. (1992). ANSI/NISO
Z39.50-1992, Information Retrieval Application Service Definition and
Protocol Specificationfor __en Systems Interconnection. Gaithersburg, biD:
NISO Press.
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National Institute of Standards and Technology. (1992). FIPS No. 173, Spatial
Data Transfer _tandard (August 28, 1992). Gaithersburg, MD: National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
[8] Office of Management and Budget. (1993). Circular No. A-130, "Management
of Federal Information Resources" (58 F.R._..._36068, July 2,1993).
[9] Open Systems Environment Implementors Workshop/Special Interest
Group on Library Applications (OIW/SIGLA). (1993). OIW/SIGLA Document
#1: Using Z39.50-1992 Directly over TCP.
[10] RFC 1521, MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) Part One:
Mechanisms for Specifying and Describing the Format of Internet Message
Bodies.
[11] RFC 1522, MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) Part Two: Message
Header Extensions for Non-ASCII Text.
[12] Uniform Resource Locators (LrRL): A Unifying Syntax for the Expression of
Names and Addresses of Objects on the Network. (1993, October). [Internet
Draft]. The latest URL draft is:
<url:ftp: / / inf o.cern.ch /pub / wvcw / doc/ urlTa.txt>
[13] Uniform Resource Names. (1993, October). [InternetDraft].The latestURN
draftis:
<urhftp:l/ds.internic.netlinternet-drafts/draft-ietf-uri-resource-names-O1.txt>
[14] USMARC Format for Bibliographic Data. Washington, DC: Library of
Congress, Cataloging Distribution Service.
6. Definitions
For purposes of this Profile, the following definitions apply.
Client: An initiating application. This application includes the Z39.50 origin.
Electronic Information Resource: Information resources that are maintained in
electronic, digital format and may be accessed, searched, or retrieved via electronic
networks or other electronic data processing technologies (e.g., CD-ROM).
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GILS Core: A subset of all GILS Locator Records which describe information
resources maintained by the U.S. Federal government and comply with the defined
GILS Core Elements and are mutually accessible through interconnected electronic
network facilities without charge to the direct user.
Government Information: Information created, collected, processed, disseminated,
or disposed of by or for the Federal government.
Government Information Locator Service (GILS) : A decentralized collection of
locators and associated information services used by the public either directly or
through intermediaries to find public information throughout the U.S. Federal
government.
Information Resource: Includes both government information and information
technology.
Interoperability: A condition that exists when the distinctions between information
systems are not a barrier to accomplishing a task that spans multiple systems.
Locator Record: A collection of related data elements describing an information
resource, the information available in the resource, and how to obtain the
information.
Mandatory: An element in a GILS Core Locator Record that must have a value
provided by the record source. The GILS ProFile does not specify which elements
must be present from the perspective of GILS servers.
Origin: The part of a client application that initiates a Z39.50 association and is the
source of requests during the association.
Profile: The statement of a function(s) and the environment within which it is
used, in terms of a set of one or more standards, and where applicable, identification
of chosen classes, subsets, options, and parameters of those standards. A set of
implementor agreements providing guidance in applying a standard interoperably
in a specific limited context.
Registered Object: An object that is identified by a name-to-thing relationship in
which the name is recorded by a registration authority to ensure that the names can
be used unambiguously.
Server: An application that responds to an initiating application (i.e., a client). The
application that includes the 739.50 target.
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Target: The part of an server application that accepts a 7,39.50 association.
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): A set of related standards for encoding resource
location and identification information for electronic and other objects. Examples
include Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) and Uniform Resource Names (URNs).
USMARC: An implementation of ANSI/NISO Z39.2, the American National
Standard for Bibliographic Information Interchange. The USMARC format
documents contain the definitions and content designators for the fields that are to
be carried in records structured according to 7.39.2. GILS records in USMARC format
contain fields defined in USMAR_ FQr_at for Bibliographic Data. This
documentation is published by the Library of Congress.
7. 7.39.50 Specifications for GILS
This section details the required services available from Z39.50, describes an
Attribute Set for searching, four Element Set Names by which the server presents
some or all the elements (defined in the Schema) of the Locator Records, and
prescribes the Record Syntaxes to be supported by GILS servers for the transfer of
Locator Records.
7.1. Version
GILS clientsand servers support Z39.50 Verson 2 as spedfied in Z39.50-1994. GILS
requires support of various objects,some of which are not defined in Z39.50-1992.
These are listedin 7.2.
7.2. GH.S Objects
The following object identifier (OID) is assigned to the Z39.50 standard:
{iso (1) member,body (2) US (840) ANSI-standard-Z3950 (10003)}.
This OID is abbreviated as: ANSI-standard-Z39.50.
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Several object classes are assigned at the level immediately subordinate to
ANSI-standard-Z39.50, including:
. 3 = attributesetdefinitions
• 4 = diagnostic definitions
• 5 = record syntax definitions
• 13 ffidatabase schema definitions.
• 14 = tagSet definitions.
GILS requires support of the following objects
• GILS attribute set:
• bib1 diagnostic set:
• USMARC record syntax:
• SLURS record syntax:
• GRS-1 record syntax:
• GILS schema:
• tagSet-M
• tagSet-G
{ANSI-standard-Z39_0 3 3}
{ANSI-standard-Z39.50 4 1}
{ANSI-standard-Z39.50 5 10}
{ANSI-standard-Z39_50 5 101}
{ANSI-standard-Z39.50 5 105}
{ANSI-standard-Z39.50 13 2}
{ANSI-standard-Z39.50 14 1}
{ANSI-standard-Z39.50 14 2}.
7.3. Communication Services
When Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used as the transport service, the
specification for use of TCP is found in OIW/SIGLA Document #1, "Using
Z39.50-1992 Directly over TCP." The use of other communication services is not yet
defined.
7.4. 739.50 Services
There are three Z39.50 (Version 2) services that are required for conformance: Init,
Search, and Present. No additional services are required for conformance to the
GILS Profile. Other Z39.50 services, however, may be provided optionally by servers
and used by clients.
Standard Z39.50 InitService negotiationprocedures control the use of allservices.
7.4.1. Search
The GILS application will support 739.50 Type 1 queries which are general purpose
Boolean query structures.
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7.4.1.1. Attribute Set
The GILS Attribute Set is a superset of the Bib-1 Attribute set and consists of all Bib-1
Attributes and additional Use Attributes that are defined for GILS elements (see
Annex A for the GILS Use Attributes). These newly defined GILS Use Attributes are
well-known and correspond semantically to GILS Core Elements. The GILS
Attribute Set is a registered object.
GILS servers must support a limited number of GILS Attributes. The required GILS
Attributes follow. (Note: The GILS Use Attribute islistedfollowed by the GILS Use
AttributeNumber and the corresponding GILS Core Element):
o Use Attributes: Local Number (12; Local Control Number); Author-name
corporate (1005; Originator); Date/Time Last Modified (1012; Date of Last
Modification);Record Source (1019;Record Source); Distributor Name (2001;
Distributor Name); Index Terms - Controlled (2002; Index Terms --
Controlled);Local Subject Index (29;Local SubjectTerm); Any (1016)
o Structure: Word (2), URx (104), Date (5), Word List (6)
o Relation: Greater than (5), Equal (3).
GILS servers should never return any of these four diagnostic messages:
"Unsupported Use Attribute," "Unsupported Structure Attribute," "Unsupported
Position Attribute,"or "Unsupported Attribute Type" when a query includes the
combinations of required GILS Attr_utes listedin Table I in Annex A.
7.4.1.2. Well-known Search
To provide support for browsing GILS Locator Records, there is a well-known search
consisting of the following GILS Attributes: Use Attribute: Local Number; Structure
Attribute: URX; and a term of zero length. GILS servers that support browsing of
records will create a result set of one or more GILS Locator Records that provide the
necessary information to allow clients to offer menu-like displays of GILS Locator
Records or other information and information resources.
The "Browse" in the GILS context involves only the Search and Present Services of
7_.39.50. "Browse" is used informally in the GILS Profile, and it is not related nor
should it be confused with the Browse Facility or Scan Service of Z39.50.
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7.4.2. Retrieval
This section describes the components and procedures used by Z39.50 to return
records in response to a query.
7.4.2.1. Schema
The GTLS Profilespecifiesa GILS Schema (seeAnnex D for the Schema). The GILS
Schema is a registeredobject.The schema describes and/or defines tagSets used and
an abstract record structure for a Locator Record. A schema in Z39.50 can be
modified and may evolve over time, and itisreasonable to expect the GILS Schema
will evolve.
The GIRLS Schema uses elements from tagSet-M and tagSet-G and defines in the
GILS tagSet additional dements as necessary. The GILS ProfilespecifiestagTypes to
identify tagSet-M elements (tagType = I),tagSet-G elements (tagType =2), and the
elements defined by the GILS tagSet (tagType., 4). Another tagType (tagType=3) is
used to identifyarbitrarystringtags for locallydefined elements.
The GILS tagSet element numbering begins with number 1. Elements can be nested
and the tagging notation (i.e., the tag path) will reflect the nesting.
All well-known GILS Schema elements have assigned numeric tags. String-tags
(i.e., text) may be used in the GILS Schema to label those elements that are not
well-known (i.e., locally defined).
7.4.2.2. Element Sets Names
GILS servers will support four Element Set Names. GILS servers will interpret the
use of the Element Set Names required by the GILS Profile to identify the following
elements from the GILS Schema:
• The primitive element set name "B" contains at least: title, controlldentifier,
originator, and local control number
• The primitive element set name "G" contains: all B Element Set elements
and crossReference
• The primitive element set name "W" contains: all B Element Set elements
and bod_lay.
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• The primitive element set name "F" contains: all elements available in the
record.
The server should include in a retrieved record all of the elements specified by the
element set name for which there is data available in the database record and which
can be encoded in the requested record syntax (e.g., some types of locally defined
binary data may not be encodable in a USMARC or SLURS record).
7.4.2.3. Record Syntaxes
GILS servers are required to support the following three record syntaxes:
• USMARC - an implementation of ANSI/NISO Z39.2 and maintained by the
Library of Congress
• Generic Record Syntax (GRS-1) - defined in Z39.50
• Simple Unstructured Text Record Syntax (SUTRS) - defined in Z39.50.
Annex B contains a mapping of Core Elements to USMARC for use in the USMARC
record syntax. However, since the data transformation is not fully reversible and
requires interpretation, the record source is responsible for encoding the USMARC
record(s).
The data in GILS Locator Records do not always map clearly into USMARC records,
particularly when agencies add their own locally defined fields to the GILS Locator
Record. This means that construction of USMARC records is subject to local
interpretation. Therefore, GILS Locator Records in USMARC format obtained from
other than the original record source should be considered non-definitive. The
original source of the GILS Locator Record can be identified by examining the
Original Control Identifier field of the record.
For interchange, GRS-I records are to be treated as the complete and canonical
representation; _ and USMARC should be viewed as derivative records from
the canonical representation and as such are not as complete or l_recise.
7.5. Preferred Display Format for Use with SUTRS
The GILS Profile recommends a preferred display format for SUTRS records (see
Annex C for the recommended display forma0. ]:or the SUTRS records, formatting
instructions for a preferred display format is a concern of the server.
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When the target transfers a GILS record using the SUTRS record syntax, it will
encode the GILS record formatted according to the preferred display format, so that
the client may present the record directly, without processing. For SUTRS,
however, the client should not expect to be able to parse the record to obtain any
individual GILS elements.
When the client presents a GILS record formatted by the server using the USMARC
or GRS record syntax, it is recommended that the client consider the SUTRS
suggested display layout in formatting the received record for presentation to the
human end user.
7.6. Diagnostic Messages
The CILS application will use Diagnostic Set Bib-1.
8. Data Elements in the Locator Records
GILS Locator Records consist of a number of GILS Core Elements that contain
information to identify and describe Federal information resources. The GILS Core
Elements are defined in Annex E.
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GILS Attribute Set
]viay 7. 1994
The GILS Attribute Set is a superset of the Bib-1 Attribute Set and consists of all Bib-1
Attributes and the additional Use Attributes listed below. Additional Use Attributes
that cannot be mapped to Bib-1 Use Attributes are numbered from 2000 through
2999. These are weLl-known Use Attributes.
GILS servers should never return any of these four diagnostic messages:
"Unsupported Use Attribute," "Unsupported Structure Attribute," "Unsupported
Position Attribute," or "Unsupported Attribute Type" when a query includes the
combinations of GILS Attributes listed in Table 1. An "X" in the table means that
GILS servers wiLl recognize and support this combination of Attributes.
USE WORD URx DATE W OR D GREATER EQUAL
LIST THAN
Local Number X X X X
Author-name X X X
corporate
Date/Time X X X
Last Modified
Record Source X X X
i
Distributor X X X
Name
Index Term - X X X
Controlled
i
Local Subject X X X
Index
Any X X X
TABLE 1
Recognized and Supported Combinations of GILS Attributes
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As stated in 7.3.1.1,GILS servers are required to support a minimal set of Use
Attributes. These are listedfirst.In the cases where a Bib-I Use Attribute'sName is
used, the corresponding GILS Core Element name appears in parentheses.
Required GILS Use Attributes
Use#
12
29
1005
1012
1016
1019
2001
2O02
QILS Attribute Name
Local Number (Local Control Number)
Local Subject Index (Local Subject Term)
Author-name corporate (Originator)
Date/Time Last Modified (Date of Last Modification)
Any
Record Source
Distributor Name
Index Terms - Controlled
Available
Use#
4
1007
62
2OO3
20O4
2005
2006
2007
2OO8
2O08
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2O20
2021
2022
2O23
2024
GILS Use Attributes
GIL5 Attribute Name
Title
Identifier- Standard (Control Identifier)
Abstract
Purpose
Access Constraints
Use Constraints
Distributor Organization
Distributor Street Address
Distributor City
DistributorState
DistributorZip Code
DistributorCountry
DistributorNetwork Address
DistributorHours of Service
Distributor Telephone
DistributorFax
Available Resource Description
Available Order Process
Available Technical Prerequisites
Available Time Period - Struchtred
Available Time Period - Textual
Available Linkage
Available Linkage Type
Contact Name
Contact Organization
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Available GILS Use Attributes
Use#
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2_3
2034
2_5
2036
2037
2038
2039
2_0
2_1
2_2
2_3
2044
2_5
2_6
2M7
2_8
2_9
2050
GILS Attribute Name
Contact Street Address
Contact City
Contact State
Contact Zip Code
Contact Country
Contact Network Address
Contact Hours of Service
Contact Telephone
Contact Fax
Agency Program
Sources of Data
Thesaurus
Methodology
Bounding Rectangle - Western-most
Bounding Rectangle - Eastern-most
Bounding Rectangle - Northern-most
Bounding Rectangle - Southern-most
Geographic Keyword Name
Geographic Keyword Type
Time Period - Structured
Time Period - Textual
Cross Reference Title
Cross Reference Linkage
Cross Reference Type
Original Control Identifier
Supplemental Information
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Annex B
GILS Core Element to USMARC Mapping
This Annex provides a mapping from GILS Core Elements to USMARC for use by
the record source and GILS servers. Some of these data dements consist of two or
more subelements, and this relationship is noted by the indentation.
Implementors should consult the authoritative documentation on USMARC found
in I,]$MARC Format for BiblioL, ravhic Data. The document is available from the
Cataloging Distribution Service at the Library of Congress. A full description of the
USMARC fields and available subfields within each field is in that document.
For some elements new USMARC fields and/or subfields may be incorporated into
the USMARC format. New fields and/or subfields in the process of being
considered for inclusion in USMARC are noted.
In cases where the 500 Note field is repeated to carry separate GILS Core Elements,
the name of the GILS Core Element will be included and precede the data content
for that field. A colon will separate the GILS Data Element name from the rest of
the content in the field. For example, 500 Purpose: [data for this field]; 500 Agency
Program: [data for this field]. Each such GILS Core Element should be carried in
separate, repeating 500 fields.
In addition to the variable length fields listed in the mapping, a USMARC record
will also include a Leader and field 008: Fixed-Length Data Elements. Certain
character positions in each of these fixed length fields of a USMARC record will
need to be coded specifically for GILS. In addition, USMARC records for GILS will
include a code in the 042: Authentication Code to identify these USMARC records
specifically as GILS Locator Records. The following suggest values for these fields (or
parts of these fields):
Leader:. A fixed field comprising the first 24 character positions (00-23) of each record
that provides information for the processing of the record. For GILS records, the
following character position is specifically relevant:
Character Position: 18 - Descriptive cataloging form
Value: # [i.e., blank] (Non-LSBD)
to indicate when International Standard Bibliographic Description is
not followed.
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008 Fixed Length Data Elements: Forty character positions (00-39) containing
positionally-defined data elements that provide coded information about the record
as a whole or about special bibliographic aspects of the item being cataloged. For
GILS records that describe electronic information resources, the following character
position is specifically relevant:
Character Position: 26 - Type of computer file
Values: a (Numeric data)
b (Computer program)
c (Representational)
d (Document)
e (Bibliographic data)
f (Font)
g (Game)
h (Sound)
i (Online system or service) [new code proposed]
m (Combination)
u (Unknown)
z (Other)
042 Authentication Code
Value: gils [new code proposed]
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GILS Data Elements and Corresponding USMARC Tags
_ILS Data Element
Title
Control Identifier
Abstract
Purpose
Originator
Access Constraints
Use Constraints
Distributor
Distributor Name
Distributor Organization
Distributor Street Address
Distributor City
Distributor State
Distributor Zip Code
Distributor Country
Distributor Network Address
Distributor Hours of Service
Distributor Telephone
Distributor Fax
Available Resource Description
Available Order Process
Available Technical Prerequisites
Available Time Period - Structured
Available Time Period - Textual
Available Linkage
Available Mnkage Type
Point of Contact
Contact Name
Contact Organization
Contact Street Address
Contact City
Contact State
Contact Zip Code
Contact Country
Contact Network Address
Contact Hours of Service
IJ_MARC Tag
2455a
001
520
50O
7105a
5O6
540
2705p [proposed field]
2705p [proposed field]
2705a [proposed field]
2705b [proposed field]
2705c [proposed field]
2705e [proposed field]
2705d [proposed field]
2705m [proposed field]
3015a [proposed field]
2705k [proposed field]
27051 [proposed field]
0375f
0375c
538
0455c
0375n [proposed field]
(for non-electronic resource)
8565z
(for electronic resource)
8565u
856 1st indicator/85652
8565m
(for electronic resources)
2705p [proposed field]
2705p [proposed field]
2705a [proposed field]
2705b [proposed field]
2705c [proposed field]
2705e [proposed field]
2705d [proposed field]
2705m [proposed field]
3015a [proposed field]
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GILS Data Elements and Corresponding USMARC Tags
GIRLS Data Element
Contact Telephone
Contact Fax
Record Source
Date Last modified
Agency Program
Sources of Data
Index Terms - Controlled
Thesaurus
Local Subject Term
Methodology
Spatial Reference
Bounding Rectangle
Western-most
Eastern-most
Northern-most
Southern-most
Geographic Name
Geographic Keyword Name
Geographic Keyword Type
Time Period - Structured
Time Period - Textual
Cross Reference Title
Cross Reference Linkage
Cross Reference Type
Original control identifier
Supplemental information
USMARC Tag
2705k [proposed field]
27051 [proposed field]
O40
O05
5OO
537 [proposed field]
650
650 1st indicator/65052
6535a
567
2555c
0345d
0345e
0345f
034Sg
651
655
O455c
513
7875t
7875w
856 1st indicator/85652
035
5OO
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USMARC Tags and Field Names
(from USMARC Format for Bibliographic
USMARC Tag
001
005
034
035
037
040
042
245
255
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
301
500
506
513
520
537
538
540
_ubfield
$d
$e
Sf
$c
$f
$n
$a
$c
$a
Sb
$c
Sd
Se
Sk
$1
$m
$p
Sa
567
Data)
Field Name
Control Number
Date and Time of Latest Transaction
Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data
Coordinates - westernmost longitude
Coordinates - easternmost longitude
Coordinates - northernmost latitude
Coordinates - southernmost latitude
System Control Number
Source of Acquisition
Source of stock number/acquisition
Terms of availability
Form of issue
Note [proposed]
Cataloging Source
Authentication Code
Title Statement
Title
Cartographic Mathematical Data
Statement of coordinates
Address
City
State or province
Country
Postal code
Telephone number
Fax number
Electronic mail address
Contact person
Hours
General Note
Restrictions on Access Note
Type of Report and Period Covered Note
Summary, Etc.Note
Source of Data Note [proposed]
System Details Note
Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
Note
Methodology Note
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USMARC Tags and Field Names
(from USMARC Format for Bibliographic
USMARC Tag Subfield
650
1st indicator
651
653
655
710
$2
Sa
Sa
787
856
1st indicator
St
Sw
Sm
$u
Sz
$2
Data)
Fiekt Name
Subject Added Entry - Topical Term
Level of subject
Source of heading or term
Subject Added Entry - Geographic Name
Index Term - Uncontrolled
Uncontrolled term
Index Term - Genre/Form
Added Entry - Corporate Name
Corporate name or jurisdiction name as
entry element
Nonspecific Relationship Entry
Title
Record Control Number
Electronic Location and Access
Access method
Contact for access assistance
Uniform Resource Locator
Nonpublic note
Source of access
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Annex C
Preferred Display Format for GILS Records
GILS servers will transfer records in three record syntaxes:
o USMARC
o Generic Record Syntax (GRS)
o Simple Unstructured Text Record Syntax (SUTRS).
In SUTRS, the formatting of the record contents is handled by the server, and the
client receives a record devoid of structure. In USMARC and GRS, the record,
whose structure is defined by the record syntax, is passed from the target to an orgin,
and the client software has more flexibility in processing the record contents for
display.
The recommended guidelines in this Annex describe how records should be
displayed, whether formatted by the server or the client (but this does not preclude
display formats in addition to the Preferred Display Format).
Record Organization:
The record should be organized so that the elements first viewed by the user
provide adequate information to either choose or eliminate the record from further
consideration. These elements are: Title, Originator, Controlled Vocabulary, Local
Subject Index and Abstract.
Next in the order of presentation are elements that give detailed information about
the information resource being described: Spatial Reference, Time Period,
Availability, Sources of Data, Methodology, Access Constraints, Use Constraints,
Point of Contact, and Supplemental Information.
The elements describing the reason for the existence of the data are next: Purpose
and Agency Program.
Related information resources are listed next in the element: Cross Reference.
The final elements provide bibliographic control information: Control Identifier,
Record Source, and Date of Last Modification.
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General Instructions for Formatting Full Element Set Name Records:
All displayable elements are to be labelled with the full title of the field followed by a
colon. Label mnemonics should only be used in situations where the user can ask
for an explanation of the mnemonic. Mnemonics should not be used in SUTRS
records, since it should be assumed that the client knows nothing about the server
and is incapable of interpreting the mnemonics.
The subelements of constructed elements fi.e., locally defined fields, Availability,
Spatial Reference, etc.) should be indented to reflect their association and structure
within a well-structured element. Labels on subelements can eliminate the
redundant leading parts (e.g., the word Available on the Availability subelements).
In the Controlled Vocabulary element, the Thesaurus subelement can be presented
in parentheses, followed by the Index Terms. Multiple Index Terms should be
separated by a semi-colon and a space (e.g.,Controlled Vocabulary (MESH): Kidney;
Kidney Disease). Alternatively,the Thesaurus and Index Terms can be indented
under the Controlled Vocabulary label,as is done with the other well-structured
fields.Local Subject Terms should be separated by a semi-colon and a space.
D.isplay Format for Brief Element Set Name Records:
Brief Records consist of the Title, Control Identifier, Originator, and Local Control
Number fields. For display purposes, the Control Identifier and Local Control
Number can be omitted. Brief Records may be formatted to fit on a single line. This
may require that that one or both of the displayed fields will be truncated.
Truncation can be indicated with with elipsis(...).
Display Format for _ Element _et Name Records:
G Records consist of Brief Record elements and additionally, the Cross Reference
element. For display purposes, the guidelines for Full Records should be followed.
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Annex D
GILS Schema
MayT. 1994
The GILS Schema describes and defines tagSets and an Abstract Record Structure
used with the Generic Record Syntax (GRS). The GILS Schema defines a GILS tagSet
that associates a numeric tag with one or more GILS Core Elements.
Some GILS Core elements correspond to tags already defined in tagSet-M and tagSet-
G, and these tags are used to identify GILS Core elements in the Abstract Record
Structure. When the tagType is 1, the tag value is from tagSet-M. When the
tagType is2,the tag value isfrom tagSet-G. When the tagType is3, the tag value is
an arbitrarystringtag. When the tagType is4, the tag value isfrom the GILS tagSet.
There are two general classesof schema dements in the GILS Schema:
I) Primitive - these elements cannot have locallydefined subelements
2) Constructed - these elements have one or more subelements any of which
may be well-defined or target-defined;in the lattercase,these locallydefined
subelements are identifiedwith stringtags
This Annex first presents the GILS tagSet that identifies the element, its unique tag,
and a recommended datatype. This is followed by the GILS Abstract Record
Structure that shows the full tag path for each element.
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GILS tagSet
T__ Element
1 controlldentifier
2 streetAddress
3 city
4 state
5 zipcode
6 hoursOfService
7 resourceDescription
8 technicalPrerequisites
9 westernMost
10 easternmost
11 northernMost
12 southernMost
13 geograph/cKeywordName
14 geographicKeywordType
15 timePeriodStructured
16 timePeriodTextual
17 linkage
18 linkageType
19 recordSource
20 controlledTerm
21 thesaurus
22 localSubjectTerm
23 originalControlldentifier
Recommended Data type
Internat/onaIString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
intUnit
intUnit
intUnit
intUnit
InternationalString
InternationalString
GeneralizedTime
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
InternationalString
NOTE: The element "wellKnown" from tagSet-M (1,19) and referred to below has
the following definition:
When an element is defined to be "structured into locally defined elements", the
target may use this tag (i.e., wellKnown) in lieu oL or along with, locally defined
tags. For example, an element named 'title' might be described to be "locally
structured." The target might present the element structured into the following
subelements: 'wellKnown', 'spineTitle', and 'variantTitle', where the latter two
tags are target defined. In this case, 'weUKnown' is assumed to mean 'title'.
5O
51
title Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locallydefined elements.
purpose Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
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GILS tagSet
.T_ _ Re_mmende_i Data t__ e
52 originator Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
53 accessConstraints Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
54 useConstraints Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally def'med elements.
55 orderProcess Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
56 agencyProgram Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
57 sourcesOfData Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
58 methodology Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
59 supplementalInformation Constructed as follows -
This element may include the element wellKnown and may also
include locally defined elements.
70 availability Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: distributor, resourceDescription, orderProcess,
technicalPrerequisites, time.Period, linkage, linkageType.
71 spatialReference Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: boundingRectangle, geographic.Name.
90 distributor Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: name, organization, streetAddress, city, state,
zipCode, country, networkAddress, hoursOfService, phoneNumer,
faxNumber.
91 boundingRectangle Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: westernmost, easternmost, northernMost,
southernmost.
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GILS tagSet
Element Recommended Datatype
geographic.Name Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: geographicKeywordName, geographicKeywordType.
93 timePeriod Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: timePeriodStructured, timePeriodTextual.
94 pointOfContact Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: name, organization, streetAddress, city, state,
zipCode, country, networkAddress, hoursOfService, phoneNumber,
faxNumber.
95 controlledVocabulary Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: indexTermsControlled, thesaurus.
96 indexTermsControlled Constructed as follows -
This element may include the following as well as locally defined
elements: controlledTerm.
97 localSubjectIndex Constructed as follows -
This element may include the following as well as locally defined
elements: localSubjectTerm.
98 crossReference Constructed as follows -
This element may include any of the following as well as locally
defined elements: title, linkage, linkageType.
GILS Abstract Record Structure
NOTE: The element 't)odyOfDisplay" in tagSet-G (2,9) may be used by the target to
combine into this single element (i.e., bodyOfDisplay) one or more of the elements
from the following abstract record structure into a display format.
Ta_R_ Element Mandatory_? Repeatable?
(1,10) rank N N
(1,12) url N N
(1,14) local control number Y N
(1,16) dateOfLastModification Y N
(4,50) title Y N
(4,1) controlIdentifier Y N
(2,6) abstract Y N
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Element
(4,.5I) purpose
(4,52) originator
(4,53) accessConstraints
(4,54) useConstraints
(4,70) availability
(4,70)/(4,90)distributor
(4,70)1(4,90)/(2,7)distributorName
(4,70)/(4,90)I(2,10)distributorOrganization
(4,70)I(4,90)I(4,2)distributorStreetAddress
(4,70)/(4,90)/(4,3)cUstributorCity
(4,70)1(4,90)1(4,4) distributorState
(4,70)/(4,90)/(4,5)distributorZipCode
(4,70)/(4,90)/(2,16)distributorCountry
(4,70)/(4,90)I(2"12)distributorNetworkAddress
(4,70)I(4,90)/(4,6)distributorHoursofService
(4,70)I(4,90)I(2,14)distributorPhoneNumber
(4,70)/(4,90)/(2,15) distributorFaxNumber
(4,70)/(4,7) resourceDescription
(4,70)/(4,5S) orderProcess
(4,70)/(4,8) technicalPrerequisites
(4,70)/(4,93) timePeriod
(4,70)/(4,93)/(4,15) timePeriodStructured
(4,70)/(4,93)/(4,16) timePeriodTextual
(4,70)/(4,17) linkage
(4,70)/(4,18) linkageType
(4,94) pointOfContact
(4,94)/(2,7) contactName
(4,94)/(2,10) contactOrganization
(4,94)/(4,2) contactStreetAddress
(4,94)/(4,3) contactCity
(4,94)/(4,4) contactState
(4,94)/(4,5) contactZipCode
(4,94)/(2,16) contactCountry
(4,94)/(2,12) contactNetworkAddress
(4,94)/(4,6) contactHoursofService
(4,94)/(2,14) contactPhoneNumber
(4,94)/(2,15) contactFaxNumber
(4,19) recordSource
(4,56) agencyProgram
(4,57) sourcesOfData
Mandatory?
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Repeatable?
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
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_Tag_ Element
(4,95) controlledVocabulary
(4,95)I(4,96)indexTermsControlled
(4,95)/(4,96)I(4,20)controlledTerm
(4,95)/(4,2.1)thesaurus
(4,97)locaISubjectlndex
(4,97)I(4,Z7.)locaISubjectTerm
(4,.58)methodology
(4,71)spatiaIReference
(4,71)/(4,91)boundingRectangle
(4,71)I(4,91)I(4,9)westernmost
(4,71)I(4,91)I(4,10)easternmost
(4,71)/(4,91)/(4,11)northernmost
(4,71)I(4,91)I(4,12)southernmost
(4,71)I(4,92)geographic.Name
(4,71)I(4,92)](4,13)geographicKeywordName
(4,71)I(4,92)[(4,14)geogr aphicXeywordType
(4,93)timePeriod
(4,93)/(4,15)timePeriodStructured
(4,93)/(4,16)timePeriodTextual
(4,98)crossReference
(4,98)/(4,80)crossReferenceTitle
(4,98)1(4,17)crossReferenceLinkage
(4,98)I(4,18)crossReferenceType
(4,23)originalControIIdentifier
(4,59)supplementaIInformation
Mandatory?
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Repeatable?
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
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Annex E
GILS Core Elements
GILS Locator Records consist of a number of GILS Core Elements that contain
information to identify and describe Federal information resources. The term
"mandatory" as used in this Profile applies to administraton of the subset of GILS
Locator Records that have been identified by the record source as participating in the
GILS Core. GILS servers are not required to distinguish "mandatory" from other
elements.
TITLE (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element conveys the most significant
aspects of the referenced resource and is intended for initial presentation to users
independently of other elements. It should provide sufficient information to allow
users to make an initial decision on likely relevance. It should convey the most
significant information available, including the general topic area, as well as a
specific reference to the subject.
CONTROL IDENTIHER (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element is defined by
the information provider and is used to distinguish this locator record from all
other GILS Core locator records. The control identifier should be distinguished with
the record source agency acronym as provided in the U.S. Government Manual.
ABSTRACT (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element presents a narrative
description of the information resource. This narrative should provide enough
general information to allow the user to determine if the information resource has
sufficient potential to warrant contacting the provider for further information. The
abstract shou/d not exceed 500 words in length.
PURPOSE (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element describes why the
information resource is offered and identifies other programs, projects, and
legislative actions wholly or partially responsible for the establishment or continued
delivery of this information resource. It may include the origin and lineage of the
information resource, and related information resources.
ORIGINATOR (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element identifies the
information resource originator,named as in the U.S. Government Manual where
applicable.
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ACCESS CONSTRAINTS (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element in some cases
may contain the value '7'_one." It describes any constraints or legal prerequisites for
accessing the information resource or its component products or services. This
includes any access constraints applied to assure the protection of privacy or
intellectual property, and any other special restrictions or limitations on obtaining
the information resource. Guidance on obtaining any users' manuals or other aids
needed for the public to reasonably access the information resource must also be
included here.
USE CONSTRAINTS (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element in some cases may
contain the value "None." It describes any constraints or legal prerequisites for
using the information resource or its component products or services. This includes
any use constraints applied to assure the protection of privacy or intellectual
property and any other special restrictions or limitations on using the information
resource.
AVAILABILITY (Mandatory, Repeatable): This element is a grouping of
subelements that together describe how the information resource is made available.
DISTRIBUTOR (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This subelement consists of the
following subordinate fields that provide information about the distributor:
DISTRIBUTOR NAME
DISTRIBUTOR ORGANIZATION
DISTRIBUTOR STREET ADDRESS
DISTRIBUTOR CITY
DISTRIBUTOR STATE
DISTRIBUTOR ZIP CODE
DISTRIBUTOR COUNTRY
DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK ADDRESS
DISTRIBUTOR HOURS OF SERVICE
DISTRIBUTOR TELEPHONE
DISTRIBUTOR FAX
RESOURCE DESCRIPTION (Optional, Not Repeatable): This subelement
identifies the resource as it is known to the distributor.
ORDER PROCESS (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This subelement provides
information on how to obtain the information resource from this distributor,
including any fees assodated with acquisition of the product or use of the service,
order options (e.g., available in print or digital forms, PC or Macintosh versions),
order methods, payment alternatives, and delivery methods.
TECHNICAL PREREQUISITES (Optional, Not Repeatable): This subelement
describes any technical prerequisites for use of the information resource as made
available by this distributor.
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AVAILABLE TIME PERIOD (Optional, Repeatable): This subelement provides
the time period reference for the information resource as made availableby this
distributor,in one of two forms:
TIME PERIOD- STRUCTURED: Time described using the USMARC
prescribed structure.
TIME PERIOD - TEXTUAL: Time described textually.
AVAILABLE LINKAGE (Optional, Not Repeatable): This subelernent provides
the information needed to contact an automated system made available by this
distributor,expressed in a form that can be interpretedby a computer (i.e.,URI).
Available linkages are appropriate to reference other locators,facilitatelectronic
delivery of off-the-shelfinformation products, or guide the user to data systems
that support analysis and synthesis of information.
AVAILABLE LINKAGE TYPE (Optional, Not Repeatable): This subelement
occurs ifthere isan Available Linkage described.Itprovides the data content type
(i.e.,MIME) for the referenced URI.
POINT OF CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION (Mandatory, Not
Repeatable): This element identifies an organization, and a person where
appropriate, serving as the point of contact plus methods that may be used to make
contact. This element consists of the following subelements:
CONTACT NAME
CONTACT ORGANIZATION
CONTACT STREET ADDRESS
CONTACT CITY
CONTACT STATE
CONTACT ZIP CODE
CONTACT COUNTRY
CONTACT NETWORK ADDRESS
CONTACT HOURS OF SERVICE
CONTACT TELEPHONE
CONTACT FAX.
RECORD SOURCE (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element identifies the
organization, as named in the U.S. Government Manual, that created or last
modified this locator record.
DATE OF LAST MODIFICATION (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This element
identifies the latest date on which this locator record was created or modified.
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AGENCY PROGRAM (*,Not Repeatable):This element identifiesthe major
agency program or mission supported by the system and should include a citation
for any specificlegislativeauthoritiesassociated with thisinformation resource.
* This element is mandatory if the resource referenced by this GILS Core locator
record isa Federal information system.
SOURCES OF DATA (*,Not Repeatable): This element identifiesthe primary
sources or providers of data to the system, whether within or outside the agency.
* This element is mandatory ifthe resource referenced by thisGILS Core locator
record is a Federal information system.
CONTROLLED VOCABULARY (Optional,Repeatable):This element is a grouping
of subelements that together provide any controlledvocabulary used to describe the
resource and the source of that controlledvocabulary:
INDEX TERMS - CONTROLLED (Optional,Not Repeatable):This subelement is
a grouping of descriptiveterms drawn from a controlledvocabulary source to aid
users in locating entries of potential interest.Each term is provided in the
subordinate repeating field:
CONTROLLED TERM.
THESAURUS (Optional, Not Repeatable): This subelement provides the
reference to a formally registered thesaurus or similar authoritative source of the
controlled index terms. Notes on how to obtain electronic access to or copies of
the referenced source should be provided, possibly through a Cross Reference to
another locator record that more fully describes the standard and its potential
application to locating GILS information.
LOCAL SUBJECT INDEX (Opt/onal, Not Repeatable): This element is a grouping of
descriptive terms to aid users in locating resources of potential interest,but the
terms are not drawn from a formally registeredcontrolled vocabulary source. Each
term isprovided in the repeating subelement:
LOCAL SUBJECT TERM
METHODOLOGY (Optional, Not Repeatable): This element identifies any
specialized tools, techniques, or methodology used to produce this information
resource. The validity,degree of reliability,and any known possibilityof errors
should alsobe described.
SPATIAL REFERENCE (Optional, Not Repeatable): This element is a grouping of
subelements that together provide the geographic reference for the information
resource. Geographic names and coordinates can be used to define the bounds of
coverage. Although described here informally, the spatialobject constructs should
be as defined in FIPS 173, "Spatial Data Transfer Standard."
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BOUNDING RECTANGLE (Optional, Not Repeatable): This subelement
provides the limits of coverage expressed by latitude and longitude values in the
order:
WESTERN-MOST
EASTERN-MOST
NORTHERN-MOST
SOUTHERN-MOST.
GEOGRAPHIC NAME (Optional, Repeatable): This subelement identifies
significant areas and/or places within the coverage through two associated
constructs:
GEOGRAPHIC KEYWORD NAME
GEOGRAPHIC KEYWORD TYPE.
TIME PERIOD OF CONTENT (Optional, Repeatable): This element provides time
frames associated with the information resource, in one of two forms:
TIME PERIOD - STRUCTURED: Tune described using the USMARC prescribed
structure.
TIME PERIOD - TEXTUAL: Tune described textually.
CROSS REFERENCE (Optional, Repeatable): This element is a grouping of
subelements that together identify another locator record likely to be of interest:
CROSS REFERENCE TITLE (Mandatory, Not Repeatable): This subelement
provides a human readable textual description of the cross reference.
CROSS REFERENCE LINKAGE fMandatory, Not Repeatable): This subelement
provides the machine readable information needed to perform the access (i.e.,
URI).
CROSS REFERENCE TYPE fMandatory, Not Repeatable): This subelement occurs
ff there is a CROSS REFERENCE LINKAGE and0 provides the data content type
(i.e.,MIME) for the referenced URI.
ORIGINAL CONTROL IDENTIFIER (optional, Not Repeatable): This element is
used by the record source to refer to another GILS locator record from which this
locator record was derived.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION (optional, Not Repeatable): Through this
element, the record source may associate other descriptive information with the
GILS Core locatorrecord.
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